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to the depository institutions in  
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 it is my pleasure to send you the ninety-eighth annual report of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York, covering the year 2012.

Following the “letter from the President,” the 2012 Annual Report presents detailed 
tables, with extensive notes, on the Bank’s  financial condition.

i hope you will find the information we present interesting and useful.

william c. dudley 
President
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Financial Stability: Progress, but More 
Work to Be Done

Financial stability is central to the Federal 
Reserve’s mission as a central bank. As the 

recent financial crisis demonstrated so pain-
fully, we cannot achieve our dual mandate of full 
employment and price stability if financial insta-
bility disrupts the availability of credit and other 
financial services to households and businesses.

In the aftermath of the crisis, the New York 
Fed has been working with colleagues in the 
Federal Reserve System, as well as other agencies 
and regulators in the United States and around 
the world, to make our financial system more 
resilient. Our common aim is to strengthen the 
financial system and improve our capacity to 
identify, monitor, and mitigate emerging threats 
to financial stability.  

Such threats to financial stability can either 
emerge from within the financial system itself or 
arise from external shocks. Both types of shocks 
can be amplified by vulnerabilities in the system. 
While it is impossible to predict the nature or 
timing of all risk events, we can make the finan-
cial system less prone to generate excesses and 
address structural weaknesses that magnify and 
propagate stress. 

Because the United States—and, increas-
ingly, countries around the globe—have a capi-
tal markets–based financial system, these efforts 

have to take place both at the level of the indi-
vidual firms under our supervision and at the 
level of market infrastructures and practices. 

In this letter, I will highlight some of the 
significant and wide-ranging contributions our 
staff has made to important financial sector 
reform initiatives over the past year. Since our 
work is ongoing, I will also highlight compo-
nents of the overall architecture that are still in 
need of construction or repair. 

A special problem still in the “in need of 
construction or repair” category is ending what 
is popularly known as the “too-big-to-fail” 
(TBTF) problem. The underlying problem is 
that the potential disorderly failure of a large, 
complex financial firm can generate significant 
negative externalities for society—externalities 
that the firm and its suppliers of capital have no 
incentive to internalize in advance, unless they 
are forced to do so by regulators.

By creating a perception that large, complex 
firms will not be allowed to fail, the TBTF phe-
nomenon risks creating a funding subsidy for 
such institutions. This is bad not only because it 
creates an un-level playing field between larger 
and smaller institutions, but also because it may 
create incentives for financial institutions to 
become even larger and more complex, thereby 
increasing the degree of systemic risk in the 
financial system.
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TBTF cannot be ended simply by pledging 
in normal times never to intervene to prevent 
the failure of large, complex firms. Markets will 
view this as a “time-inconsistent” statement—
one that will be reneged upon if a crisis situation 
emerges because the cost of a messy failure of 
a large, complex firm to workers, families, and 
businesses that had nothing to do with the 
firm’s own risk taking would be intolerably high.

ending TBTF requires more than this: it 
requires reducing the cost to society when large, 
complex firms fail and eliminating any perverse 
incentives for firms to become bigger or more 
systemically important. My view is that we 
should seek to do this in a way that preserves to 
the greatest extent possible such social benefits 
as come with scale and scope in finance. 

The New York Fed is committed to doing all 
that we can within our authority to end TBTF 
in a way consistent with the public interest and 
the balancing of social cost and benefit. Aspects 
of this effort run through much of our execu-
tion of the Federal Reserve’s financial stability 
agenda.

Making Firms More Resilient  
and More Resolvable 
The Bank plays an important role in the Federal 
Reserve System’s efforts to make the firms under 
our supervision more resilient and resolvable. 
Large bank holding companies remain impor-
tant building blocks of our financial system and 
are deeply integrated with our capital markets. 

Governance, business models, and risk  
In 2012, the Federal Reserve worked with our 
sister agencies to strengthen these financial insti-
tutions, thereby reducing the risk of failure. As 
part of the Bank’s ongoing supervisory activi-
ties at firms headquartered in our District, we 

focused on corporate governance, risk culture, 
and information systems in an effort to bolster 
the management of these firms and hence the 
financial system. 

As we deepen the reorganization of our 
supervisory activities begun in 2010, we con-
tinue to focus on a better understanding of the 
business models and risks of these firms. This 
includes challenging senior management and 
boards of directors to ensure that their risk man-
agement practices are strong enough to promote 
sound decision making throughout the organi-
zation—from top to bottom and side to side.

Capital
In the United States and internationally, regula-
tors have focused on raising both the quantity 
and quality of capital held by major banks, with 
the aim of making them more resilient. One 
effort where the Bank has made substantial con-
tributions is the design, modeling, and analysis 
of the Federal Reserve System’s Comprehensive 
Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR). 

In this year’s CCAR exercise, a substantial 
number of Bank staff—more than 10 percent 
of the Bank—contributed to System efforts to 
promote the development and maintenance 
of robust, forward-looking capital planning at 
bank holding companies. The exercise is aimed 
at ensuring that firms have sufficient capital to 
continue operations during periods of severe 
economic and financial market stress. Since 
firm management—or we, as supervisors—will 
never be able to identify every emerging risk, 
it is important to ensure that firms have the 
capacity to withstand a wide range of negative 
events, and the CCAR has emerged as one of 
the Federal Reserve’s most important tools for 
this resiliency. 
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Liquidity 
In addition to our work on capital assessment, 
the Bank has been a leader in developing and 
applying methods of evaluating the liquidity of 
large financial institutions. Liquidity, like capi-
tal, is a bulwark against unforeseen shocks; 
higher liquidity serves as a buffer so that firms 
do not have to sell illiquid assets at the first signs 
of stress. 

Led by staff from the Office of Financial 
Stability and Regulatory Policy and the 
Financial Institution Supervision Group 
(FISG), the Bank has contributed to the 
development of the liquidity coverage ratio—a 
measure of the amount of liquid assets that 
banks should hold to cover short-term stress. 
The Bank offered insight on the Basel liquid-
ity reforms through participation in the Basel 
Committee on Banking Supervision and the 
Bank for International Settlements’ Committee 
on the Global Financial System. One of our 
senior leaders served as the co-chair of the Basel 
Committee’s Working Group on Liquidity—
which was instrumental in the Committee’s 
establishment of global liquidity standards.

In addition, Bank staff helped direct System 
efforts on the design and execution of an inno-
vative approach to horizontal liquidity analysis 
and review, including the evaluation of liquidity 
risk-management practices as well as liquidity 
adequacy. 

Recovery and resolution planning 
No matter how much capital or liquidity a 
financial institution has, there is always some 
risk that it will fail. To end TBTF, our goal is to 
make it so that when a firm does get in distress, 
the costs to society of a failure are low enough 
that policymakers do not feel compelled to 
intervene. 

On this front, New York Fed staff are work-
ing with our colleagues at the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation and across the Federal 
Reserve to strengthen recovery and resolution 
planning as a discipline for the large finan-
cial firms under our supervision. The Bank 
has committed substantial supervisory and legal 
resources to the analysis of the “living wills” 
generated by the largest bank holding compa-
nies—statutorily mandated plans for the orderly 
wind-down of failing financial firms, designed to 
limit potential risks to financial stability. 

This effort has generated significant insights 
into both the complex interconnections of the 
largest global banking organizations and the 
challenges such complexity poses for orderly res-
olution. While the efforts of our staff have been 
substantial, much more work remains before 
the costs of a TBTF institution’s failure can be 
reduced to a tolerable level. 

In this regard, the Bank is working with 
regulators around the world to determine how 
the official sector can manage the failure of a 
cross-border banking organization in a way that 
does not disrupt the global financial system. Our 
contributions have included substantial intel-
lectual input on global financial stability work 
in support of the Financial Stability Board’s 
Resolution Steering Group. 

Making Markets More Stable 
and Robust to Shocks
Financial stability cannot be achieved at the 
level of the individual firm alone. It requires 
stable and robust market infrastructures as well, 
so that the system as a whole will not generate 
excesses or amplify shocks and can absorb the 
failure of even the largest firms while continuing 
to supply credit to the economy. 5
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In 2012, the Bank contributed to multiple 
workstreams focused on improving financial 
stability through better market infrastructure. 
key efforts included supporting reforms in the 
tri-party repo system, money market funds, 
over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives, and foreign 
exchange settlement. Significant work was also 
carried out to support the stability of financial 
market infrastructures. 

Tri-party repo system 
The tri-party repo market is a large and impor-
tant market where securities dealers fund a 
substantial portion of firm and client assets. 
The crisis revealed significant fragility in the 
tri-party repo system. To help support financial 
stability in this market in 2012, a cross-bank 
team including contributors from FISG and the 
Markets, Risk, and Research groups continued 
their work with market participants to effect 
changes in settlement infrastructure. The aim is 
to help reduce the extension of intraday credit 
within the tri-party repo market and to improve 
dealers’ liquidity risk-management practices. 

To this end, the Bank intensified its direct 
oversight of market participants to make the 
infrastructure changes necessary to reduce reli-
ance on intraday credit and worked with broker-
dealers affiliated with bank holding companies 
and foreign banking organizations to improve 
risk-management practices. 

Money market funds
In 2012, the Bank continued to support reform 
in the money market fund business. The crisis 
made clear that the monies provided to the 
money market mutual funds by their own inves-
tors are inherently unstable and susceptible 
to runs in times of panic. Investors in money 
market funds with a fixed net asset value can 
take money out on a daily basis at par value, 

with no redemption penalty.  This can occur 
even if the money market fund does not have 
sufficient cash or liquid assets to meet all poten-
tial redemptions. This creates an incentive for 
investors to be the first to get out whenever 
there is any uncertainty about the underlying 
value of the assets in the fund. The size of the 
money market fund sector and its interconnect-
edness with the rest of the financial system make 
reform of these vulnerabilities crucial. 

While the primary responsibility for imple-
menting money market fund reform lies with 
the U.S. Securities and exchange Commission, 
the Bank provided substantial analysis to policy-
makers on reform alternatives, with leadership 
from staff in the Research Group and the Office 
of Financial Stability and Regulatory Policy. 
In early 2013, I personally joined with the 
 presidents of the other eleven Reserve Banks to 
offer our public support for reform in this market.

OTC derivatives 
The Bank continues its work in support of 
stability in the OTC derivatives markets. As 
the supervisor of the financial institutions most 
active in the OTC derivatives markets, the Bank 
understands that resilient and well-functioning 
OTC derivatives markets are an important com-
ponent of the financial markets and the broader 
global economy. In 2012, Bank staff, led by 
FISG, contributed to efforts to ensure that the 
derivatives clearance and settlement activities at 
supervised firms (currently being transitioned 
to the new regulatory regime under the Dodd-
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection  Act) are being conducted in a safe 
and sound manner.

Further, the Bank helped advance the Group 
of Twenty’s OTC derivatives reform agenda and 
collaborated with domestic and international 
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authorities on a variety of initiatives to  support 
implementation of OTC derivatives reform. 
Internationally, the Bank co-chaired the 
Financial Stability Board’s OTC Derivatives 
Working Group, which monitors progress in 
implementing the Group of Twenty’s com-
mitments on central clearing, reporting to 
trade repositories, and trading on organized 
platforms. In addition, Bank staff, and par-
ticularly Risk and FISG staff, contributed to the 
Working Group on Margining Requirements of 
the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 
and the International Organization of Securities 
Commissions, which will soon finalize a policy 
framework that establishes minimum stan-
dards for margin requirements for non-centrally 
cleared derivatives. 

Resiliency in the foreign exchange market 
The Bank has special responsibilities for sup-
porting stability and resiliency in the foreign 
exchange market. This market is the most liquid 
sector of global financial markets, and the one 
that generates the largest amount of daily cross-
border payments. The Bank led a working group, 
sponsored by the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision and the Bank for International 
Settlements’ Committee on Payment and 
Settlement Systems, that revised supervisory 
guidance on risks linked to the settlement of 
foreign exchange transactions. The updated 
guidance expands on and replaces a version pub-
lished in 2000, covers a broader range of risks, 
and reflects the significant changes in the foreign 
exchange market during the past decade.1 The 

guidance serves as a basis for the Bank to facili-
tate further discussions on sound practices with 
other regulators and the industry, and will be 
integrated with the Bank’s supervisory program.

Financial market infrastructure 
Another area where the Bank provided leader-
ship this year was the strengthening of the finan-
cial market utilities, multilateral systems that 
link financial institutions through the trans-
fer, clearing, or settling of payments, securities, 
or other financial transactions. Regulators and 
supervisors are working together to ensure that 
the utilities have appropriate governance, risk- 
management practices, and resources. In addi-
tion, the Bank is collaborating with regulators 
to develop an enhanced ability to look at utili-
ties across the Second District in a consistent 
way and aims to use this “lens” to identify and 
address sources of systemic risk.2

Again, this aspect of the Bank’s work has 
international dimensions. For example, I served 
as chairman of the Committee on Payment 
and Settlement Systems of the Bank for 
International Settlements through the spring 
of last year and, together with other Bank staff, 
worked with central bankers and practitioners 
around the globe to finalize new principles for 
financial market infrastructures. These inter-
national principles for financial market infra-
structures are aimed at substantially raising the 
bar for resiliency. This effort and other global 
engagements will help ensure that we are mov-
ing toward a more resilient financial system. 
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We have made significant 
progress in increasing the 
stability of the world’s 
financial system, but 
the task of reforming 
the system remains 
incomplete. . . . Much 
more must be done to 
ensure that the financial 
system is robust enough 
to absorb shocks and still 
provide the credit needed 
for economic growth and 
job creation. 

1 Supervisory Guidance for Managing Risks Associated with the Settlement of Foreign Exchange Transactions, 
published by the Basel Committee and the Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems in February 2013 
(available at https://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs241.htm).

2 As outlined in Risk Management Supervision of Designated Clearing Entities, prepared by the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission, the Securities and exchange Commission, and the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System (available at http://www.sec.gov/news/studies/2011/813study.pdf).



Unfinished Business 
We have made significant progress in increasing 
the stability of the world’s financial system, but 
the task of reforming the system remains incom-
plete and uneven. Much more must be done to 
ensure that the financial system is robust enough 
to absorb shocks and still provide the credit 
needed for economic growth and job creation. 

While we must be alert for unintended con-
sequences and open to learning as we go, we 
must also recognize that changes to the scale and 
profitability of activities that were artificially 
inflated by flaws in the system pre-crisis are not 
unintended—they are necessary and intended 
consequences of reform. 

Living wills and resolution 
We have much work still to do to reduce the 
cost to society of the failure of large, complex 
financial institutions. This is the key to resolv-
ing the TBTF problem. Changes to corporate 
organization and market practices, along with 
deep collaboration between regulators in differ-
ent jurisdictions, will likely be needed to make 
the orderly resolution of internationally active 
firms truly credible. 

Wholesale funding, market structures, 
and OTC derivatives reform 
While much has been done over the past few 
years to mitigate the structural flaws that make 
wholesale funding a point of weakness in the 
global financial system, some important issues 
and vulnerabilities remain. Tri-party repo reform 
still has considerable work to do, including 
completion of infrastructure reform and better 
contingency planning by market participants—
particularly in the dimension of addressing the 
nexus of run risk, fire-sale risk, and resulting 
financial instability.

Going forward, we need to look at the larger 
issue of the appropriate role of wholesale fund-
ing in the financial system. We need to evaluate 
how comfortable we should be with a system 
in which critical financial activities continue to 
be financed with short-term wholesale funding 
beyond the scope of the type of lender-of-last-
resort facility that reduces the risk of runs and 
asset fire sales that can threaten the stability of 
the entire financial system. 

We also need to press ahead on OTC deriva-
tives reform. The goal is fewer bespoke trades and 
more standardized trades. If regulators, financial 
market infrastructures, and market participants 
make the effort, the financial system will be 
safer, more resilient, and more transparent. The 
reforms under way, if properly executed, should 
over time significantly reduce the shortcomings 
in the OTC derivatives market that exacerbated 
the financial crisis. 

Collaboration at home and internationally 
Improved financial stability will also require 
more collaboration at home and internationally. 
After the crisis, it became evident that the regu-
latory and supervisory framework had not kept 
up with the changes in size, complexity, inter-
connectedness, and globalization that created 
growing systemic risk externalities and widened 
the wedge between private and social costs in the 
event of stress.

In a globally integrated financial system, it 
is essential that we have effective coordina-
tion between regulators within and between 
countries. Such coordination allows us to bet-
ter respond to crises and to avoid pernicious 
regulatory arbitrage that can foster excessive 
risk taking. We can do better through inter-
national cooperation and coordination, both 
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on macroeconomic policy and on regulation 
and supervision, than by trying to “go it alone.” 

In the United States, the creation of the 
Financial Stability Oversight Council and 
the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act 
strengthen the mandate for coordination across 
the U.S. regulatory system on financial sta-
bility issues. My Bank colleagues and I are also 
involved in international efforts to secure finan-
cial stability. These global efforts align with our 
efforts at home to strengthen both market infra-
structures and the largest financial institutions.  

The way forward

The task of securing financial stability will never 
be truly complete. A dynamic financial system, 

in intermediating between savers and borrowers 
and in allowing for efficient capital formation, 
will always have the potential to tip toward 
instability. As central bankers and regulators, we 
will need to continue the work of watching for 
symptoms of instability and intervening to cor-
rect when things threaten to go awry. 

That said, the recent financial crisis carried stiff 
costs for society and hard lessons for the central 
banking community.  We are on the path to 
learning from this episode and to addressing our 
shortcomings—in understanding the vulner-
abilities of wholesale funding and in grappling 
with the complexities and costs of too-big-to-fail 
institutions. We are not where we need to be 
yet, but we are determined to get there.
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Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting

to the board of directors of  March 14, 2013
the Federal Reserve bank of new York:

the management of the Federal Reserve bank of new York (bank) is responsible for the 
preparation and fair presentation of the Consolidated statements of Condition as of december 31, 
2012 and 2011, the Consolidated statements of Income and Comprehensive Income, and the 
Consolidated statements of Changes in Capital for the years then ended (the financial statements).  
the financial statements have been prepared in conformity with the accounting principles, policies, 
and practices established by the board of Governors of the Federal Reserve system as set forth in the 
Financial Accounting Manual for Federal Reserve Banks (FAM), and, as such, include some amounts 
that are based on management judgments and estimates.  to our knowledge, the financial statements 
are, in all material respects, fairly presented in conformity with the accounting principles, policies, and 
practices documented in the FAM and include all disclosures necessary for such fair presentation.

the management of the bank is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal 
control over financial reporting as it relates to the financial statements. the bank’s internal control 
over financial reporting is designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial 
reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external reporting purposes in accordance 
with the FAM. the bank’s internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and 
procedures that (i) pertain to the maintenance of records that in reasonable detail accurately and fairly 
reflect the transactions and dispositions of the bank’s assets; (ii) provide reasonable assurance that 
transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with 
the FAM, and that the bank’s receipts and expenditures are being made only in accordance with 
authorizations of its management and directors; and (iii) provide reasonable assurance regarding 
prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the bank’s assets that 
could have a material effect on its financial statements. 

even effective internal control, no matter how well designed, has inherent limitations, including 
the possibility of human error, and therefore can provide only reasonable assurance with respect to the 
preparation of reliable financial statements. also, projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to 
future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in 
conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.

the management of the bank assessed its internal control over financial reporting based upon the 
criteria established in the Internal Control–Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of 
sponsoring organizations of the treadway Commission.  based on this assessment, we believe that the 
bank maintained effective internal control over financial reporting.

william C. dudley Christine M. Cumming edward F. Murphy
president First vice president principal Financial officer
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the board of Governors engaged deloitte 
& touche llp (d&t) to audit the 2012 
combined and individual financial statements of 
the reserve banks and those of the consolidated 
llC entities.1 In 2012, d&t also conducted 
audits of internal controls over financial 
reporting for each of the reserve banks, Maiden 
lane llC, Maiden lane III llC, and tAlF 
llC. Fees for d&t’s services totaled $7 million, 
of which $1 million was for the audits of the 

consolidated llC entities. to ensure auditor 
independence, the board requires that d&t be 
independent in all matters relating to the audits. 
specifically, d&t may not perform services 
for the reserve banks or others that would 
place it in a position of auditing its own work, 
making management decisions on behalf of the 
reserve banks, or in any other way impairing its 
audit independence.  In 2012, the bank did not 
engage d&t for any non-audit services. 

EXtErnAl AudItor IndEpEndEnCE

1 In addition, d&t audited the office of Employee benefits of the Federal reserve system (oEb), the 
retirement plan for Employees of the Federal reserve system (system plan), and the thrift plan for 
Employees of the Federal reserve system (thrift plan). the system plan and the thrift plan provide 
 retirement benefits to employees of the board, the Federal reserve banks, and the oEb.
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Independent Auditors’ Report

to the board of Governors  
of the Federal reserve System  
and the board of directors  
of the Federal reserve bank of new York:

we have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of the Federal reserve bank of 
new York and its subsidiaries (collectively “Frb new York”), which are comprised of the consolidated 
statements of condition as of december 31, 2012 and 2011, and the related consolidated statements of 
income and comprehensive income, and of changes in capital for the years then ended, and the related notes 
to the consolidated financial statements. we also have audited the Frb new York’s internal control over 
financial reporting as of december 31, 2012, based on criteria established in Internal Control–Integrated 
Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring organizations of the treadway Commission.

Management’s Responsibility
The Frb new York’s management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these 
consolidated financial statements in accordance with accounting principles established by the board 
of Governors of the Federal reserve System (the “board”) as described in note 3 to the consolidated 
financial statements. The board has determined that this basis of accounting is an acceptable basis for 
the preparation of the Frb new York’s consolidated financial statements in the circumstances. The Frb 
new York’s management is also responsible for the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal 
control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of consolidated financial statements that are free 
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. The Frb new York’s management is also 
responsible for its assertion of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, included in the 
accompanying Management’s report on Internal Control over Financial reporting.

Auditors’ Responsibility
our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements and an opinion on 
the Frb new York’s internal control over financial reporting based on our audits. we conducted our 
audits of the consolidated financial statements in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted 
in the united States of america and in accordance with the auditing standards of the public Company 
accounting oversight board (united States) (“pCaob”) and we conducted our audit of internal control 
over financial reporting in accordance with attestation standards established by the american Institute 
of Certified public accountants and in accordance with the auditing standards of the pCaob. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement and whether effective internal con-
trol over financial reporting was maintained in all material respects. 

an audit of the consolidated financial statements involves performing procedures to obtain audit 
evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the consolidated financial statements. The procedures 
selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement 
of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, 



the auditor considers internal control relevant to the Frb new York’s preparation and fair presentation 
of the consolidated financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances. an audit of the consolidated financial statements also includes evaluating the appropri-
ateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by 
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements. an 
audit of internal control over financial reporting involves obtaining an understanding of internal control 
over financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, testing and evaluating the design 
and operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk, and performing such other pro-
cedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

we believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis  
for our audit opinions.

Definition of Internal Control over Financial Reporting
The Frb new York’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed by, or under the super-
vision of, the Frb new York’s principal executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing 
similar functions, and effected by the Frb new York’s board of directors, management, and other per-
sonnel to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation 
of consolidated financial statements for external purposes in accordance with the accounting principles 
established by the board. The Frb new York’s internal control over financial reporting includes those 
policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately 
and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the Frb new York; (2) provide reason-
able assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of consolidated financial 
statements in accordance with the accounting principles established by the board, and that receipts and 
expenditures of the Frb new York are being made only in accordance with authorizations of manage-
ment and directors of the Frb new York; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or 
timely detection and correction of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the Frb new York’s 
assets that could have a material effect on the consolidated financial statements.

Inherent Limitations of Internal Control over Financial Reporting 
because of the inherent limitations of internal control over financial reporting, including the possibility 
of collusion or improper management override of controls, material misstatements due to error or fraud 
may not be prevented or detected and corrected on a timely basis. also, projections of any evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the internal control over financial reporting to future periods are subject to the risk that 
the controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance 
with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.

22
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Opinions
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material 
respects, the financial position of the Frb new York as of december 31, 2012 and 2011, and the results 
of its operations for the years then ended in accordance with the basis of accounting described in note 3 
to the consolidated financial statements. also, in our opinion, the Frb new York maintained, in all 
material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of december 31, 2012, based on 
the criteria established in Internal Control–Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring 
organizations of the treadway Commission.

Basis of Accounting
we draw attention to note 3 to the consolidated financial statements, which describes the basis of 
accounting. The Frb new York has prepared these consolidated financial statements in conformity 
with accounting principles established by the board, as set forth in the Financial Accounting Manual for 
Federal Reserve Banks, which is a basis of accounting other than accounting principles generally accepted 
in the united States of america. The effects on such consolidated financial statements of the differences 
between the accounting principles established by the board and accounting principles generally accepted 
in the united States of america are also described in note 3 to the consolidated financial statements. our 
opinion is not modified with respect to this matter.

March 14, 2013
new York, new York
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 CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CONDITION  
as of december 31, 2012, and december 31, 2011

(in millions)

aSSetS 2012 2011

Gold certificates $ 3,824 $ 3,866
Special drawing rights certificates 1,818 1,818
Coin 90 80
loans:

depository institutions 18 9
term asset-backed Securities loan Facility  

(measured at fair value) 560 9,059
System open Market account:   

treasury securities, net  
(of which $5,124 and $7,032 are lent as of  
december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively) 1,014,329 813,954

Government-sponsored enterprise debt  
securities, net (of which $391 and $593 are lent  
as of december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively) 44,560 50,144

Federal agency and government-sponsored enterprise  
mortgage-backed securities, net 532,801 394,477

Foreign-currency-denominated assets, net 8,056 7,516
Central bank liquidity swaps 2,867 28,912
other investments 13 —

Investments held by consolidated variable interest entities  
(of which $2,266 and $35,593 are measured at fair  
value as of december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively) 2,750 35,693

accrued interest receivable 10,612 9,160
bank premises and equipment, net 471 310
deferred asset—interest on Federal reserve notes — 378
Interdistrict settlement account — 274,474
other assets 199 248

Total assets  $1,622,968  $1,630,098

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CONDITION
as of december 31, 2012, and december 31, 2011

(in millions)

lIabIlItIeS and CapItal  2012 2011

Federal reserve notes outstanding, net $ 385,008 $ 376,865
System open Market account:

Securities sold under agreements to repurchase 60,096 46,458
other liabilities 1,781 636

Consolidated variable interest entities:
beneficial interest in consolidated variable  

interest entities (measured at fair value) 803 9,845
other liabilities (of which $71 and $106 are measured  

at fair value as of december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively) 415 690
deposits:

depository institutions 917,383 1,024,868
treasury, general account 92,720 85,737
other deposits 33,744 64,850

Interest payable to depository institutions 124 121
accrued benefit costs 2,395 2,577
accrued interest on Federal reserve notes 831 —
Interdistrict settlement account 110,116 —
other liabilities 62 97

Total liabilities 1,605,478 1,612,744

Capital paid-in 8,745 8,677
Surplus (including accumulated other  

comprehensive loss of $4,475 and $4,541  
at december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively) 8,745 8,677

Total capital 17,490 17,354

 Total liabilities and capital $1,622,968 $1,630,098
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME  
AND COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

For the years ended december 31, 2012, and december 31, 2011 
(in millions)

IntereSt InCoMe 2012  2011
loans:

term asset-backed Securities loan Facility $ 80 $ 265
american International Group, Inc., net   —  409

System open Market account:
treasury securities, net    24,774  19,068
Government-sponsored enterprise debt securities, net  1,395  1,365
Federal agency and government-sponsored enterprise  

mortgage-backed securities, net  16,671  17,138
Foreign-currency-denominated assets, net 44 72
Central bank liquidity swaps   76  10
other investments  5  —

Investments held by consolidated variable interest entities   1,110  3,429

Total interest income  44,155  41,756

IntereSt eXpenSe
System open Market account:

Securities sold under agreements to repurchase  77   19
beneficial interest in consolidated variable interest entities  153  285
deposits:   

depository institutions  2,575  2,492
term deposit Facility  2  3

Total interest expense 2,807 2,799

Net interest income 41,348 38,957

 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME  
AND COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

For the years ended december 31, 2012, and december 31, 2011
(in millions)

 2012  2011
nonIntereSt InCoMe (loSS)
term asset-backed Securities loan Facility, unrealized losses $ (34) $ (84)
System open Market account:
 treasury securities gains, net 7,151  1,050

Federal agency and government-sponsored enterprise  
mortgage-backed securities gains, net 124  5

Foreign currency translation gains (losses), net (364) 44
Consolidated variable interest entities:

Investments held by consolidated variable  
interest entities gains (losses), net 7,451 (3,920)

beneficial interest in consolidated variable  
interest entities gains (losses), net (2,345) 491

dividends on preferred interests — 47
Income from services 82 75
Compensation received for service costs provided 3 3
reimbursable services to government agencies 124 115
other 14 73

Total noninterest income (loss) 12,206 (2,101)

operatInG eXpenSeS
Salaries and benefits 592 535
occupancy  68 67
equipment  22 25
Compensation paid for service costs incurred 32 33
assessments:

board of Governors operating expenses and currency costs 306 267
bureau of Consumer Financial protection 123 71
office of Financial research 1 12

net periodic pension expense 637 513
professional fees related to consolidated  

variable interest entities 25 71
other  200 236

Total operating expenses 2,006 1,830
net income before interest on Federal reserve notes  

expense remitted to treasury 51,548 35,026
Interest on Federal reserve notes expense  

remitted to treasury 51,023 32,432
net income 525 2,594
Change in prior service costs related to benefit plans 180 32
Change in actuarial losses related to benefit plans (114) (1,161)

Total other comprehensive income (loss) 66 (1,129)

Comprehensive income $ 591 $ 1,465 
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN CAPITAL
For the years ended december 31, 2012, and december 31, 2011 

(in millions, except share data)

     Surplus

   accumulated 
  net  other 
 Capital  Income Comprehensive total total
 paid-In retained Income (loss) Surplus Capital

Balance at December 31, 2010  
(153,645,679 shares) $ 7,682 $ 11,094 $ (3,412) $ 7,682 $15,364

net change in capital stock issued  
(19,895,069 shares)  995  —  —  — 995

Comprehensive income:
 net income  —  2,594  — 2,594 2,594

other comprehensive loss  —  —  (1,129) (1,129) (1,129)
dividends on capital stock  —  (470)  — (470) (470)

net change in capital  995  2,124  (1,129) 995 1,990
Balance at December 31, 2011  

(173,540,748 shares) $8,677   $13,218  $(4,541) $8,677 $17,354

net change in capital stock issued  
(1,367,438 shares)  68  —  —  —  68

Comprehensive income:
net income  —  525  —   525  525
other comprehensive income  —  —  66  66   66

dividends on capital stock  —  (523)  —  (523) (523)
net change in capital  68  2  66  68 136
Balance at December 31, 2012   

(174,908,186 shares) $8,745   $13,220   $(4,475)   $8,745 $17,490

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Federal reServe bank 
oF new York
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

1. StruCture
The Federal reserve bank of new York (bank) is part of the Federal reserve System 
(System) and is one of the twelve Federal reserve banks (reserve banks) created 
by Congress under the Federal reserve act of 1913 (Federal reserve act), which 
established the central bank of the united States. The reserve banks are chartered 
by the federal government and possess a unique set of governmental, corporate, and 
central bank characteristics. The bank serves the Second Federal reserve district, 
which includes the State of new York; the twelve northern counties of new Jersey; 
Fairfield County, Connecticut; the Commonwealth of puerto rico; and the u.S. 
virgin Islands. 

In accordance with the Federal reserve act, supervision and control of the bank 
are exercised by a board of directors. The Federal reserve act specifies the composition 
of the board of directors for each of the reserve banks. each board is composed of nine 
members serving three-year terms: three directors, including those designated as chair-
man and deputy chairman, are appointed by the board of Governors of the Federal 
reserve System (board of Governors) to represent the public, and six directors are 
elected by member banks. banks that are members of the System include all national 
banks and any state-chartered banks that apply and are approved for membership. 
Member banks are divided into three classes according to size. Member banks in each 
class elect one director representing member banks and one representing the public. 
In any election of directors, each member bank receives one vote, regardless of the 
number of shares of reserve bank stock it holds.

In addition to the twelve reserve banks, the System also consists, in part, of the 
board of Governors and the Federal open Market Committee (FoMC). The board 
of Governors, an independent federal agency, is charged by the Federal reserve act 
with a number of specific duties, including general supervision over the reserve banks. 
The FoMC is composed of members of the board of Governors, the president of the 
bank and, on a rotating basis, four other reserve bank presidents. 
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2. operatIonS and ServICeS
The reserve banks perform a variety of services and operations. These functions 
include participating in formulating and conducting monetary policy; participating 
in the payment system, including large-dollar transfers of funds, automated clearing-
house (aCH) operations, and check collection; distributing coin and currency; per-
forming fiscal agency functions for the u.S. department of the treasury (treasury), 
certain federal agencies, and other entities; serving as the federal government’s bank; 
providing short-term loans to depository institutions; providing loans to participants 
in programs or facilities with broad-based eligibility in unusual and exigent circum-
stances; serving consumers and communities by providing educational materials and 
information regarding financial consumer protection rights and laws and information 
on community development programs and activities; and supervising bank holding 
companies, state member banks, savings and loan holding companies, u.S. offices of 
foreign banking organizations, and designated financial market utilities pursuant to 
authority delegated by the board of Governors. Certain services are provided to for-
eign and international monetary authorities, primarily by the bank.

The FoMC, in conducting monetary policy, establishes policy regarding domes-
tic open market operations, oversees these operations, and issues authorizations and 
directives to the bank to execute transactions. The FoMC authorizes and directs the 
bank to conduct operations in domestic markets, including the direct purchase and 
sale of treasury securities, government-sponsored enterprise (GSe) debt securities, 
federal agency and GSe mortgage-backed securities (MbS), the purchase of these 
securities under agreements to resell, and the sale of these securities under agreements 
to repurchase. The bank holds the resulting securities and agreements in a portfolio 
known as the System open Market account (SoMa). The bank is authorized and 
directed to lend the treasury securities and federal agency and GSe debt securities 
that are held in the SoMa. 

to counter disorderly conditions in foreign exchange markets or to meet other 
needs specified by the FoMC to carry out the System’s central bank responsibilities, 
the FoMC has authorized and directed the bank to execute spot and forward foreign 
exchange transactions in fourteen foreign currencies, to hold balances in those cur-
rencies, and to invest such foreign currency holdings, while maintaining adequate 
liquidity. The FoMC has also authorized the bank to maintain reciprocal currency 
arrangements with the bank of Canada and the bank of Mexico in the maximum 
amounts of $2 billion and $3 billion, respectively, and to warehouse foreign currencies 
for the treasury and the exchange Stabilization Fund. 
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because of the global character of funding markets, the System has at times coor-
dinated with other central banks to provide temporary liquidity. In May 2010, the 
FoMC authorized and directed the bank to establish temporary u.S. dollar liquidity 
swap arrangements with the bank of Canada, the bank of england, the european 
Central bank, the bank of Japan, and the Swiss national bank through January 2011. 
Subsequently, the FoMC authorized and directed the bank to extend these arrange-
ments through February 1, 2013. In december 2012, the FoMC authorized and 
directed the bank to extend these arrangements through February 1, 2014. In addi-
tion, in november 2011, as a contingency measure, the FoMC authorized the bank 
to establish temporary bilateral foreign currency liquidity swap arrangements with the 
bank of Canada, the bank of england, the european Central bank, the bank of Japan, 
and the Swiss national bank so that liquidity can be provided to u.S. institutions in 
any of their currencies if necessary. In december 2012, the FoMC authorized the 
bank to extend these temporary bilateral foreign currency liquidity swap arrangements 
through February 1, 2014.

although the reserve banks are separate legal entities, they collaborate on the 
delivery of certain services to achieve greater efficiency and effectiveness. This collabo-
ration takes the form of centralized operations and product or function offices that 
have responsibility for the delivery of certain services on behalf of the reserve banks. 
various operational and management models are used and are supported by service 
agreements between the reserve banks. In some cases, costs incurred by a reserve 
bank for services provided to other reserve banks are not shared; in other cases, the 
reserve banks are reimbursed for costs incurred in providing services to other reserve 
banks. Major services provided by the bank on behalf of the System and for which 
the costs were not reimbursed by the other reserve banks include the management of 
SoMa, the wholesale product office, the System Credit risk technology Support 
function, the valuation Support team, centralized business administration functions 
for wholesale payments services, and three national information technology opera-
tions dealing with incident response, remote access, and enterprise search.

3. SIGnIFICant aCCountInG polICIeS
accounting principles for entities with the unique powers and responsibilities of the 
nation’s central bank have not been formulated by accounting standard-setting bodies. 
The board of Governors has developed specialized accounting principles and practices 
that it considers to be appropriate for the nature and function of a central bank. These 
accounting principles and practices are documented in the Financial Accounting 
Manual for Federal Reserve Banks (FAM), which is issued by the board of Governors. 
The reserve banks are required to adopt and apply accounting policies and practices 
that are consistent with the FAM and the consolidated financial statements have been 
prepared in accordance with the FAM.
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limited differences exist between the accounting principles and practices in the 
FAM and accounting principles generally accepted in the united States of america 
(Gaap), due to the unique nature of the bank’s powers and responsibilities as part 
of the nation’s central bank and given the System’s unique responsibility to conduct 
monetary policy. The primary differences are the presentation of all SoMa securities 
holdings at amortized cost and the recording of all SoMa securities on a settlement-
date basis. amortized cost, rather than the fair value presentation, more appropri-
ately reflects the bank’s securities holdings given the System’s unique responsibility 
to conduct monetary policy. although the application of fair value measurements to 
the securities holdings may result in values substantially greater or less than their car-
rying values, these unrealized changes in value have no direct effect on the quantity 
of reserves available to the banking system or on the ability of the reserve banks, as 
the central bank, to meet their financial obligations and responsibilities. both the 
domestic and foreign components of the SoMa portfolio may involve transactions 
that result in gains or losses when holdings are sold before maturity. decisions regard-
ing securities and foreign currency transactions, including their purchase and sale, are 
motivated by monetary policy objectives rather than profit. accordingly, fair values, 
earnings, and gains or losses resulting from the sale of such securities and currencies are 
incidental to open market operations and do not motivate decisions related to policy 
or open market activities. accounting for these securities on a settlement-date basis, 
rather than the trade-date basis required by Gaap, better reflects the timing of the 
transaction’s effect on the quantity of reserves in the banking system. The cost bases 
of treasury securities, GSe debt securities, and foreign government debt instruments 
are adjusted for amortization of premiums or accretion of discounts on a straight-line 
basis, rather than using the interest method required by Gaap. SoMa securities 
holdings are evaluated for credit impairment periodically. 

In addition, the bank does not present a Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows 
as required by Gaap because the liquidity and cash position of the bank are not 
a primary concern given the reserve banks’ unique powers and responsibilities as 
a central bank. other information regarding the bank’s activities is provided in, 
or may be derived from, the Consolidated Statements of Condition, Income and 
Comprehensive Income, and Changes in Capital, and the accompanying notes to the 
consolidated financial statements. other than those described above, there are no sig-
nificant differences between the policies outlined in the FAM and Gaap. 

preparing the consolidated financial statements in conformity with the FAM 
requires management to make certain estimates and assumptions that affect the 
reported amounts of assets and liabilities, the disclosure of contingent assets and lia-
bilities at the date of the consolidated financial statements, and the reported amounts 
of income and expenses during the reporting period. actual results could differ from 
those estimates. 
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Certain amounts relating to the prior year have been reclassified to conform to 
the current year presentation. The presentation of “dividends on capital stock” and 
“Interest on Federal reserve notes expense remitted to treasury” in the Consolidated 
Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income for the year ended december 31, 
2011, has been revised to conform to the current year presentation format. In addition, 
the presentation of “Comprehensive income” and “dividends on capital stock” in the 
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Capital for the year ended december 31, 2011, 
has been revised to conform to the current year presentation format. The revised 
presentation of “dividends on capital stock” and “Interest on Federal reserve notes 
expense remitted to treasury” better reflects the nature of these items and results in a 
more consistent treatment of the amounts presented in the Consolidated Statements 
of Income and Comprehensive Income and the related balances presented in the 
Consolidated Statements of Condition. as a result of the change to report “Interest 
on Federal reserve notes expense remitted to treasury” as an expense, the amount 
reported as “Comprehensive income” for the year ended december 31, 2011, has been 
revised. Significant accounts and accounting policies are explained below.

a. Consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts and results of operations 
of the bank as well as several variable interest entities (vIes), which include Maiden 
lane llC (Ml), Maiden lane II llC (Ml II), Maiden lane III llC (Ml III), and 
talF llC. The consolidation of the vIes was assessed in accordance with Financial 
accounting Standards board (FaSb) accounting Standards Codification (aSC) 
topic 810 (aSC 810) Consolidation, which requires a vIe to be consolidated by its 
controlling financial interest holder. Intercompany balances and transactions have 
been eliminated in consolidation. See note 6 for additional information on the vIes. 
The consolidated financial statements of the bank also include accounts and results of 
operations of Maiden and nassau llC, a delaware limited-liability company (llC) 
wholly owned by the bank, which was formed to own and operate the 33 Maiden lane 
building, which was purchased on February 28, 2012. The bank had been the primary 
occupant of the building since 1998, accounting for approximately 74 percent of the 
leased space.

The bank consolidates a vIe if the bank has a controlling financial interest, which 
is defined as the power to direct the significant economic activities of the entity and 
the obligation to absorb losses or the right to receive benefits of the entity that could 
potentially be significant to the vIe. to determine whether it is the controlling finan-
cial interest holder of a vIe, the bank evaluates the vIe’s design, capital structure, and 
relationships with the variable interest holders. The bank reconsiders whether it has a 
controlling financial interest in a vIe, as required by aSC 810, at each reporting date 
or if there is an event that requires consideration. 
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The dodd-Frank wall Street reform and Consumer protection act of 2010 
(dodd-Frank act) established the bureau of Consumer Financial protection (bureau) 
as an independent bureau within the System that has supervisory authority over 
some institutions previously supervised by the reserve banks in connection with 
those institutions’ compliance with consumer protection statutes. Section 1017 of 
the dodd-Frank act provides that the financial statements of the bureau are not to 
be consolidated with those of the board of Governors or the System. Section 152 of 
the dodd-Frank act established the office of Financial research (oFr) within the 
treasury. The board of Governors funds the bureau and oFr through assessments on 
the reserve banks as required by the dodd-Frank act. The reserve banks reviewed 
the law and evaluated the design of and their relationships to the bureau and the 
oFr and determined that neither should be consolidated in the bank’s consolidated 
financial statements.

b.  Gold and Special drawing rights Certificates
The Secretary of the treasury is authorized to issue gold and special drawing rights 
(Sdr) certificates to the reserve banks. upon authorization, the reserve banks 
acquire gold certificates by crediting equivalent amounts in dollars to the account 
established for the treasury. The gold certificates held by the reserve banks are 
required to be backed by the gold owned by the treasury. The treasury may reac-
quire the gold certificates at any time and the reserve banks must deliver them to the 
treasury. at such time, the treasury’s account is charged, and the reserve banks’ gold 
certificate accounts are reduced. The value of gold for purposes of backing the gold 
certificates is set by law at $42 2/9 per fine troy ounce. Gold certificates are recorded 
by the banks at original cost. The board of Governors allocates the gold certificates 
among the reserve banks once a year based on each reserve bank’s average Federal 
reserve notes outstanding during the preceding calendar year.

Sdrs are issued by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to its members in 
proportion to each member’s quota in the IMF at the time of issuance. Sdrs serve 
as a supplement to international monetary reserves and may be transferred from one 
national monetary authority to another. under the law providing for u.S. participa-
tion in the Sdr system, the Secretary of the treasury is authorized to issue Sdr cer-
tificates to the reserve banks. when Sdr certificates are issued to the reserve banks, 
equivalent amounts in u.S. dollars are credited to the account established for the 
treasury and the reserve banks’ Sdr certificate accounts are increased. The reserve 
banks are required to purchase Sdr certificates, at the direction of the treasury, for 
the purpose of financing Sdr acquisitions or for financing exchange stabilization 
operations. at the time Sdr certificate transactions occur, the board of Governors 
allocates the Sdr certificates among the reserve banks based upon each reserve 
bank’s Federal reserve notes outstanding at the end of the preceding calendar year. 
Sdr certificates are recorded by the banks at original cost. There were no Sdr certifi-
cate transactions during the years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011.
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c. Coin
The amount reported as coin in the Consolidated Statements of Condition represents 
the face value of all united States coin held by the bank. The bank buys coin at face 
value from the u.S. Mint in order to fill depository institution orders. 

d. loans 
loans to depository institutions are reported at their outstanding principal balances, 
and interest income is recognized on an accrual basis. 

The bank records the term asset-backed Securities loan Facility (talF) loans at 
fair value in accordance with the fair value option provisions of FaSb aSC topic 825 
(aSC 825) Financial Instruments. unrealized gains (losses) on talF loans that are 
recorded at fair value are reported as “noninterest income (loss): term asset-backed 
Securities loan Facility, unrealized losses” in the Consolidated Statements of Income 
and Comprehensive Income. The interest income on talF loans is recognized based 
on the contracted rate and is reported as a component of “Interest Income: term 
asset-backed Securities loan Facility” in the Consolidated Statements of Income and 
Comprehensive Income. 

Interest income on the bank’s loan to american International Group, Inc. (aIG), 
was recognized on an accrual basis. See note 4 for additional information on aIG 
loan. loan administrative and commitment fees were deferred and amortized on a 
straight-line basis, rather than using the interest method required by Gaap, over the 
term of the loan or commitment period. This method resulted in an interest amount 
that approximated the amount determined using the interest method.

loans, other than those recorded at fair value, are impaired when current informa-
tion and events indicate that it is probable that the bank will not receive the principal 
and interest that are due in accordance with the contractual terms of the loan agree-
ment. Impaired loans are evaluated to determine whether an allowance for loan loss 
is required. The bank has developed procedures for assessing the adequacy of any 
allowance for loan losses using all available information to identify incurred losses. 
This assessment includes monitoring information obtained from banking supervisors, 
borrowers, and other sources to assess the credit condition of the borrowers and, as 
appropriate, evaluating collateral values. Generally, the bank would discontinue recog-
nizing interest income on impaired loans until the borrower’s repayment performance 
demonstrates principal and interest would be received in accordance with the terms of 
the loan agreement. If the bank discontinues recording interest on an impaired loan, 
cash payments are first applied to principal until the loan balance is reduced to zero; 
subsequent payments are applied as recoveries of amounts previously deemed uncol-
lectible, if any, and then as interest income.
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Impaired loans include loans that have been modified in debt restructurings involv-
ing borrowers experiencing financial difficulties. The allowance for loan restructuring 
is determined by discounting the restructured cash flows using the original effective 
interest rate for the loan. unless the borrower can demonstrate that it can meet the 
restructured terms, the bank discontinues recognizing interest income. performance 
prior to the restructuring, or significant events that coincide with the restructuring, 
is considered in assessing whether the borrower can meet the new terms.

e. Securities purchased under agreements to resell, Securities Sold 
under agreements to repurchase, and Securities lending

The bank may engage in purchases of securities with primary dealers under agreements 
to resell (repurchase transactions). These repurchase transactions are settled through a 
triparty arrangement. In a triparty arrangement, two commercial custodial banks man-
age the collateral clearing, settlement, pricing, and pledging, and provide cash and secu-
rities custodial services for and on behalf of the bank and counterparty. The collateral 
pledged must exceed the principal amount of the transaction by a margin determined 
by the bank for each class and maturity of acceptable collateral. Collateral designated 
by the bank as acceptable under repurchase transactions primarily includes treasury 
securities (including treasury Inflation-protected Securities and Separate trading of 
registered Interest and principal of Securities [StrIpS] treasury securities); direct 
obligations of several federal and GSe-related agencies, including Federal national 
Mortgage association (Fannie Mae) and Federal Home loan Mortgage Corporation 
(Freddie Mac); and pass-through MbS of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Government 
national Mortgage association. The repurchase transactions are accounted for as 
financing transactions with the associated interest income recognized over the life of 
the transaction.

The bank may engage in sales of securities under agreements to repurchase (reverse 
repurchase transactions) with primary dealers and selected money market funds. 
The list of eligible counterparties was expanded to include GSes, effective in July 
2011, and bank and savings institutions, effective in december 2011. These reverse 
repurchase transactions may be executed through a triparty arrangement as an open 
market operation, similar to repurchase transactions. reverse repurchase transactions 
may also be executed with foreign official and international account holders as part 
of a service offering. reverse repurchase agreements are collateralized by a pledge of 
an amount of treasury securities, GSe debt securities, and federal agency and GSe 
MbS that are held in the SoMa. reverse repurchase transactions are accounted for 
as financing transactions, and the associated interest expense is recognized over t he 
life of the transaction. These transactions are reported at their contractual amounts as 
“System open Market account: Securities sold under agreements to repurchase” and 
the related accrued interest payable is reported as a component of  “other liabilities” 
in the Consolidated Statements of Condition. 
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treasury securities and GSe debt securities held in the SoMa may be lent to pri-
mary dealers to facilitate the effective functioning of the domestic securities markets. 
The amortized cost basis of securities lent continues to be reported as “treasury securi-
ties, net” and “Government-sponsored enterprise debt securities, net,” as appropriate, 
in the Consolidated Statements of Condition. overnight securities lending transac-
tions are fully collateralized by treasury securities that have fair values in excess of the 
securities lent. The bank charges the primary dealer a fee for borrowing securities, and 
these fees are reported as a component of “noninterest income (loss): other” in the 
Consolidated Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income.

activity related to securities purchased under agreements to resell, securities sold 
under agreements to repurchase, and securities lending is allocated to each of the 
reserve banks on a percentage basis derived from an annual settlement of the interdis-
trict settlement account that occurs in the second quarter of each year. 

f. treasury Securities, Government-Sponsored enterprise debt Securities, Federal 
agency and Government-Sponsored enterprise Mortgage-backed Securities, 
Foreign-Currency-denominated assets, and warehousing agreements 

Interest income on treasury securities, GSe debt securities, and foreign-currency-
denominated assets comprising the SoMa is accrued on a straight-line basis. Interest 
income on federal agency and GSe MbS is accrued using the interest method and 
includes amortization of premiums, accretion of discounts, and gains or losses associ-
ated with principal paydowns. premiums and discounts related to federal agency and 
GSe MbS are amortized or accreted over the term of the security to stated maturity, 
and the amortization of premiums and accretion of discounts are accelerated when 
principal payments are received. Gains and losses resulting from sales of securities are 
determined by specific issue based on average cost. treasury securities, GSe debt secu-
rities, and federal agency and GSe MbS are reported net of premiums and discounts 
in the Consolidated Statements of Condition and interest income on those securities 
is reported net of the amortization of premiums and accretion of discounts in the 
Consolidated Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income.

In addition to outright purchases of federal agency and GSe MbS that are held in 
the SoMa, the bank enters into dollar roll transactions (dollar rolls), which primar-
ily involve an initial transaction to purchase or sell “to be announced” (tba) MbS 
for delivery in the current month combined with a simultaneous agreement to sell or 
purchase tba MbS on a specified future date. during the years ended december 31, 
2012 and 2011, the bank executed dollar rolls primarily to facilitate settlement of 
outstanding purchases of federal agency and GSe MbS. The bank accounts for dollar 
roll transactions as purchases or sales on a settlement-date basis. In addition, tba 
MbS transactions may be paired off or assigned prior to settlement. net gains (losses) 
resulting from dollar roll transactions are reported as “noninterest income (loss): 
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System open Market account: Federal agency and government-sponsored enterprise 
mortgage-backed securities gains, net” in the Consolidated Statements of Income and 
Comprehensive Income.

Foreign-currency-denominated assets, which can include foreign currency depos-
its, securities purchased under agreements to resell, and government debt instruments, 
are revalued daily at current foreign currency market exchange rates in order to report 
these assets in u.S. dollars. Foreign currency translation gains and losses that result 
from the daily revaluation of foreign-currency-denominated assets are reported as 
“noninterest income (loss): System open Market account: Foreign currency transla-
tion gains (losses), net” in the Consolidated Statements of Income and Comprehensive 
Income.

activity related to treasury securities, GSe debt securities, and federal agency and 
GSe MbS, including the premiums, discounts, and realized gains and losses, is allo-
cated to each reserve bank on a percentage basis derived from an annual settlement 
of the interdistrict settlement account that occurs in the second quarter of each year. 
activity related to foreign-currency-denominated assets, including the premiums, dis-
counts, and realized and unrealized gains and losses, is allocated to each reserve bank 
based on the ratio of each reserve bank’s capital and surplus to the reserve banks’ 
aggregate capital and surplus at the preceding december 31.

warehousing is an arrangement under which the FoMC has approved the 
exchange, at the request of the treasury, of u.S. dollars for foreign currencies held 
by the treasury over a limited period. The purpose of the warehousing facility is to 
supplement the u.S. dollar resources of the treasury for financing purchases of foreign 
currencies and related international operations. warehousing agreements are desig-
nated as held-for-trading purposes and are valued daily at current market exchange 
rates. activity related to these agreements is allocated to each reserve bank based on 
the ratio of each reserve bank’s capital and surplus to the reserve banks’ aggregate 
capital and surplus at the preceding december 31.

The bank is authorized to hold foreign currency working balances and execute 
foreign exchange contracts to facilitate international payments and currency transac-
tions it makes on behalf of foreign central bank and u.S. official institution customers. 
These foreign currency working balances and contracts are not related to the bank’s 
monetary policy operations. Foreign currency working balances are reported as a com-
ponent of “other assets” in the Consolidated Statements of Condition and the related 
foreign currency translation gains and losses that result from the daily revaluation of 
the foreign currency working balances and contracts are reported as a component of 
“noninterest income (loss): other” in the Consolidated Statements of Income and 
Comprehensive Income. 
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g. Central bank liquidity Swaps
Central bank liquidity swaps, which are transacted between the bank and a foreign 
central bank, can be structured as either u.S. dollar liquidity or foreign currency 
liquidity swap arrangements.

Central bank liquidity swaps activity, including the related income and expense, 
is allocated to each reserve bank based on the ratio of each reserve bank’s capital 
and surplus to the reserve banks’ aggregate capital and surplus at the preceding 
december 31. The foreign currency amounts associated with these central bank liquidity 
swap arrangements are revalued daily at current foreign currency market exchange rates.

U.S. Dollar Liquidity Swaps 
at the initiation of each u.S. dollar liquidity swap transaction, the foreign central 
bank transfers a specified amount of its currency to a restricted account for the bank in 
exchange for u.S. dollars at the prevailing market exchange rate. Concurrent with this 
transaction, the bank and the foreign central bank agree to a second transaction that 
obligates the foreign central bank to return the u.S. dollars and the bank to return 
the foreign currency on a specified future date at the same exchange rate as the initial 
transaction. The bank’s allocated portion of the foreign currency amounts that the 
bank acquires are reported as “System open Market account: Central bank liquidity 
swaps” in the Consolidated Statements of Condition. because the swap transaction 
will be unwound at the same u.S. dollar amount and exchange rate that were used 
in the initial transaction, the recorded value of the foreign currency amounts is not 
affected by changes in the market exchange rate.

The foreign central bank compensates the bank based on the foreign currency 
amounts it holds for the bank. The bank’s allocated portion of the amount of compen-
sation received during the term of the swap transaction is reported as “Interest income: 
System open Market account: Central bank liquidity swaps” in the Consolidated 
Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income. 

Foreign Currency Liquidity Swaps 
The structure of foreign currency liquidity swap transactions involves the transfer by 
the bank, at the prevailing market exchange rate, of a specified amount of u.S. dollars 
to an account for the foreign central bank in exchange for its currency. The foreign 
currency amount received would be reported as a liability by the bank. 
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h. Investments Held by Consolidated variable Interest entities
The investments held by consolidated vIes may include investments in federal agency 
and GSe MbS, nonagency residential mortgage-backed securities (rMbS), commer-
cial and residential real estate mortgage loans, collateralized debt obligations (Cdos), 
short-term investments with maturities of greater than three months and less than 
one year, other investment securities, and swap contracts. Investments are reported 
as “Investments held by consolidated variable interest entities” in the Consolidated 
Statements of Condition. These investments are accounted for and classified as 
 follows:

n	 Ml’s investments in debt securities are accounted for in accordance with FaSb 
aSC topic 320 (aSC 320) Investments – Debt and Equity Securities and Ml 
elected the fair value option for all eligible assets and liabilities in accordance 
with aSC 825. other financial instruments, including swap contracts in Ml, 
are recorded at fair value in accordance with FaSb aSC topic 815 (aSC 815) 
Derivatives and Hedging. 

n	 Ml II and Ml III qualify as nonregistered investment companies under the 
provisions of FaSb aSC topic 946 (aSC 946) Financial Services – Investment 
Companies and, therefore, all investments are recorded at fair value in accor-
dance with aSC 946. 

n	 talF llC follows the guidance in aSC 320 when accounting for any 
acquired abS investments, and has elected the fair value option for all eligible 
assets in accordance with aSC 825. 

i. preferred Interests
The bank’s preferred interests in american International assurance Company ltd. 
llC (aIa) and american life Insurance Company llC (alICo) were paid in 
full on January 14, 2011. The 5 percent cumulative dividends accrued by the bank 
on the preferred interests are reported as “noninterest Income (loss): dividends on 
preferred interests” in the Consolidated Statements of Income and Comprehensive 
Income. 

j. bank premises, equipment, and Software
bank premises and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation. 
depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of 
the assets, which range from two to fifty years. Major alterations, renovations, and 
improvements are capitalized at cost as additions to the asset accounts and are depreciated 
over the remaining useful life of the asset or, if appropriate, over the unique useful 
life of the alteration, renovation, or improvement. Maintenance, repairs, and minor 
replacements are charged to operating expense in the year incurred.
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Costs incurred for software during the application development stage, whether 
developed internally or acquired for internal use, are capitalized based on the purchase 
cost and the cost of direct services and materials associated with designing, coding, 
installing, and testing the software. Capitalized software costs are amortized on a 
straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of the software applications, which 
generally range from two to five years. Maintenance costs related to software are 
charged to operating expense in the year incurred.

Capitalized assets, including software, buildings, leasehold improvements, fur-
niture, and equipment, are impaired and an adjustment is recorded when events or 
changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of assets or asset groups is 
not recoverable and significantly exceeds the assets’ fair value.

k. Interdistrict Settlement account
at the close of business each day, each reserve bank aggregates the payments due to 
or from other reserve banks. These payments result from transactions between the 
reserve banks and transactions that involve depository institution accounts held by 
other reserve banks, such as Fedwire funds and securities transfers and check and 
aCH transactions. The cumulative net amount due to or from the other reserve 
banks is reflected in the “Interdistrict settlement account” in the Consolidated 
Statements of Condition. 

an annual settlement of the interdistrict settlement account occurs in the second 
quarter of each year. as a result of the annual settlement, the balance in each bank’s 
interdistrict settlement account is adjusted by an amount equal to the average balance 
in the account during the previous twelve-month period ended March 31. an equal 
and offsetting adjustment is made to each bank’s allocated portion of SoMa assets 
and liabilities.

l. Federal reserve notes
Federal reserve notes are the circulating currency of the united States. These notes, 
which are identified as issued to a specific reserve bank, must be fully collateralized. 
all of the bank’s assets are eligible to be pledged as collateral. The collateral value is 
equal to the book value of the collateral tendered with the exception of securities, for 
which the collateral value is equal to the par value of the securities tendered. The par 
value of securities sold under agreements to repurchase is deducted from the eligible 
collateral value. 
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The board of Governors may, at any time, call upon a reserve bank for additional 
security to adequately collateralize outstanding Federal reserve notes. to satisfy the 
obligation to provide sufficient collateral for outstanding Federal reserve notes, the 
reserve banks have entered into an agreement that provides for certain assets of the 
reserve banks to be jointly pledged as collateral for the Federal reserve notes issued 
to all reserve banks. In the event that this collateral is insufficient, the Federal reserve 
act provides that Federal reserve notes become a first and paramount lien on all 
the assets of the reserve banks. Finally, Federal reserve notes are obligations of the 
united States government. 

“Federal reserve notes outstanding, net” in the Consolidated Statements of 
Condition represents the bank’s Federal reserve notes outstanding, reduced by the 
bank’s currency holdings of $93,101 million and $50,541 million at december 31, 
2012 and 2011, respectively.

at december 31, 2012 and 2011, all Federal reserve notes issued to the reserve 
banks were fully collateralized. at december 31, 2012, all gold certificates, all special 
drawing rights certificates, and $1,110 billion of domestic securities held in the SoMa 
were pledged as collateral. at december 31, 2012, no investments denominated in 
foreign currencies were pledged as collateral. 

m. beneficial Interest in Consolidated variable Interest entities
Ml, Ml II, and Ml III have outstanding senior and subordinated financial interests, 
and talF llC has an outstanding financial interest. The subordinated financial 
interests of Ml II and Ml III include the interest holder’s allocated share of any 
residual net proceeds. upon issuance of the financial interests, Ml, Ml II, Ml III, 
and talF llC each elected to measure these obligations at fair value in accordance 
with aSC 825. principal, interest, and changes in fair value on the senior financial 
interest, which were extended by the bank, are eliminated in consolidation. The 
financial interests are recorded at fair value as “beneficial interest in consolidated vari-
able interest entities” in the Consolidated Statements of Condition. Interest expense 
and changes in fair value of the financial interest are recorded in “Interest expense: 
beneficial interest in consolidated variable interest entities” and “noninterest income 
(loss): beneficial interest in consolidated variable interest entities gains (losses), net,” 
respectively, in the Consolidated Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income.

n. deposits
Depository Institutions
depository institutions’ deposits represent the reserve and service-related balances, 
such as required clearing balances, in the accounts that depository institutions hold at 
the bank. The interest rates paid on required reserve balances and excess balances are 
determined by the board of Governors, based on an FoMC-established target range 
for the federal funds rate. Interest payable is reported as a component of “Interest pay-
able to depository institutions” in the Consolidated Statements of Condition.
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The term deposit Facility (tdF) consists of deposits with specific maturities 
held by eligible institutions at the reserve banks. The reserve banks pay interest on 
these deposits at interest rates determined by auction. Interest payable is reported 
as a component of “Interest payable to depository institutions” in the Consolidated 
Statements of Condition. There were no deposits held by the bank under the tdF at 
december 31, 2012 and 2011. 

Treasury
The treasury general account is the primary operational account of the treasury and 
is held at the bank. 

Other
other deposits include the bank’s allocated portion of foreign central bank and for-
eign government deposits held at the bank and those in which the bank has an undi-
vided interest. other deposits also include GSe deposits held by the bank.

o.  Items in process of Collection and deferred Credit Items
Items in process of collection primarily represents amounts attributable to checks that 
have been deposited for collection and that, as of the balance sheet date, have not yet 
been presented to the paying bank. deferred credit items is the counterpart liability to 
items in process of collection. The amounts in this account arise from deferring credit 
for deposited items until the amounts are collected. The balances of items in process of 
collection and deferred credit items were not material as of december 31, 2012 and 2011.

p. Capital paid-in
The Federal reserve act requires that each member bank subscribe to the capital stock 
of the reserve bank in an amount equal to 6 percent of the capital and surplus of the 
member bank. These shares are nonvoting, with a par value of $100, and may not be 
transferred or hypothecated. as a member bank’s capital and surplus change, its holdings 
of reserve bank stock must be adjusted. Currently, only one-half of the subscription is 
paid-in and the remainder is subject to call. a member bank is liable for reserve bank 
liabilities up to twice the par value of stock subscribed by it.

by law, each reserve bank is required to pay each member bank an annual dividend 
of 6 percent on the paid-in capital stock. This cumulative dividend is paid semiannually.

q.  Surplus
The board of Governors requires the reserve banks to maintain a surplus equal to the 
amount of capital paid-in. on a daily basis, surplus is adjusted to equate the balance 
to capital paid-in. accumulated other comprehensive income is reported as a compo-
nent of “Surplus” in the Consolidated Statements of Condition and the Consolidated 
Statements of Changes in Capital. additional information regarding the classifica-
tions of accumulated other comprehensive income is provided in notes 9, 10, and 11.
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r. Interest on Federal reserve notes
The board of Governors requires the reserve banks to transfer excess earnings to the 
treasury as interest on Federal reserve notes after providing for the costs of operations, 
payment of dividends, and reservation of an amount necessary to equate surplus with 
capital paid-in. This amount is reported as “Interest on Federal reserve notes expense 
remitted to treasury” in the Consolidated Statements of Income and Comprehensive 
Income. See note 13 for additional information on interest on Federal reserve notes.

If earnings during the year are not sufficient to provide for the costs of operations, 
payment of dividends, and equating surplus and capital paid-in, remittances to the 
treasury are suspended. a deferred asset is recorded that represents the amount of 
net earnings a reserve bank will need to realize before remittances to the treasury 
resume. This deferred asset is periodically reviewed for impairment. The deferred asset 
is reported as “deferred asset – interest on Federal reserve notes” in the Consolidated 
Statements of Condition. as of december 31, 2011, no impairment existed.

s. Income and Costs related to treasury Services
when directed by the Secretary of the treasury, the bank is required by the Federal 
reserve act to serve as fiscal agent and depositary of the united States government. 
by statute, the treasury has appropriations to pay for these services. during the years 
ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, the bank was reimbursed for substantially all 
services provided to the treasury as its fiscal agent.

t. Income from Services and Compensation received for Service Costs provided
The bank has overall responsibility for managing the reserve banks’ provision of 
Fedwire funds and securities services and, as a result, reports total System revenue for 
these services as “Income from services” in its Consolidated Statements of Income 
and Comprehensive Income. The bank compensates the applicable reserve banks for 
the costs incurred to provide these services and reports the resulting compensation 
paid as “operating expenses: Compensation paid for service costs incurred” in its 
Consolidated Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income. 

The Federal reserve bank of atlanta (Frba) has overall responsibility for manag-
ing the reserve banks’ provision of check and aCH services to depository institutions 
and the Federal reserve bank of Chicago (FrbC) has overall responsibility for manag-
ing the reserve banks’ provision of electronic access services to depository institutions. 
The reserve bank that has overall responsibility for managing these services recog-
nizes the related total System revenue in its Consolidated Statements of Income and 
Comprehensive Income. The bank is compensated for costs incurred to provide these 
services and reports this compensation as “noninterest income (loss): Compensation 
received for service costs provided” in its Consolidated Statements of Income and 
Comprehensive Income.
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u. assessments 
The board of Governors assesses the reserve banks to fund its operations, the opera-
tions of the bureau and, for a two-year period following the July 21, 2010, effective 
date of the dodd-Frank act, the oFr. These assessments are allocated to each 
reserve bank based on each reserve bank’s capital and surplus balances. The board of 
Governors also assesses each reserve bank for expenses related to producing, issuing, 
and retiring Federal reserve notes based on each reserve bank’s share of the number 
of notes comprising the System’s net liability for Federal reserve notes on december 31 
of the prior year. 

during the period before the bureau transfer date of July 21, 2011, there was no 
limit on the funding provided to the bureau and assessed to the reserve banks; the 
board of Governors was required to provide the amount estimated by the Secretary 
of the treasury needed to carry out the authorities granted to the bureau under the 
dodd-Frank act and other federal law. The dodd-Frank act requires that, after the 
transfer date, the board of Governors fund the bureau in an amount not to exceed a 
fixed percentage of the total operating expenses of the System as reported in the board 
of Governors’ 2009 annual report, which totaled $4.98 billion. The fixed percentage of 
total 2009 operating expenses of the System is 10 percent ($498.0 million) for 2011, 
11 percent ($547.8 million) for 2012, and 12 percent ($597.6 million) for 2013. after 
2013, the amount will be adjusted in accordance with the provisions of the dodd-
Frank act. The bank’s assessment for bureau funding is reported as “assessments: 
bureau of Consumer Financial protection” in the Consolidated Statements of Income 
and Comprehensive Income.

The board of Governors assessed the reserve banks to fund the operations of the 
oFr for the two-year period ended July 21, 2012, following enactment of the dodd-
Frank act; thereafter, the oFr is funded by fees assessed on bank holding companies 
and nonbank financial companies that meet the criteria specified in the dodd-Frank act.

v. Fair value 
Certain assets and liabilities reported on the bank’s Consolidated Statements of 
Condition are measured at fair value in accordance with aSC 820, including talF 
loans, investments and beneficial interests of the consolidated vIes, and assets of the 
retirement plan for employees of the System. aSC 820 defines fair value as the price 
that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly trans-
action between market participants at the measurement date. aSC 820 establishes 
a three-level fair value hierarchy that distinguishes between assumptions developed 
using market data obtained from independent sources (observable inputs) and the 
bank’s assumptions developed using the best information available in the circum-
stances (unobservable inputs). The three levels established by aSC 820 are described 
as follows:
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n	 level 1 – valuation is based on quoted prices for identical instruments traded 
in active markets.

n	 level 2 – valuation is based on quoted prices for similar instruments in active 
markets, quoted prices for identical or similar instruments in markets that 
are not active, and model-based valuation techniques for which all significant 
assumptions are observable in the market.

n	 level 3 – valuation is based on model-based techniques that use significant 
inputs and assumptions not observable in the market. These unobservable 
inputs and assumptions reflect the bank’s estimates of inputs and assump-
tions that market participants would use in pricing the assets and liabilities. 
valuation techniques include the use of option pricing models, discounted cash 
flow models, and similar techniques.

The inputs or methodology used for valuing assets and liabilities are not necessarily 
an indication of the risk associated with those assets and liabilities.

w. taxes
The reserve banks are exempt from federal, state, and local taxes, except for taxes on 
real property. The bank’s real property taxes were $13 million and $8 million for the 
years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively, and are reported as a compo-
nent of “operating expenses: occupancy” in the Consolidated Statements of Income 
and Comprehensive Income. 

x. restructuring Charges
The reserve banks recognize restructuring charges for exit or disposal costs incurred 
as part of the closure of business activities in a particular location, the relocation of 
business activities from one location to another, or a fundamental reorganization that 
affects the nature of operations. restructuring charges may include costs associated 
with employee separations, contract terminations, and asset impairments. expenses 
are recognized in the period in which the bank commits to a formalized restructur-
ing plan or executes the specific actions contemplated in the plan and all criteria for 
financial statement recognition have been met.

The bank had no significant restructuring activities in 2012 and 2011. 

y. recently Issued accounting Standards
In april 2011, the FaSb issued aSu 2011-02, Receivables (topic 310): A Creditor’s 
Determination of Whether a Restructuring Is a Troubled Debt Restructuring, which 
clarifies accounting for troubled debt restructurings, specifically clarifying creditor 
concessions and financial difficulties experienced by borrowers. This update is effective 
for the bank for the year ended december 31, 2012, and did not have a material effect 
on the bank’s consolidated financial statements.
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In april 2011, the FaSb issued aSu 2011-03, Transfers and Servicing (topic 
860): Reconsideration of Effective Control for Repurchase Agreements, which reconsid-
ered the effective control for repurchase agreements. This update prescribes when the 
bank may or may not recognize a sale upon the transfer of financial assets subject to 
repurchase agreements. This determination is based, in part, on whether the bank has 
maintained effective control over the transferred financial assets. This update is effec-
tive for the bank for the year ended december 31, 2012, and did not have a material 
effect on the bank’s consolidated financial statements.

In May 2011, the FaSb issued aSu 2011-04, Fair Value Measurement (topic 
820): Amendments to Achieve Common Fair Value Measurement and Disclosure 
Requirements in U.S. GAAP and IFRS. This update requires additional disclosures for 
fair value measurements categorized as level 3, including quantitative information 
about the unobservable inputs and assumptions used in the fair value measurement, 
a description of the valuation policies and procedures, and a narrative description of 
the sensitivity of the fair value measurement to changes in unobservable inputs and 
the interrelationships between those unobservable inputs. In addition, disclosure of 
the amounts and reasons for all transfers in and out of level 1 and level 2 is required. 
This update is effective for the bank for the year ended december 31, 2012, and the 
required disclosures are included in note 6.

In december 2011, the FaSb issued aSu 2011-11, Balance Sheet (topic 210): 
Disclosures about Offsetting Assets and Liabilities. This update will require a report-
ing entity to present enhanced disclosures for financial instruments and derivative 
instruments that are offset or subject to master netting agreements or similar such 
agreements. This update is effective for the bank for the year ending december 31, 
2013, and is not expected to have a material effect on the bank’s consolidated financial 
statements.

In december 2011, the FaSb issued aSu 2011-12, Comprehensive Income 
(topic 220): Deferral of the Effective Date for Amendments to the Presentation of 
Reclassifications of Items out of Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income in Accounting 
Standards Update No. 2011-05. This update indefinitely deferred the requirements 
of aSu 2011-05, which required an entity to report the effect of significant reclas-
sifications out of accumulated other comprehensive income on the respective net 
income line items. Subsequently, in February 2013, the FaSb issued aSu 2013-
02, Comprehensive Income (topic 220): Reporting of Amounts Reclassified Out of 
Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income, which established an effective date for 
the requirements of aSu 2011-05 related to reporting of significant reclassification 
adjustments from accumulated other comprehensive income. These presentation 
requirements of aSu 2011-05 are effective for the bank for the year ending december 31, 
2013, and will be reflected in the bank’s 2013 consolidated financial statements.
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In January 2013, the FaSb issued aSu 2013-01, Balance Sheet (topic 210): 
Clarifying the Scope of Disclosures about Offsetting Assets and Liabilities. This update 
clarifies that the scope of aSu 2011-11 applies to derivatives accounted for in 
accordance with topic 815. This update is effective for the bank for the year ending 
december 31, 2013, and is not expected to have a material effect on the bank’s con-
solidated financial statements.

4.  loanS 
Loans to Depository Institutions
The bank offers primary, secondary, and seasonal loans to eligible borrowers, and each 
program has its own interest rate. Interest is accrued using the applicable interest rate 
established at least every fourteen days by the bank’s board of directors, subject to 
review and determination by the board of Governors. primary and secondary loans 
are extended on a short-term basis, typically overnight, whereas seasonal loans may be 
extended for a period of up to nine months. 

primary, secondary, and seasonal loans are collateralized to the satisfaction of the 
bank to reduce credit risk. assets eligible to collateralize these loans include consumer, 
business, and real estate loans; treasury securities; GSe debt securities; foreign sov-
ereign debt; municipal, corporate, and state and local government obligations; asset-
backed securities (abS); corporate bonds; commercial paper; and bank-issued assets, 
such as certificates of deposit, bank notes, and deposit notes. Collateral is assigned a 
lending value that is deemed appropriate by the bank, which is typically fair value 
reduced by a margin. loans to depository institutions are monitored daily to ensure 
that borrowers continue to meet eligibility requirements for these programs. The 
financial condition of borrowers is monitored by the bank and, if a borrower no lon-
ger qualifies for these programs, the bank will generally request full repayment of the 
outstanding loan or, for primary or seasonal loans, may convert the loan to a secondary 
credit loan. Collateral levels are reviewed daily against outstanding obligations and 
borrowers that no longer have sufficient collateral to support outstanding loans are 
required to provide additional collateral or to make partial or full repayment.

loans to depository institutions were $18 million and $9 million as of december 31, 
2012 and 2011, respectively, with a remaining maturity within fifteen days.

at december 31, 2012 and 2011, the bank did not have any loans that were 
impaired, past due, or on nonaccrual status, and no allowance for loan losses was 
required. There were no impaired loans during the years ended december 31, 2012 
and 2011.
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TALF
The talF assisted financial markets in accommodating the credit needs of consumers 
and businesses of all sizes by facilitating the issuance of abS collateralized by a variety 
of consumer and business loans. each talF loan had an original maturity of three 
years, except loans secured by Small business administration (Sba) pool Certificates, 
loans secured by Sba development Company participation Certificates, or abS 
backed by student loans or commercial mortgage loans, which had an original maturity 
of five years if the borrower so elected. The loans are secured by eligible collateral, with 
the bank having lent an amount equal to the value of the collateral, as determined by 
the bank, less a margin. loan proceeds were disbursed to the borrower contingent on 
receipt by the bank’s custodian of the eligible collateral, an administrative fee, and, if 
applicable, a margin. 

The talF loans were extended on a nonrecourse basis. If the borrower does not 
repay the loan, the bank will enforce its rights in the collateral and may sell the col-
lateral to talF llC, a delaware limited-liability company, established on February 4, 
2009, for the purpose of purchasing such assets. as of december 31, 2012, the bank 
has not enforced its rights to the collateral because there have been no defaults. 

pursuant to a put agreement with the bank, talF llC has committed to pur-
chase assets that secure a talF loan at a price equal to the principal amount out-
standing plus accrued but unpaid interest, regardless of the fair value of the collateral. 
Funding for the talF llC’s purchases of these securities is derived first through 
the fees received by talF llC from the bank for this commitment and any interest 
earned on its investments. In the event that such funding proves insufficient for the 
asset purchases that talF llC has committed to make under the put agreement, the 
treasury originally committed to lend up to $20 billion, and on March 25, 2009, the 
treasury funded $100 million. In addition to the treasury’s commitment, the bank 
originally committed, as a senior lender, to lend up to $180 billion to talF llC if it 
needed the funding to purchase assets pursuant to the put agreement. Subsequently, 
the treasury and bank commitments to lend to talF llC were reduced to $1.4 bil-
lion and $2.6 billion, respectively. The termination date of the funding commitments 
was originally July 31, 2015. Information regarding further reduction in commitments 
is presented in note 14.

any treasury loan to talF llC bears interest at a rate of the one-month london 
interbank offered rate (libor) plus 300 basis points. any loan that the bank makes to 
talF llC would be senior to any treasury loan and would bear interest at a rate 
of the one-month libor plus 100 basis points. to the extent that the treasury and 
the bank have extended credit to talF llC, their loans are secured by all of the 
assets of talF llC. The bank is the managing member and the controlling party 
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of talF llC and will remain the controlling party as long as it retains an economic 
interest in talF llC. after talF llC has paid all operating expenses and principal 
due to the bank, the remaining proceeds of the portfolio holdings will be distributed 
in the following order: principal due to the treasury, interest due to the bank, and 
interest due to the treasury. any residual cash flows will be shared between the bank, 
which will receive 10 percent, and the treasury, which will receive 90 percent.

The bank has elected the fair value option for all talF loans in accordance with 
aSC 825. recording all talF loans at fair value, rather than at the remaining prin-
cipal amount outstanding, improves accounting consistency and provides the most 
appropriate presentation on the financial statements by matching the change in fair 
value of talF loans, the related put agreement with talF llC, and the valuation of 
the beneficial interests in talF llC. Information regarding  talF llC’s assets and 
liabilities is presented in note 6. 

talF loans are classified within level 3 of the valuation hierarchy. external price 
information was not available, so market-based models were used to determine the fair 
value of the talF loans. The fair value of the talF loans was determined by valuing 
the future cash flows from loan interest income and the estimated fair value of the 
collateral that may be put to the bank. The valuation model takes into account a range 
of outcomes on talF loan repayments, market prices of the collateral, risk premiums 
estimated using market prices, and the volatilities of market-risk factors. other meth-
odologies employed or assumptions made in determining fair value could result in an 
amount that differs significantly from the amount reported.

The following table presents the talF loans at fair value as of december 31 by 
aSC 820 hierarchy (in millions): 

 2012 2011
 level 3 fair value $ 560 $ 9,059

The following table presents a reconciliation of talF loans measured at fair value 
using significant unobservable inputs (level 3) during the years ended december 31, 
2012 and 2011 (in millions):

 talF loans
Fair value at december 31, 2010 $ 24,853
loan repayments and prepayments  (15,710)
total unrealized losses  (84)
 Fair value at December 31, 2011 $ 9,059

loan repayments and prepayments  (8,465)
total unrealized losses  (34)
 Fair value at December 31, 2012 $ 560
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The fair value of talF loans reported in the Consolidated Statements of 
Condition as of december 31, 2012 and 2011, includes $3 million and $37 million in 
unrealized gains, respectively. The bank attributes substantially all changes in fair value 
of loans to changes in instrument-specific credit spreads.

eligible collateral includes u.S. dollar-denominated abS that are backed by auto 
loans, student loans, credit card loans, equipment loans, floorplan loans, insurance 
premium financial loans, loans guaranteed by the Sba, residential mortgage servic-
ing advances, or commercial mortgage loans. The following table presents the collat-
eral concentration and remaining maturity distribution measured at fair value as of 
december 31, 2012 and 2011 (in millions):

 time to Maturity
 within  91 days over 1 Year

Collateral type1 90 days to 1 Year to 5 Years total
december 31, 2012:
Student loan $  — $ — $    382 $     382
Credit card —  — — —
CMbS 3 — 129 132
Floorplan  — — — —
auto — — — —
Sbas — — — —
other2 46 — — 46
 Total $ 49 $ — $    511 $    560
december 31, 2011:
Student loan $ — $ 23 $ 1,937 $1,960
Credit card — 2,326 80 2,406
CMbS — 578 1,454 2,032
Floorplan  — 533 430 963
auto 1 374 36 411
Sbas — 113 221 334
other2 — 426 527 953
 Total $  1 $4,373 $4,685 $9,059

   1 all credit ratings are aaa unless otherwise indicated.
   2   Includes equipment loans, insurance premium financial loans, and residential mortgage 

servicing advances.

The aggregate remaining principal amount outstanding on talF loans as of 
december 31, 2012 and 2011, was $556 million and $9,013 million, respectively

at december 31, 2012 and 2011, no talF loans were over ninety days past due 
or on nonaccrual status.



earnings reported by the bank related to the talF include interest income and 
unrealized gains and losses on talF loans as well as the bank’s allocated share of the 
talF llC’s net income.  additional information regarding the income of the 
talF llC is presented in note 6.  The following table presents the components of 
talF earnings recorded by the bank for the years ended december 31 (in millions):

  2012  2011
Interest income $ 80 $ 265 
unrealized losses   (34)  (84)

Subtotal–TALF loans $  46 $ 181
allocated share of talF llC  (7)  (48)

Total TALF $ 39 $ 133

AIG Loan, Net 
In September 2008, the board of Governors authorized the bank to lend to aIG.  
under the provisions of the original agreement, the bank was authorized to lend up 
to $85 billion to aIG for two years at the three-month libor, with a floor of 350 basis 
points, plus 850 basis points. In addition, the bank assessed aIG a one-time com-
mitment fee of 200 basis points on the full amount of the commitment and a fee of 
850 basis points per annum on the undrawn credit line.

The board and the treasury announced a restructuring of the government’s finan-
cial support to aIG in november 2008.  as part of the restructuring, the treasury 
purchased $40 billion of newly issued aIG preferred shares under the troubled asset 
relief  program (tarp). The majority of the tarp funds was used to pay down aIG’s 
debt to the bank. In addition, the terms of the original credit agreement were modi-
fied to reduce the revolving line of credit to $60 billion; reduce the interest rate to the 
three-month libor with a floor of 350 basis points, plus 300 basis points; reduce the 
fee on undrawn funds to 75 basis points; and extend the term of the agreement to five 
years.  Concurrent with the november 2008 restructuring of its financial support to 
aIG, the bank established two llCs, Ml II and Ml III, which are discussed further 
in note 6. 

on april 17, 2009, the bank, as part of the u.S. government’s commitment to the 
orderly restructuring of aIG over time, in the face of continuing market dislocations, 
further restructured the aIG loan by eliminating the 350 basis-point floor on the 
libor used to calculate the interest rate on the loan.  after this restructuring, the inter-
est rate on the modified loan was equal to the three-month libor plus 300 basis points. 

on december 1, 2009, the bank’s commitment to lend to aIG was reduced to 
$35 billion from $60 billion when the outstanding balance of the bank’s loan to aIG was 
reduced by $25 billion in exchange for a liquidation preference of nonvoting perpetual 
preferred interests in alICo llC and aIa llC.  aIG created these two llCs to 
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hold, directly or indirectly, all of the outstanding common stock of alICo and aIa, 
two life insurance holding company subsidiaries of aIG. The bank was to be paid a 
5  percent cumulative dividend on its nonvoting preferred interests through 
September 22, 2013, and a 9 percent cumulative dividend thereafter.  although the 
bank had certain governance rights to protect its interests, aIG retained control of the 
two llCs and the underlying operating companies.

on September 30, 2010, aIG announced an agreement with the treasury, the 
bank, and the trustees of the aIG Credit Facility trust on a comprehensive recapital-
ization plan designed to repay all its obligations to american taxpayers. on January 14, 
2011, upon closing of the recapitalization plan, the cash proceeds from certain asset 
dispositions, specifically the initial public offering of aIa and the sale of alICo, were 
used first to repay in full the revolving line of credit extended to aIG by the bank, 
including accrued interest and fees, and then to redeem a portion of the bank’s pre-
ferred interests in alICo llC taken earlier by the bank in satisfaction of a portion of 
the revolving line of credit. The bank’s remaining preferred interests in alICo llC 
and aIa llC, valued at approximately $20 billion, were purchased by aIG through a 
draw on the treasury’s Series F preferred stock commitment and then transferred by 
aIG to the treasury as partial consideration for the transfer to aIG of all outstand-
ing Series F shares.  In addition, the bank’s commitment to lend any funds under the 
revolving line of credit was terminated.

5. SYSteM open Market aCCount

a. domestic Securities Holdings
The bank conducts domestic open market operations and, on behalf of the reserve 
banks, holds the resulting securities in the SoMa.  

during the years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, the bank continued the 
purchase of treasury securities and federal agency and GSe MbS under the large-scale 
asset purchase programs authorized by the FoMC.  In august 2010, the FoMC 
announced that the Federal reserve would maintain the level of domestic securities 
holdings in the SoMa portfolio by reinvesting principal payments from GSe debt 
securities and federal agency and GSe MbS in longer-term treasury securities.  In 
november 2010, the FoMC announced its intention to expand the SoMa port-
folio holdings of longer-term treasury securities by an additional $600 billion and 
completed these purchases in June 2011.  In September 2011, the FoMC announced 
that the Federal reserve would reinvest principal payments from the SoMa portfolio 
holdings of GSe debt securities and federal agency and GSe MbS in federal agency and 
GSe MbS.  In June 2012, the FoMC announced that it would continue the existing 
policy of reinvesting principal payments from the SoMa portfolio holdings of GSe 
debt securities and federal agency and GSe MbS in federal agency and GSe MbS, and 
suspended the policy of rolling over maturing treasury securities into new issues at 
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auction. In September 2012, the FoMC announced that the Federal reserve would 
purchase additional federal agency and GSe MbS at a pace of $40 billion per month 
and maintain its existing policy of reinvesting principal payments from its holdings of 
GSe debt securities and federal agency and GSe MbS in federal agency and GSe MbS.  
In december 2012, the FoMC announced that the Federal reserve would purchase 
longer-term treasury securities at a pace of $45 billion per month after its program to 
extend the average maturity of its holdings of treasury securities is completed at the 
end of 2012. 

during the years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, the bank also continued 
the purchase and sale of SoMa portfolio holdings under the maturity extension pro-
grams authorized by the FoMC.  In September 2011, the FoMC announced that the 
Federal reserve would extend the average maturity of the SoMa portfolio holdings of 
securities by purchasing $400 billion par value of treasury securities with maturities of 
six to thirty years and selling or redeeming an equal par amount of treasury securities 
with remaining maturities of three years or less by the end of June 2012.  In June 2012, 
the FoMC announced that the Federal reserve would continue through the end of 
2012 its program to extend the average maturity of securities by purchasing $267 bil-
lion par value of treasury securities with maturities of six to thirty years and selling or 
redeeming an equal par amount of treasury securities with maturities of three-and-a- 
quarter years or less by the end of 2012.  In September 2012, the FoMC announced it 
would continue its program to extend the average maturity of its holdings of securities 
as announced in June 2012.  

The bank’s allocated share of activity related to domestic open market operations 
was 56.065 percent and 46.504 percent at december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively.
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The bank’s allocated share of treasury securities, GSe debt securities, and fed-
eral agency and GSe MbS, net, excluding accrued interest, held in the SoMa at 
december 31 was as follows (in millions):

 2012
     total
  unamortized unaccreted amortized
 par premiums discounts Cost
 bills $ — $ — $ — $ —
 notes  622,549    18,240    (399)   640,390
 bonds  311,582    62,434    (77)   373,939

Total Treasury 
  securities $ 934,131  $ 80,674  $ (476) $ 1,014,329

 GSe debt securities $ 43,048 $ 1,516 $ (4) $ 44,560
 Federal agency and  
  GSe MbS $ 519,536  $  13,662  $ (397) $ 532,801 

 2011
     total
  unamortized unaccreted amortized
 par premiums discounts Cost
 bills $ 8,567 $ — $ — $ 8,567
 notes  598,206  12,466  (574)  610,098
 bonds  166,801  28,529  (41)  195,289

Total Treasury 
  securities $ 773,574 $ 40,995 $ (615) $ 813,954 

 GSe debt securities $ 48,362 $ 1,789 $ (7) $ 50,144
 Federal agency and  
  GSe MbS $ 389,559 $ 5,403 $ (485) $ 394,477
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The bank executes transactions for the purchase of securities under agreements to 
resell primarily to temporarily add reserve balances to the banking system. Conversely, 
transactions to sell securities under agreements to repurchase are executed to tempo-
rarily drain reserve balances from the banking system and as part of a service offering 
to foreign official and international account holders.  

There were no material transactions related to securities purchased under agree-
ments to resell during the years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011. Financial infor-
mation related to securities sold under agreements to repurchase for the years ended 
december 31 was as follows (in millions):

 allocated to the bank total SoMa

 2012 2011 2012 2011
Contract amount outstanding,  

end of year $60,096 $46,458 $107,188 $ 99,900
average daily amount outstanding,  

during the year 49,057 32,647 91,898 72,227
Maximum balance outstanding,  

during the year 68,703 57,903 122,541 124,512
Securities pledged (par value),  

end of year 52,448  40,035 93,547 86,089
Securities pledged (market value),  

end of year 60,096 46,458 107,188 99,900
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The remaining maturity distribution of treasury securities, GSe debt securities, 
federal agency and GSe MbS bought outright, and securities sold under agreements 
to repurchase that were allocated to the bank at december 31, 2012 and 2011 was as 
follows (in millions):

      

Federal agency and GSe MbS are reported at stated maturity in the table above. The 
estimated weighted average life of these securities, which differs from the stated maturity 
primarily because it factors in scheduled payments and prepayment assumptions, was 
approximately 3.3 years and 2.4 years as of december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively.

  16 days 91 days over  over 
 within to to 1 Year to 5 Years to over 10
 15 days 90 days 1 Year 5 Years 10 Years Years total

december 31, 2012:
treasury
  securities
  (par value) $ — $ 3 $ 9 $ 212,194 $ 483,514 $ 238,411 $ 934,131
GSe debt
  securities
  (par value)   877   1,567   8,523    29,619  1,146   1,316  43,048 
Federal agency
  and GSe  
  MbS (par value)1  —   —  1   1  1,326   518,208  519,536
Securities sold
   under 
  agreements 
  to repurchase
  (contract 
   amount)  60,096  —  —  —  —  —   60,096
december 31, 2011:
treasury
  securities
  (par value) $ 7,555 $ 12,605 $ 41,807 $ 302,138 $ 302,238 $ 107,231 $ 773,574
GSe debt
  securities
  (par value)  1,161  2,335  9,159  28,183  6,433  1,091  48,362
Federal agency
  and GSe  
  MbS (par value)1  —  —  —  6  16  389,537  389,559
Securities sold
  under
  agreements 
  to repurchase
  (contract 
   amount)  46,458  —  —  —  —  —  46,458
1    The par amount shown for federal agency and GSe MbS is the remaining principal balance of 

the  securities.
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The amortized cost and par value of treasury securities and GSe debt securities 
that were loaned from the SoMa at december 31 were as follows (in millions):

 allocated to the bank total SoMa
 2012 2011 2012 2011

treasury securities (amortized cost) $5,124 $7,032 $9,139 $15,121
treasury securities (par value) 4,743 6,500 8,460 13,978
GSe debt securities (amortized cost) 391 593 697 1,276
GSe debt securities (par value) 379 565 676 1,216

The bank enters into commitments to buy and sell treasury securities and records 
the related securities on a settlement-date basis. as of december 31, 2012, there were 
no outstanding commitments. 

The bank enters into commitments to buy and sell federal agency and GSe MbS 
and records the related securities on a settlement-date basis. as of december 31, 
2012, the total purchase price of the federal agency and GSe MbS under outstanding 
purchase commitments was $118,215 million, of which $10,164 million was related 
to dollar roll transactions. The total purchase price of outstanding purchase commit-
ments allocated to the bank was $66,278 million, of which $5,699 million was related 
to dollar roll transactions. as of december 31, 2012, there were no outstanding sales 
commitments for federal agency and GSe MbS. These commitments, which had 
contractual settlement dates extending through February 2013, are for the purchase 
of tba MbS for which the number and identity of the pools that will be delivered 
to fulfill the commitment are unknown at the time of the trade. These commitments 
are subject to varying degrees of off-balance-sheet market risk and counterparty credit 
risk that result from their future settlement. The bank requires the posting of cash col-
lateral for commitments as part of the risk management practices used to mitigate the 
counterparty credit risk.
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other investments consist of cash and short-term investments related to the 
federal agency and GSe MbS portfolio. other liabilities, which are related to federal 
agency and GSe MbS purchases and sales, include the bank’s obligation to return cash 
margin posted by counterparties as collateral under commitments to purchase and sell 
federal agency and GSe MbS. In addition, other liabilities include obligations that 
arise from the failure of a seller to deliver securities to the bank on the settlement date. 
although the bank has ownership of and records its investments in the MbS as of the 
contractual settlement date, it is not obligated to make payment until the securities are 
delivered, and the amount included in other liabilities represents the bank’s obligation 
to pay for the securities when delivered. The amount of other investments and other 
liabilities allocated to the bank and held in the SoMa at december 31 was as follows 
(in millions):

 allocated to the bank total SoMa
 2012 2011 2012 2011

other investments $  13 $ — $ 23 $ —
other liabilities:

Cash margin $ 1,733 $591 $3,092 $ 1,271
obligations from MbS  

transaction fails  48 45 85  97

Total other liabilities $ 1,781 $636 $3,177 $ 1,368
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 allocated to the bank 
      Federal
    total   agency
    treasury GSe debt and
 bills notes bonds Securities Securities GSe MbS
  balance at december 31, 2010 $ 7,517  $ 320,965 $ 106,891 $ 435,373 $ 62,421 $ 409,969
   purchases1 107,531 320,871 72,472 500,874 — 19,600
   Sales1 — (64,052) — (64,052) — —
   realized gains, net2 — 1,050 — 1,050 — —
   principal payments and maturities (107,534) (30,362) —  (137,896) (19,269) (87,742)
   amortization of premiums 
      and accretion of discounts, net 3 (2,011) (2,251) (4,259) (746) (1,416)
   Inflation adjustment on 
      inflation-indexed securities —  578 493 1,071 —  —
   annual reallocation adjustment4 1,050 63,059 17,684 81,793 7,738 54,066

  Balance at December 31, 2011 $ 8,567 $ 610,098  $ 195,289 $ 813,954 $ 50,144 $ 394,477

 purchases1 60,210 210,465  140,738 411,413 — 232,087
   Sales1 — (270,524)  (6,310) (276,834) — —
   realized gains, net2 — 6,478 673 7,151 — —
   principal payments and maturities (70,541) (35,215) — (105,756) (14,415) (174,811)
   amortization of premiums 
      and accretion of discounts, net 3  (2,909) (4,038) (6,944) (603) (2,845)
   Inflation adjustment on 
      inflation-indexed securities — 351  572 923 — —

  annual reallocation adjustment4   1,761   121,646   47,015  170,422  9,434  83,893

Balance at December 31, 2012 $ — $ 640,390 $373,939 $ 1,014,329 $ 44,560 $ 532,801

Year ended december 31, 2011
  Supplemental information – 
   par value of transactions:
    purchases3 $ 107,534 $ 312,986  $ 57,126 $ 477,646 $ — $ 19,046
   Sales3 — (62,701) — (62,701) — —

Year ended december 31, 2012
  Supplemental information – 
     par value of transactions:
    purchases3 $ 60,212 $ 202,776 $ 109,286 $ 372,274 $ — $ 222,141
   Sales3 — (262,334) (4,897) (267,231) — —

1  purchases and sales are reported on a settlement-date basis and may include payments and receipts related to principal, premiums, 
discounts, and inflation compensation adjustments to the basis of inflation-indexed securities. The amount reported as sales 
includes the realized gains and losses on such transactions.  purchases and sales exclude MbS tba transactions that are settled 
on a net basis.

2 realized gains, net, offset the amount of realized gains and losses included in the reported sales amount.
3 Includes inflation compensation.
4  reflects the annual adjustment to the bank’s allocated portion of the related SoMa securities that results from the annual 

settlement of the interdistrict settlement account, as discussed in note 3k.

Information about transactions related to treasury securities, GSe debt securities, 
and federal agency and GSe MbS during the years ended december 31, 2012 and 
2011, is summarized as follows (in millions):   
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Information about transactions related to treasury securities, GSe debt securities, 
and federal agency and GSe MbS during the years ended december 31, 2012 and 
2011, is summarized as follows (in millions):

 total SoMa
      Federal
    total   agency
    treasury GSe debt and
 bills notes bonds Securities Securities GSe MbS
  balance at december 31, 2010 $ 18,422 $ 786,575 $ 261,955 $ 1,066,952 $ 152,972 $ 1,004,695
   purchases1 239,487 731,252 161,876 1,132,615 — 42,145
   Sales1 — (137,733) — (137,733) — —
   realized gains, net2 —  2,258 — 2,258 — —
   principal payments and maturities (239,494) (67,273) — (306,767) (43,466) (195,413)
   amortization of premiums 
      and accretion of discounts, net 8 (4,445) (4,985) (9,422) (1,678) (3,169)
   Inflation adjustment 
      on inflation-indexed securities — 1,283 1,091 2,374 — —

  Balance at December 31, 2011 $ 18,423 $ 1,311,917 $ 419,937 $ 1,750,277 $ 107,828 $ 848,258

 purchases1 118,886 397,999  263,991 780,876 — 431,487
   Sales1 — (507,420)  (11,727) (519,147) — —
   realized gains, net2 — 12,003 1,252 13,255 — —
   principal payments and maturities (137,314) (67,462) — (204,776) (27,211) (324,181)
   amortization of premiums 
      and accretion of discounts, net 5  (5,461) (7,531) (12,987) (1,138) (5,243)
   Inflation adjustment 
      on inflation-indexed securities — 643  1,047 1,690 — —

 Balance at December 31, 2012 $ — $ 1,142,219 $ 666,969 $ 1,809,188 $ 79,479 $ 950,321

Year ended december 31, 2011
  Supplemental information –  
   par value of transactions:
    purchases3 $ 239,494 $ 713,878 $ 127,802 $ 1,081,174 $ — $ 40,955  
   Sales3 —  (134,829) —  (134,829) — —

Year ended december 31, 2012
  Supplemental information –  
   par value of transactions:
   purchases3 $118,892  $ 383,106 $ 205,115 $ 707,113 $ — $ 413,160
   Sales3 — (492,234) (9,094) (501,328) — —

1  purchases and sales are reported on a settlement-date basis and may include payments and receipts related to principal, premiums, 
discounts, and inflation compensation adjustments to the basis of inflation-indexed securities. The amount reported as sales 
includes the realized gains and losses on such transactions. purchases and sales exclude MbS tba transactions that are settled on a 
net basis.

2 realized gains, net, offset the amount of realized gains and losses included in the reported sales amount.
3 Includes inflation compensation.
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b. Foreign-Currency-denominated assets 
The bank conducts foreign currency operations and, on behalf of the reserve banks, 
holds the resulting foreign-currency-denominated assets in the SoMa.

The bank holds foreign currency deposits with foreign central banks and the bank 
for International Settlements and invests in foreign government debt instruments of 
Germany, France, and Japan. These foreign government debt instruments are guar-
anteed as to principal and interest by the issuing foreign governments.  In addition, 
the bank enters into transactions to purchase euro-denominated government debt 
securities under agreements to resell for which the accepted collateral is the debt instru-
ments issued by the governments of belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the netherlands, 
and Spain.

The bank’s allocated share of activity related to foreign currency operations was 
32.258 percent and 28.963 percent at december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively. 

Information about foreign-currency-denominated assets, including accrued inter-
est, valued at amortized cost and foreign currency market exchange rates at december 31 
was as follows (in millions):

 allocated to the bank total SoMa

 2012 2011 2012 2011
euro:

 Foreign currency deposits $ 2,879 $ 2,713 $ 8,925 $ 9,367
 Securities purchased under
  agreements to resell  213   —  659  —
 German government
  debt instruments  703  546  2,178  1,885
 French government 
  debt instruments  797   763  2,470  2,635

Japanese yen:
 Foreign currency deposits  1,146   1,154   3,553  3,985
 Japanese government 
  debt instruments  2,318   2,340   7,187  8,078

  Total allocated to the Bank $ 8,056 $ 7,516 $ 24,972 $ 25,950
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The remaining maturity distribution of foreign-currency-denominated assets that 
were allocated to the bank at december 31, 2012 and 2011, was as follows (in millions):

  within 16 days 91 days over 1
 15 to to Year to
  days 90 days 1 Year 5 Years total
 december 31, 2012:
 euro $ 2,130 $ 557 $ 698 $ 1,207 $ 4,592
 Japanese yen  1,226  158  690  1,390  3,464
 Total $ 3,356 $ 715 $ 1,388 $ 2,597 $ 8,056

 december 31, 2011:
 euro $ 1,550 $ 849 $ 613 $ 1,010 $ 4,022
 Japanese yen  1,211  192  910  1,181  3,494
 Total $ 2,761 $ 1,041 $ 1,523 $ 2,191 $ 7,516

There were no foreign exchange contracts related to open market operations out-
standing as of december 31, 2012. 

The bank enters into commitments to buy foreign government debt instruments 
and records the related securities on a settlement-date basis.  as of december 31, 2012, 
there were no outstanding commitments to purchase foreign government debt instru-
ments.  during 2012, there were purchases, sales, and maturities of foreign government 
debt instruments of $4,959 million, $0, and $4,840 million, respectively, of which 
$1,580 million, $0, and $1,542 million, respectively, were allocated to the bank.

In connection with its foreign currency activities, the bank may enter into transac-
tions that are subject to varying degrees of off-balance-sheet market risk and counter-
party credit risk that result from their future settlement.  The bank controls these risks 
by obtaining credit approvals, establishing transaction limits, receiving collateral in 
some cases, and performing daily monitoring procedures.

at december 31, 2012 and 2011, the authorized warehousing facility was 
$5 billion, with no balance outstanding.

There were no transactions related to the authorized reciprocal currency arrange-
ments with the bank of Canada and the bank of Mexico during the years ended 
december 31, 2012 and 2011.

Foreign currency working balances held and foreign exchange contracts executed 
by the bank to facilitate its international payments and currency transactions it made 
on behalf of foreign central banks and u.S. official institution customers were not 
material as of december 31, 2012 and 2011.
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c. Central bank liquidity Swaps 
U.S. Dollar Liquidity Swaps 
The bank’s allocated share of u.S. dollar liquidity swaps was approximately 
32.258  percent and 28.963 percent at december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively.

The total foreign currency held under u.S. dollar liquidity swaps in the SoMa at 
december 31, 2012 and 2011, was $8,889 million and $99,823 million, respectively, 
of which $2,867 million and $28,912 million, respectively, were allocated to the bank.  

The remaining maturity distribution of u.S. dollar liquidity swaps that were allo-
cated to the bank at december 31 was as follows (in millions):

 2012 2011
 within 16 days  within 16 days
 15 to  15 to
  days 90 days total days 90 days total
 euro $ 562 $ 2,305 $ 2,867 $ 9,951 $ 14,795 $ 24,746
 Japanese yen  —  —  —  2,617  1,435  4,052
 Swiss franc  —  —  —  92  22  114
 Total $ 562 $ 2,305 $ 2,867 $ 12,660 $ 16,252 $ 28,912

Foreign Currency Liquidity Swaps 
There were no transactions related to the foreign currency liquidity swaps during the 
years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011. 

d. Fair value of SoMa assets 
The fair value amounts presented below are solely for informational purposes.  
although the fair value of SoMa security holdings can be substantially greater than or 
less than the recorded value at any point in time, these unrealized gains or losses have 
no effect on the ability of the reserve banks, as the central bank, to meet their financial 
obligations and responsibilities.  

The fair value of the fixed-rate treasury securities, GSe debt securities, federal 
agency and GSe MbS, and foreign government debt instruments in the SoMa’s hold-
ings is subject to market risk, arising from movements in market variables such as inter-
est rates and credit risk.  The fair value of federal agency and GSe MbS is also affected 
by the expected rate of prepayments of mortgage loans underlying the securities.  The 
fair value of foreign government debt instruments is affected by currency risk. based 
on evaluations performed as of december 31, 2012, there are no credit impairments of 
SoMa securities holdings as of that date.  
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The following table presents the amortized cost and fair value of the treasury 
securities, GSe debt securities, federal agency and GSe MbS, and foreign-currency-
denominated assets, net, held in the SoMa at december 31 (in millions): 

 allocated to the bank
 2012 2011
   Fair value   Fair value
   Greater than   Greater than
 amortized  amortized amortized  amortized
 Cost Fair value Cost Cost Fair value Cost
treasury securities:      

bills $ — $ — $ — $ 8,567 $  8,567 $ —
notes 640,390 680,173 39,783 610,098 646,144 36,046
bonds 373,939 426,735 52,796 195,289 236,565 41,276

GSe debt securities 44,560 47,658 3,098 50,144 53,125 2,981
Federal agency and GSe MbS 532,801 557,285 24,484 394,477 416,444 21,967
Foreign-currency-

denominated assets 8,056 8,110 54 7,516 7,564 48
Total SOMA portfolio

securities holdings $1,599,746 $1,719,961 $120,215 $1,266,091 $1,368,409 $102,318

Memorandum–commitments for:      
purchases of treasury securities $ — $ — $ — $ 1,488 $ 1,492 $ 4
purchases of federal agency and 

GSe MbS 66,278 66,380 102 19,301 19,473 172
Sales of federal agency and

GSe MbS — — — 2,060 2,080 20
purchases of foreign government 

debt instruments — — — 62 62 —



 total SoMa
 2012 2011
   Fair value   Fair value
   Greater than   Greater than
 amortized  amortized amortized  amortized
 Cost Fair value Cost Cost Fair value Cost
treasury securities:

bills $ — $ — $ — $ 18,423 $ 18,423 $ —
notes 1,142,219 1,213,177 70,958 1,311,917 1,389,429 77,512
bonds 666,969 761,138 94,169 419,937 508,694 88,757
GSe debt securities 79,479  85,004  5,525  107,828  114,238  6,410 

Federal agency and GSe MbS 950,321 993,990 43,669 848,258 895,495 47,237
Foreign-currency-

denominated assets 24,972 25,141 169 25,950 26,116 166
Total SOMA portfolio 

securities holdings $2,863,960 $3,078,450 $214,490 $2,732,313 $2,952,395 $220,082

Memorandum–commitments for:
purchases of treasury securities $ — $ — $ — $ 3,200 $ 3,208 $ 8
purchases of federal agency and 

GSe MbS 118,215 118,397 182 41,503 41,873 370
Sales of federal agency and 

GSe MbS — — — 4,430 4,473 43
purchases of foreign 

government debt instruments — — — 216 216 —

The fair value of treasury securities, GSe debt securities, and foreign government 
debt instruments was determined using pricing services that provide market consensus 
prices based on indicative quotes from various market participants. The fair value 
of federal agency and GSe MbS was determined using a pricing service that utilizes 
a model-based approach that considers observable inputs for similar securities. The 
cost basis of foreign currency deposits adjusted for accrued interest approximates fair 
value.  The contract amount for euro-denominated securities sold under agreements to 
repurchase approximates fair value. 

The cost basis of securities purchased under agreements to resell, securities sold 
under agreements to repurchase, and other investments held in the SoMa approxi-
mate fair value.  

because the bank enters into commitments to buy treasury securities, federal 
agency and GSe MbS, and foreign government debt instruments and records the related 
securities on a settlement-date basis in accordance with the FAM; the related outstanding 
commitments are not reflected in the Consolidated Statements of Condition. 

The following table presents the amortized cost and fair value of the treasury 
securities, GSe debt securities, federal agency and GSe MbS, and foreign-currency-
denominated assets, net, held in the SoMa at december 31 (in millions): 

66
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The following table provides additional information on the amortized cost and 
fair values of the federal agency and GSe MbS portfolio at december 31 (in millions):

  distribution of MbS 2012 2011
  Holdings by Coupon rate amortized Cost Fair value amortized  Cost Fair value
  allocated to the bank:
 2.0%  $ 474 $ 475 $ — $ —
 2.5%   21,060  21,174  —  —
 3.0%   90,048  90,690  610  621
 3.5%   100,686  103,582  9,029  9,143
 4.0%   77,235  81,830  75,096  78,947
 4.5%   147,162  158,206  189,024  200,513
 5.0%   70,142  74,126  84,869  89,597
 5.5%    22,409  23,446  31,063  32,583
 6.0%   3,163  3,301  4,256  4,472
 6.5%   422  455  530  568
  Total  $ 532,801 $ 557,285 $ 394,477 $ 416,444

  total SoMa:
 2.0%  $ 845 $ 846 $ — $ —
 2.5%   37,562  37,766  —  —
 3.0%   160,613  161,757  1,313  1,336
 3.5%   179,587  184,752  19,415  19,660
 4.0%   137,758  145,955  161,481  169,763
 4.5%   262,485  282,182  406,465  431,171
 5.0%   125,107  132,213  182,497  192,664
 5.5%   39,970  41,819  66,795  70,064
 6.0%   5,642  5,888  9,152  9,616
 6.5%   752  812  1,140  1,221
  Total  $ 950,321 $ 993,990 $ 848,258 $ 895,495
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The following tables present the realized gains and the change in the unrealized 
gain position of the domestic securities holdings during the year ended december 31, 
2012 (in millions):

 allocated to the bank total SoMa 
  portfolio Fair value portfolio Fair value
  Holdings  Changes in Holdings Changes in
  realized unrealized realized  unrealized
  Gains1 Gains2 Gains1 Gains2

 treasury securities $ 7,151 $ 595 $ 13,255 $ (1,142)
 GSe debt securities  —   (468)  —  (885)
 Federal agency and 

GSe MbS  124  (2,142)  241  (3,568)

        Total  $ 7,275 $ (2,015) $ 13,496 $ (5,595)

  1  total portfolio holdings realized gains are reported in “noninterest income (loss): System 
open Market account” in the Consolidated Statements of Income and Comprehensive 
Income.

  2   because SoMa securities are recorded at amortized cost, unrealized gains (losses) are not 
reported in the Consolidated Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income. 

The amount of change in unrealized gains, net, related to foreign-currency-  
denominated assets was an increase of $3 million for the year ended 
december  31, 2012, of which $0.9 million was allocated to the bank.
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The following tables present the classification of SoMa financial assets at fair value 
as of december 31 by aSC 820 hierarchy (in millions):

  allocated to the bank
  2012 2011
     total    total
     Fair    Fair
  level 1 level 2 level 3 value level 1 level 2 level 3 value

assets:
treasury securities $ — $1,106,908 $ — $ 1,106,908 $ — $    891,276 $ — $    891,276
GSe debt securities — 47,658 — 47,658 — 53,125 — 53,125
Federal agency and 

GSe MbS — 557,285 — 557,285 — 416,444 — 416,444
Foreign government debt

instruments — 3,872 — 3,872 — 3,696 — 3,696
Total assets $ — $1,715,723 $ — $1,715,723 $ — $1,364,541 $ — $1,364,541

 total SoMa
 2012 2011
    total    total
    Fair    Fair
 level 1 level 2 level 3 value level 1 level 2 level 3 value

assets:
treasury securities $ — $1,974,315 $ — $ 1,974,315 $ — $ 1,916,545 $ — $ 1,916,545
GSe debt securities — 85,004 — 85,004 — 114,238 — 114,238
Federal agency and 

GSe MbS — 993,990 — 993,990 — 895,495 — 895,495
Foreign government debt 

instruments — 12,003 — 12,003 — 12,762 — 12,762
Total assets $ — $3,065,312 $ — $3,065,312 $ — $2,939,040 $ — $2,939,040 

The SoMa financial assets are classified as level 2 in the table above because the 
fair values are based on indicative quotes and other observable inputs obtained from 
independent pricing services that, in accordance with aSC 820, are consistent with the 
criteria for level 2 inputs.  although information consistent with the criteria for level 1 
classification may exist for some portion of the SoMa assets, all securities in each asset 
class were valued using the inputs that are most applicable to the securities in the asset 
class. The inputs used for valuing the SoMa financial assets are not necessarily an 
indication of the risk associated with those assets.
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6. InveStMentS Held bY ConSolIdated varIable 
IntereSt entItIeS

a. Summary Information for Consolidated variable Interest entities
The total assets of consolidated vIes, including cash, cash equivalents, accrued interest, 
and other receivables at december 31, were as follows (in millions):

 2012 2011

 Ml  $ 1,811 $ 7,805
 Ml II  61  9,257
 Ml III  22  17,820
 talF llC  856  811

  Total $ 2,750 $ 35,693 

The bank’s approximate maximum exposure to loss at december 31, 2012 and 
2011, was $829 million and $24,606 million, respectively.  These estimates incorporate 
potential losses associated with assets recorded on the bank’s balance sheet, net of the 
fair value of subordinated interests (beneficial interest in consolidated vIes). 

The classification of significant assets and liabilities of the consolidated vIes at 
december 31 was as follows (in millions):

  assets:  2012 2011
 Cdos $ —   $17,854
 nonagency rMbS  2  10,903
 Federal agency and GSe MbS  1  440
 Commercial mortgage loans  466  2,861
 Swap contracts  408  657
 residential mortgage loans  —  378
 Short-term investments  690  1,076
 other investments  65  282
   Subtotal $ 1,632   $34,451

 Cash, cash equivalents, accrued interest
  receivable, and other receivables  1,118  1,242
   Total investments held by 
    consolidated VIEs $ 2,750   $35,693
 liabilities:
  beneficial interest in consolidated vIes $ 803  $   9,845

  other liabilities1 $ 415  $      690

  1  The amount reported as “Consolidated variable interest entities: other liabilities” in the 
Consolidated Statements of Condition includes $341 million and $554 million related to 
cash collateral received on swap contracts at december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively. 
The amount also includes accrued interest and accrued other expenses.
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total realized and unrealized gains (losses) for the year ended december 31, 2012, 
were as follows (in millions):

 total portfolio  total portfolio
 Holdings Fair value Changes Holdings
 realized Gains unrealized Gains realized/unrealized
 (losses) (losses) Gains (losses)

 Cdos $ 1,110 $ 4,439 $ 5,549
nonagency rMbS  (334)  2,038  1,704
Federal agency and  

GSe MbS  12  (13)  (1)
Commercial mortgage 

loans1  (101)  394  293
Swap contracts  75  (165)  (90)
residential mortgage 

loans1  (326)  322  (4)
Short-term investments  —  2  2
other investments  (1)  (1)  (2)

Total $ 435 $ 7,016 $ 7,451

1 Substantially all unrealized gains (losses) on the commercial and residential mortgage loans 
are attributable to changes in instrument-specific credit risk. 

total realized and unrealized gains (losses) for the year ended december 31, 2011, 
were as follows (in millions):

 total portfolio  total portfolio
 Holdings Fair value Changes Holdings
 realized Gains unrealized Gains realized/unrealized
 (losses) (losses) Gains (losses)

Cdos $ (60) $ (3,278) $  (3,338)
nonagency rMbS  227  (1,084)  (857)
Federal agency and 

GSe MbS  1,221  (895)  326
Commercial mortgage  

loans1  (368)  407  39
Swap contracts  (258)  225  (33)
residential mortgage  

loans1  (312)  263  (49)
other investments  29  3  32
other derivatives  (51)  11  (40)

Total $ 428 $ (4,348) $ (3,920)

 1   Substantially all unrealized gains (losses) on the commercial and residential mortgage loans 
are attributable to changes in instrument-specific credit risk. 
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The net income (loss) attributable to Ml, Ml II, Ml III, and talF llC for the 
year ended december 31, 2012, was as follows (in millions):

    talF
 Ml Ml II Ml III llC total

  Interest income:
portfolio interest income $ 34 $ 52 $ 1,023 $ 1 $ 1,110
less: Interest expense  45  7  97  4  153

 Net interest income (loss)  (11)  45  926 (3)  957

  noninterest income:
portfolio holdings 
 gains, net  553 1,392 5,506 —  7,451
realized losses on 
 beneficial interest in 
 consolidated vIes — (453) (2,905) — (3,358)
unrealized gains 

 (losses) on beneficial 
 interest in consolidated vIes  —  216   801 (4)1  1,013

 Net noninterest income (loss)  553  1,155  3,402 (4)  5,106

Total net interest income 
and noninterest
income (loss)   542 1,200  4,328 (7) 6,063 

  less: professional fees   13 1  11 — 25 
Net income (loss) 
 attributable to 
 consolidated VIEs  $ 529 $ 1,199 $ 4,317 $ (7)2 $ 6,038

1  The talF llC’s unrealized loss on beneficial interest represents the treasury’s financial 
interest in the net income of talF llC for the year ended december 31, 2012. 

2  additional information regarding talF-related income recorded by the bank is presented 
in note 4.
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The net income (loss) attributable to Ml, Ml II, Ml III, and talF for the year 
ended december 31, 2011, was as follows (in millions):

    talF
 Ml Ml II Ml III llC total

  Interest income:
portfolio interest income $ 808 $ 609  $ 2,012 $ — $3,429
less: Interest expense  70  36  175  4  285

 Net interest income (loss)  738  573  1,837 (4)  3,144

  noninterest income:
portfolio holdings 
 gains (losses), net  434 (991) (3,363) —  (3,920)
unrealized gains 

 (losses) on beneficial 
 interest in consolidated vIes  (114)  91  558 (44)1  491

 Net noninterest income (loss)  320  (900)  (2,805) (44)  (3,429)

Total net interest income 
and noninterest
income (loss)   1,058 (327)  (968) (48) (285)

  less: professional fees   43 8  20 — 71
Net income (loss) 
 attributable to 
 consolidated VIEs $1,015 $ (335) $ (988) $ (48)2 $ (356)

1 The talF llC’s unrealized loss on beneficial interest represents the treasury’s financial 
interest in the net income of talF llC for the year ended december 31, 2011. 

2 additional information regarding talF-related income recorded by the bank is presented 
in note 4.
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Following is a summary of the consolidated vIes’ subordinated financial interest 
for the years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011 (in millions):

   Ml II   
  Ml deferred Ml III talF
  Subordinated purchase equity Financial
  loan price Contribution Interest total

 Fair value, 
 december 31, 2010 $ 1,201 $  1,387 $ 6,733 $  730 $  10,051

 Interest accrued 
  and capitalized  70  36  175  4  285
 unrealized (gain)/loss  114  (91)  (558)  44  (491)

     Fair value, 
    December 31, 2011 $ 1,385 $  1,332 $ 6,350 $  778 $ 9,845

 Interest accrued 
  and capitalized $ 45 $ 7 $ 97 $ 4 $ 153
 realized (gain)/loss  —  453  2,905  —  3,358
 unrealized (gain)/loss  —  (216)  (801)  4  (1,013)
 repayments1  (1,430)   (1,566)   (8,544)  —   (11,540)

 Fair value, at 
    December 31, 2012 $ — $ 10 $ 7 $ 786 $ 803

1 For Ml, includes payments of $1,150 million of principal and $280 million of interest. 
For Ml II, includes payments of $1,000 million of principal, $113 million of interest, 
and $453  million of variable deferred purchase price. For Ml III, includes payments of 
$5,000 million of principal, $639 million of interest, and $2,905 million of excess amounts.

b. Maiden lane llC
to facilitate the merger of The bear Stearns Companies, Inc. (bear Stearns), and 
JpMorgan Chase & Co. (JpMC), the bank extended credit to Ml in June 2008. Ml 
is a delaware limited-liability company formed by the bank to acquire certain assets of 
bear Stearns and to manage those assets over time, in order to maximize the potential 
for the repayment of the credit extended to Ml and to minimize disruption to the 
financial markets. The assets acquired by Ml were valued at $29.9 billion as of March 14, 
2008, the date that the bank committed to the transaction, and largely  consisted of 
 federal agency and GSe MbS, nonagency rMbS, commercial and residential  mortgage 
loans, and derivatives and associated hedges.

The bank extended a senior loan of approximately $28.8 billion and JpMC 
extended a subordinated loan of $1.15 billion to finance the acquisition of the assets.  
The two-year accumulation period that followed the closing date for Ml ended on 
June 26, 2010. Consistent with the terms of the Ml transaction, the distributions of 
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the proceeds realized on the asset portfolio held by Ml, after payment of certain fees 
and expenses, now occur on a monthly basis unless otherwise directed by the Federal 
reserve. on June 14, 2012, the remaining outstanding balance of the senior loan from 
the bank to Ml was repaid in full, with interest. on november 15, 2012, the remain-
ing outstanding balance of the subordinated loan from JpMC was repaid in full, with 
interest. The interest rate on the JpMC subordinated loan was the primary credit rate 
plus 450 basis points.  The bank will continue to sell the remaining assets from the Ml 
portfolio as market conditions warrant and if the sales represent good value for the 
public.  In accordance with the Ml agreements, proceeds from future asset sales will 
be distributed to the bank as contingent interest after all derivative instruments in Ml 
have been terminated and paid or sold from the portfolio.

as of december 31, 2012, Ml’s investments consisted primarily of commercial 
mortgage loans, credit default swaps (CdS), and short-term investments with maturi-
ties of greater than three months and less than one year when acquired (primarily con-
sisting of u.S. treasury bills). The following is a description of the significant holdings 
at december 31, 2012, and the associated risk for each holding:

i. Debt Securities 
Ml has investments in short-term instruments with maturities of greater than three 
months and less than one year when acquired. as of december 31, 2012, Ml had 
approximately $251 million in u.S. treasury bills. other investments are primarily 
comprised of commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMbS) and various other struc-
tured debt instruments.

at december 31, 2012, the ratings breakdown of the $320 million of debt securi-
ties, which are recorded at fair value in the Ml portfolio as a percentage of aggregate 
fair value of all securities in the portfolio, was as follows: 

      ratings1, 3

    aa+ to a+ to bbb+ to bb+ and Government not
   aaa aa- a- bbb- lower /agency rated4 total

Security type:2

Short-term investments 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 78.4% 0.0% 78.4%
nonagency rMbS  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.5%
Federal agency and 

GSe MbS  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.2%
other investments  0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.6% 6.9% 0.0% 11.4% 21.0%

Total   0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.6% 7.4% 78.5% 11.4% 100.0%

 1    lowest of all ratings is used for the purposes of this table if rated by two or more nationally recognized statistical 
 rating organizations.

 2   This table does not include Ml commercial mortgage loans and swap contracts. 
 3  rows and columns may not total due to rounding.
 4   not rated by a nationally recognized statistical rating organization as of december 31, 2012.
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ii. Commercial Mortgage Loans
Commercial mortgage loans are subject to a high degree of credit risk because of expo-
sure to financial loss resulting from failure by a counterparty to meet its contractual 
obligations.  default rates are subject to a wide variety of factors, including, but not 
limited to, property performance, property management, supply and demand, con-
struction trends, consumer behavior, regional economic conditions, interest rates, and 
other factors.

The performance profile for the commercial mortgage loans at december 31, 2012, 
was as follows (in millions, except percentage data):

  unpaid  Fair value as a
  principal  percentage of unpaid
  balance Fair value principal balance

Commercial mortgage loans:
performing loans $ 176 $ 144 81.8%
nonperforming/nonaccrual loans 1  519  322 62.0%

 Total $ 695 $ 466 67.1%

 1   nonperforming/nonaccrual loans include loans with payments past due greater than 
 ninety days. 

The following table summarizes the property types of the commercial mortgage 
loans held in the Ml portfolio at december 31, 2012 (in millions, except  percentage data):

  unpaid principal Concentration of unpaid
property type  balances principal balances

office1  $ 601 86.4%

Hospitality  86 12.4%

other2  8 1.2%

Total $ 695 100.0%

1 one sponsor represented in the office property type amount accounts for approximately 
86 percent of total unpaid principal balance of the commercial mortgage loan portfolio. 

2  no other individual property type comprises more than 5 percent of the total.

Commercial mortgage loans held by Ml are composed of different levels of subor-
dination with respect to the underlying properties, and relative to each other.  Senior 
mortgage loans are secured property loans evidenced by a first mortgage that is senior 
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to any subordinate or mezzanine financing. Subordinate mortgage interests, sometimes 
known as b notes, are loans evidenced by a junior note or a junior participation in a 
mortgage loan. Mezzanine loans are loans made to the direct or indirect owner of the 
property-owning entity. Mezzanine loans are not secured by a mortgage on the prop-
erty but rather by a pledge of the mezzanine borrower’s direct or indirect ownership 
interest in the property-owning entity.

The following table summarizes commercial mortgage loans held by Ml at 
december 31, 2012 (in millions, except percentage data):

  unpaid principal Concentration of unpaid
loan type  balances principal balances

Senior mortgage loans $ 91 13.1%
Subordinate mortgage interests  38 5.5%
Mezzanine loans  566 81.4%

Total   $695 100.0%

iii. Derivative Instruments
derivative contracts are instruments, such as swap contracts, that derive their value 
from underlying assets, indexes, reference rates, or a combination of these factors.  
The Ml portfolio is composed of derivative financial instruments included in a total 
return swap (trS) agreement with JpMC.  Ml and JpMC entered into the trS with 
reference obligations representing CdS primarily on rMbS and CMbS, with various 
market participants, including JpMC.  Ml, through its investment manager, currently 
manages the CdS contracts within the trS as a runoff portfolio and may unwind, 
amend, or novate reference obligations on an ongoing basis.

on an ongoing basis, Ml pledges collateral for credit- or liquidity-related shortfalls 
based on 20 percent of the notional amount of sold CdS protection and 10 percent of 
the present value of future premiums on purchased CdS protection.  Failure to post 
this collateral constitutes a trS event of default.  Separately, Ml and JpMC engage 
in bilateral posting of collateral to cover the net mark-to-market (MtM) variations in 
the swap portfolio.  Ml only nets the collateral received from JpMC from the bilateral 
MtM posting for the reference obligations for which JpMC is the counterparty.  

The values of Ml’s cash equivalents, purchased by the rehypothecation of cash 
 collateral associated with the trS, were $0.5 billion and $0.8 billion, for the years 
ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively. In addition, Ml has pledged 
$0.2 billion and $0.6 billion of federal agency and GSe MbS and u.S. treasury notes 
to JpMC as of december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively.
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The following risks are associated with the derivative instruments held by Ml as 
part of the trS agreement with JpMC:

Market Risk
CdS are agreements that provide protection for the buyer against the loss of principal 
and, in some cases, interest on a bond or loan in case of a default by the issuer.  The 
nature of a credit event is established by the protection buyer and protection seller 
at the inception of a transaction, and such events include bankruptcy, insolvency, or 
failure to meet payment obligations when due.  The buyer of the CdS pays a premium 
in return for payment protection upon the occurrence, if any, of a credit event.  upon 
the occurrence of a triggering credit event, the maximum potential amount of future 
payments the seller could be required to make under a CdS is equal to the notional 
amount of the contract.  Such future payments could be reduced or offset by amounts 
recovered under recourse or by collateral provisions outlined in the contract, including 
seizure and liquidation of collateral pledged by the buyer.  Ml’s derivatives portfolio 
consists of purchased and sold credit protection with differing underlying referenced 
names that do not necessarily offset.

Credit Risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss resulting from failure by a counterparty to meet 
its contractual obligations to Ml. This can be caused by factors directly related to the 
counterparty, such as business or management. taking collateral is the most com-
mon way to mitigate credit risk.  Ml takes financial collateral in the form of cash and 
marketable securities to cover JpMC counterparty risk as part of the trS agreement 
with JpMC.  Ml remains exposed to credit risk for counterparties, other than JpMC, 
related to the swaps that underlie the trS. 

The following table summarizes the notional amounts of derivative contracts 
 outstanding as of december 31 (in millions, except contract data):

  notional amounts1

  2012 2011
Credit derivatives:

CdS2  $1,755 $3,940

  1  These amounts represent the sum of gross long and gross short notional derivative  
contracts. The change in notional amounts is representative of the volume of activity  
for the year ended december 31, 2012.

  2  There were 470 and 979 CdS contracts outstanding as of december 2012 and 2011, 
 respectively.
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The following table summarizes the fair value of derivative instruments by 
 contract type on a gross basis as of december 31, 2012 and 2011, which is reported 
as a component of “Investments held by consolidated variable interest entities” in the 
Consolidated Statement of Condition (in millions):

 2012 2011
 Gross Gross Gross Gross
 derivative derivative derivative derivative
 assets liabilities assets liabilities
 Credit derivatives:

CdS1 $ 816 $ (343) $ 1,630 $ (791)
Counterparty netting  (272)  272  (685)  685
Cash collateral  (136)  —  (288)  —

Total $ 408 $ (71) $ 657 $ (106)

  1    CdS fair values as of december 31, 2012, for assets and liabilities include interest receivables 
of $15 million and payables of $9 million. CdS fair values as of december 31, 2011, for assets 
and liabilities include interest receivables of $22 million and payables of $13 million.

The table below summarizes certain information regarding protection sold through 
CdS as of december 31, 2012 and 2011 (in millions):

  Maximum potential payout/notional
   2012    2011

  Years to Maturity  Fair value  Fair value  
   after after
  1 Year 1 Year 3 Years
Credit ratings of the  or through through after 5    
reference obligation less 3 Years 5 Years Years total liability total liability
 Investment grade 
 (aaa to bbb-) $ — $ — $ — $ 52 $ 52 $ (5) $ 92 $ (14)

 noninvestment grade
 (bb+ or lower)  —  —  —  438  438  (329)  1,154  (763)

 Total credit
 protection sold $ — $ — $ — $ 490 $ 490 $ (334) $ 1,246 $ (777)
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The table below summarizes certain information regarding protection bought 
through CdS as of december 31, 2012 and 2011 (in millions):

  Maximum potential recovery/notional
   2012    2011

  Years to Maturity  Fair value  Fair value 
   after after
  1 Year 1 Year 3 Years
Credit ratings of the  or through through after 5    
reference obligation less 3 Years 5 Years Years total asset total asset
 Investment grade 
 (aaa to bbb-) $ — $ — $  25  $ 125 $ 150 $ 27 $ 170 $ 46

noninvestment grade
 (bb+ or lower)  —  —  9   1,106  1,115  774  2,525  1,562

 Total credit 
 protection bought $ — $ — $ 34  $  1,231 $ 1,265 $ 801 $ 2,695 $ 1,608

Currency Risk
Currency risk is the risk of financial loss resulting from exposure to changes in 
exchange rates between two currencies. under the terms of the trS, JpMC may post 
cash collateral in the form of either u.S. dollar or euro-denominated currencies to 
cover the net MtM variation in the swap portfolio. Starting in december 2012, JpMC 
began posting a portion of its collateral in euro currency. This risk is mitigated by daily 
variation margin updates that capture the movement in the value of the swap portfolio 
in addition to any movement in exchange rates on the swap collateral.

Swap collateral received that is denominated in a foreign currency is translated into 
u.S. dollar amounts using the prevailing exchange rate as of the date of the consolidated 
financial statements. There is no gain or loss associated with this foreign-denominated 
collateral, as the asset and liability positions associated with it are offsetting.

c.  Maiden lane II llC
Concurrent with the november 2008 restructuring of its financial support to aIG, 
the bank extended credit to Ml II, a delaware limited-liability company formed 
to purchase nonagency rMbS from the reinvestment pool of the securities lending 
portfolios of several regulated u.S. insurance subsidiaries of aIG. Ml II borrowed 
$19.5  billion from the bank and used the proceeds to purchase nonagency rMbS that 
had an approximate fair value of $20.8 billion as of october 31, 2008, from aIG’s 
domestic insurance subsidiaries. The bank is the sole and managing member and the 
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controlling party of Ml II and will remain as the controlling party as long as the bank 
retains an economic interest in Ml II. as part of the agreement, the aIG subsidiaries 
also received from Ml II a fixed deferred purchase price of up to $1.0 billion, plus 
interest on any such fixed deferred purchase price outstanding. after repayment in 
full of the bank’s loan and the fixed deferred purchase price (each including accrued 
interest), any net proceeds will be distributed as contingent interest to the bank, which 
is entitled to receive five-sixths, and as variable deferred purchase price to the aIG 
subsidiaries, which are entitled to receive one-sixth, in accordance with the agreement. 

on March 30, 2011, the Federal reserve announced that the bank, through its 
investment manager, blackrock Financial Management, Inc., would dispose of the 
securities in the Ml II portfolio individually and in segments through a competitive 
sales process over time as market conditions warrant. during the year ended december 31, 
2011, a total of nine bid list auctions were conducted and assets with a total current 
face amount of $9.96 billion were sold. on February 28, 2012, the bank announced 
the sale of the remaining securities in the Ml II portfolio. on March 1, 2012, the loan 
from the bank to Ml II was repaid in full with interest, in accordance with the terms 
of the facility. on March 15, 2012, the remaining portion of the fixed deferred pur-
chase price plus interest owed to the aIG subsidiaries was repaid in full. Concurrently, 
distributions were made to the bank and the aIG subsidiaries in the form of contingent 
interest and variable deferred purchase price for the amounts of $2.3 billion and 
$0.5 billion, respectively.   

on March 19, 2012, Ml II was dissolved, and the bank began the wind-up process 
in accordance with and as required by delaware law and the agreements governing 
Ml II. winding up requires Ml II to pay or make reasonable provision to pay all claims 
and obligations of Ml II before distributing its remaining assets. while its affairs are 
being wound up, Ml II is retaining certain assets to meet trailing expenses and other 
obligations as required by law. dissolution costs are not expected to be material.

d. Maiden lane III llC
The bank extended credit to Ml III, a delaware limited-liability company formed 
to purchase abS Cdos from certain third-party counterparties of aIG Financial 
products Corp. Ml III borrowed approximately $24.3 billion from the bank, and aIG 
provided an equity contribution of $5.0 billion to Ml III. The proceeds were used to 
purchase abS Cdos with a fair value of $29.6 billion. on april 3, 2012, the bank 
revised Ml III’s investment objective to allow for asset sales, and began conducting 
such sales shortly thereafter. on June 14, 2012, the bank announced that its loan to 
Ml III had been repaid in full, with interest. on July 16, 2012, the bank announced 
that net proceeds from additional sales of securities in Ml III enabled the full repay-
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ment of aIG’s equity contribution plus accrued interest and provided residual profits 
to the bank and aIG. Concurrently, distributions were made to the bank and aIG in 
the form of contingent interest and excess amounts in the amounts of $5.9 billion and 
$2.9 billion, respectively. on august 23, 2012, the bank announced that all remain-
ing  securities in Ml III were sold. any remaining proceeds will be divided between 
the bank, which is entitled to receive two-thirds, and aIG (or its assignee), which is 
entitled to receive one-third, in accordance with the agreement. 

on September 10, 2012, Ml III was dissolved, and the bank began the wind-up 
process in accordance with and as required by delaware law and the agreements 
governing Ml III. Ml III expects the wind-up process to be concluded during 2013. 
winding up requires Ml III to pay or make reasonable provision to pay all claims and 
obligations of Ml III before distributing its remaining assets. while its affairs are being 
wound up, Ml III is retaining certain assets to meet trailing expenses and other obliga-
tions as required by law. dissolution costs are not expected to be material.

e. talF llC
Cash receipts resulting from the put option fees paid to talF llC and proceeds from 
the treasury’s loan are invested in the following types of u.S.-dollar-denominated 
short-term investments and cash equivalents eligible for purchase by talF llC: 
(1)  u.S. treasury securities, (2) federal agency securities that are senior, negotiable 
debt obligations of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Federal Home loan banks, and Federal 
Farm Credit banks, which have a fixed rate of interest, (3) repurchase agreements 
that are collateralized by treasury and federal agency securities and fixed-rate agency 
mortgage-backed securities, and (4) money market mutual funds, registered with the 
Securities and exchange Commission and regulated under rule 2a-7 of the Investment 
Company act, that invest exclusively in u.S. treasury and federal agency securities. 
Cash may also be invested in a demand interest-bearing account held at the bank of 
new York Mellon. 

f. Fair value Measurement
The consolidated vIes have adopted aSC 820 and aSC 825 and have elected the fair 
value option for all securities and commercial and residential mortgages held by Ml 
and talF llC. Ml II and Ml III qualify as nonregistered investment companies 
under the provisions of aSC 946 and, therefore, all investments are recorded at fair 
value in accordance with aSC 820. In addition, the bank has elected to record the 
beneficial interests in Ml, Ml II, Ml III, and talF llC at fair value.
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The accounting and classification of these investments appropriately reflect the 
vIes’ and the bank’s intent with respect to the purpose of the investments and most 
closely reflect the amount of the assets available to liquidate the entities’ obligations.

i. Determination of Fair Value
The consolidated vIes value their investments on the basis of the last available bid 
prices or current market quotations provided by dealers or pricing services selected 
by the bank’s designated investment managers. to determine the value of a particular 
investment, pricing services may use information on transactions in such investments; 
quotations from dealers; pricing metrics; market transactions in comparable invest-
ments; relationships observed in the market between investments; and calculated yield 
measures based on valuation methodologies commonly employed in the market for 
such investments.

Market quotations may not represent fair value in circumstances in which the 
investment manager believes that facts and circumstances applicable to an issuer, a 
seller, a purchaser, or the market for a particular security result in the current market 
quotations reflecting an inaccurate measure of fair value. In such cases or when market 
quotations are unavailable, the investment manager determines fair value by applying 
proprietary valuation models that use collateral performance scenarios and pricing 
metrics derived from the reported performance of the universe of investments with 
similar characteristics as well as the observable market.

 because of the uncertainty inherent in determining the fair value of investments 
that do not have a readily available fair value, the fair value of these investments may 
differ significantly from the values that would have been reported if a readily available 
fair value had existed for these investments and may differ materially from the values 
that may ultimately be realized.

The fair value of the liability for the beneficial interests of consolidated vIes is 
estimated based upon the fair value of the underlying assets held by the vIes. The hold-
ers of these beneficial interests do not have recourse to the general credit of the bank. 

ii. Valuation Methodologies for Level 3 Assets and Liabilities
In certain cases in which there is limited activity around inputs to the valuation, invest-
ments are classified within level 3 of the valuation hierarchy. For example, in valuing 
Cdos, certain collateralized mortgage obligations, and commercial and residential 
mortgage loans, the determination of fair value is based on collateral performance 
scenarios. These valuations also incorporate pricing metrics derived from the reported 
performance of the universe of similar investments and from observations and esti-
mates of market data. because external price information is not available, market-based 
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models are used to value these securities. key inputs to the model may include market 
spreads or yield estimates for comparable instruments, performance data (i.e., prepay-
ment rates, default rates, and loss severity), valuation estimates for underlying property 
collateral, projected cash flows, and other relevant contractual features. because there 
is a  lack of observable pricing, securities and investment loans that are carried at fair 
value are classified within level 3.

For the swap agreements, all of which are categorized as level 3 assets and liabilities, 
there are various valuation methodologies. In each case, the fair value of the instrument 
underlying the swap is a significant input used to derive the fair value of the swap. 
when there are broker or dealer prices available for the underlying instruments, the 
fair value of the swap is derived based on those prices. when the instrument underlying 
the swap is a market index (i.e., CMbS index), the closing market index price, which 
can also be expressed as a credit spread, is used to determine the fair value of the swap. 
In the remaining cases, the fair value of the underlying instrument is principally based 
on inputs and assumptions not observable in the market (i.e., discount rates, prepay-
ment rates, default rates, and recovery rates).

For Ml II, the fair value of the senior loan and the deferred purchase price is deter-
mined based on the fair value of the underlying assets held by Ml II and the allocation 
of Ml II’s net investment income or loss and realized gains or losses on investments. 
For Ml III, the fair value of the senior loan and the equity contribution is determined 
based on the fair value of the underlying assets held by Ml III and the allocation of 
Ml III’s net investment income or loss and realized gains or losses on investments. 
For talF llC, the fair values of the subordinated loan (including the treasury con-
tingent interest) and the bank’s contingent interest are determined based on the fair 
value of the underlying assets held by talF llC and the allocation of talF llC’s 
gains and losses.
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 ML Inputs for Level 3 Assets and Liabilities
The following table presents the valuation techniques and ranges of significant unob-
servable inputs generally used to determine the fair values of Ml’s level 3 assets and 
liabilities as of december 31, 2012 (in millions, except for input values):

   principal
  Fair valuation unobservable range of
 Instruments value technique Inputs Input values

  Commercial  discounted discount rate 6%-20%
     mortgage loans $466    cash flows property
      capitalization
      rate  6%-10%
   net operating
      income growth
      rate 3%-7%
  discounted  Credit spreads2 100 bps-6,451 bps 
  CdS1 $473    cash flows discount rate 0%-47%
   Constant prepayment
      rate 0%-20%  
   Constant default rate 0%-34% 
   loss severity 40%-80%
  1 Swap assets and liabilities are presented net for the purposes of this table.
  2 Implied spread on closing market prices for index positions.

Sensitivity of ML Level 3 Fair Value Measurements to Changes in Unobservable Inputs
The following provides a general description of the impact of a change in an unobserv-
able input on the fair value measurement and the interrelationship of unobservable 
inputs.

I. Loans
In general, an increase in isolation in either the discount rate or the property capitaliza-
tion rate, which is the ratio between the net operating income produced by an asset and 
its current fair value, would result in a decrease in the fair value measurement, while 
an increase in the net operating income growth rate, in isolation, would result in an 
increase in the fair value measurement. For each of the relationships described above, 
the inverse would also generally apply.
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II. Derivatives
For CdS with reference obligations on CMbS, an increase in credit spreads would 
generally result in a higher fair value measurement for protection buyers and a lower 
fair value measurement for protection sellers. The inverse would also generally apply to 
this relationship given a decrease in credit spreads.

For CdS with reference obligations on rMbS or other abS assets, changes in the 
discount rate, constant prepayment rate, constant default rate, and loss severity would 
have an uncertain effect on the overall fair value measurement. This is because, in gen-
eral, changes in these inputs could potentially affect other inputs used in determining 
the fair value measurement. For example, a change in the assumptions used for the 
constant default rate will generally be accompanied by a corresponding change in the 
assumption used for the loss severity and an inverse change in the assumption used for 
constant prepayment rates. additionally, changes in the fair value measurement based 
on variations in the inputs used generally cannot be extrapolated because the relation-
ship between each input is not perfectly correlated.

The following table presents the financial instruments recorded in vIes at fair value 
as of december 31, 2012, by aSC 820 hierarchy (in millions):

 2012
     total
     Fair
 level 12 level 22 level 3 netting1 value

  assets:
  Cdos $ — $ — $ — $ — $ —
  nonagency rMbS — 2 — — 2
  Federal agency and GSe MbS — 1 — — 1
  Commercial mortgage loans — — 466 — 466
  Cash equivalents 634 — — — 634
  Swap contracts — — 816 (408) 408
  residential mortgage loans — — — — —
  Short-term investments 454 236 — — 690
  other investments — 10 55 — 65

  Total assets $1,088 $249 $ 1,337 $ (408) $ 2,266

  liabilities:
 beneficial interest in

  consolidated vIes $ — $ 803  $ — $ — $ 803 
Swap contracts  —  —   343  (272)  71

  Total liabilities $ — $ 803 $ 343 $ (272) $ 874

 1  derivative receivables and payables and the related cash collateral received and paid are 
shown net when a master netting agreement exists. 

 2  There were no transfers between level 1 and level 2 during the year ended 
december 31, 2012.
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 2011
     total
     Fair
 level 13 level 23 level 3 netting1 value

  assets:
  Cdos $ — $ 167 $ 17,687 $ — $ 17,854
  nonagency rMbS — 5,493 5,410 — 10,903
  Federal agency and GSe MbS — 440 — — 440
  Commercial mortgage loans — 1,464 1,397 — 2,861
  Cash equivalents 1,171 — — — 1,171
  Swap contracts — — 1,630 (973) 657
  residential mortgage loans — — 378 — 378
  Short-term investments2 1,076 — — — 1,076
  other investments2 19 126 108 — 253

  Total assets $2,266 $7,690 $ 26,610 $ (973) $ 35,593

  liabilities:
 beneficial interest in

  consolidated vIes $ — $ —  $ 9,845 $ — $ 9,845 
Swap contracts  —  —   791  (685)  106

  Total liabilities $ — $ — $ 10,636 $ (685) $ 9,951

 1  derivative receivables and payables and the related cash collateral received and paid are 
shown netted when a master netting agreement exists.

 2  Investments with a fair value of $1,076 million as of december 31, 2011, were recategorized 
from “other investments” to a new line item labeled “Short-term investments” to conform 
to the current-year presentation.

 3  There were no significant transfers between level 1 and level 2 during the year ended 
december 31, 2011.

The following table presents the financial instruments recorded in vIes at fair value 
as of december 31, 2011, by aSC 820 hierarchy (in millions):
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The table below presents a reconciliation of all assets and liabilities measured at 
fair value on a recurring basis using significant unobservable inputs (level 3) as of 
december 31, 2012 (in millions). unrealized gains and losses related to those assets 
still held at december 31, 2012 are reported as a component of “Investments held 
by consolidated variable interest entities, net” in the Consolidated Statement of 
Condition.

   2012    

  purchases,     Change in
  Sales,  net    unrealized
  Issuances,   realized/    Gains (losses)
 Fair value, and  unrealized Gross Gross Fair value, related to Financial
 december 31, Settlements, Gains transfers transfers   december 31, Instruments Held at
 2011 net (losses) In1, 2 out1, 2 2012 december 31, 2012

 assets:
Cdos $ 17,687 $ (23,196) $ 5,509 $ — $ — $ — $ (2)
nonagency rMbS  5,410  (6,347)  937  —  —  —  —
Commercial 

mortgage loans  1,397  (1,187)  256  —  —  466  135
residential 

mortgage loans  378  (374)  (4)  —  —  —  (1)
other investments  108  (65)  2  10  —  55  —

Total assets $ 24,980 $ (31,169) $ 6,700 $ 10 $ — $ 521 $ 132

net swap contracts3 $ 839 $ (276) $ (90) $ — $ — $ 473 $ (93)

 liabilities:
beneficial interest in 

consolidated vIes $ 9,845 $ (1,385) $ — $ —  $(8,460) $ — $ —

 1  The amount of transfers is based on the fair values of the transferred assets at the beginning of the reporting period.
 2  beneficial interest in consolidated vIes, with a december 31, 2011, fair value of $8,460 million, was transferred from level 3 to 

level 2 because it is valued at december 31, 2012, based on model-based techniques for which all significant inputs are observable 
(level 2). These investments were valued in the prior year on nonobservable model-based inputs (level 3). There were also certain 
other investments for which valuation inputs became less observable during the year ended december 31, 2012, which resulted in 
$10 million in transfers from level 2 to level 3. There were no other transfers between level 2 and level 3 during the current year.

 3 level 3 derivative assets and liabilities are presented net for purposes of this table.
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The following table presents the gross components of purchases, sales, issuances, 
and settlements, net, shown for the year ended december 31, 2012 (in millions):

 2012

     purchases, Sales,
     Issuances, and
 purchases Sales Issuances Settlements3 Settlements, net
assets: 

Cdos $ — $ (22,206) $— $ (990) $ (23,196)
nonagency rMbS  —  (6,221) —  (126)  (6,347)
Commercial mortgage loans  —  (1,119) —  (68)  (1,187)
residential mortgage loans  —  (370) —  (4)  (374)
other investments  —  (66) —  1  (65)

Total assets $ — $ (29,982) $— $ (1,187) $ (31,169)

net swap contracts1 $ — $ (147) $— $ (129) $ (276)

liabilities:
beneficial interest in 

consolidated vIes $ 452 $ — $— $ (1,430) $ (1,385)

 1 level 3 swap assets and liabilities are presented net for the purposes of this table.
 2 represents accrued and capitalized interest.
 3 Includes paydowns.
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The table below presents a reconciliation of all assets and liabilities measured at fair value on a recurring basis using 
significant unobservable inputs (level 3) as of december 31, 2011 (in millions). unrealized gains and losses related to those 
assets still held at december 31, 2011, are reported as a component of “Investments held by consolidated variable interest 
entities, net” in the Consolidated Statement of Condition.

   2011    
  purchases,     Change in
  Sales,  net    unrealized
  Issuances,   realized/    Gains (losses)
 Fair value, and  unrealized Gross Gross Fair value, related to Financial
 december 31, Settlements, Gains transfers transfers   december 31, Instruments Held at
 2010 net (losses) In1, 2 out1, 2 2011 december 31, 2011

assets:      
Cdos $ 22,811 $ (1,889) $ (3,351) $ 116 $ — $ 17,687 $ (3,297)
nonagency rMbS  6,809  (2,891)  (483)  4,066  (2,091)  5,410  (725)
Commercial 

mortgage loans  1,931  (626)  92  —  —  1,397  65
residential 

mortgage loans  603  (175)  (50)  —  —  378  263
Federal agency 

and GSe MbS  30  (28)  (2)  —   —  —  —
other investments  79   (29)    (2)  94   (34)  108  (9)

Total assets $ 32,263 $ (5,638) $ (3,796) $ 4,276  $(2,125) $ 24,980 $ (3,703)

net swap contracts3 $ 970 $ (235) $ 104 $ — $ —  $ 839 $ 83

liabilities:
beneficial interest in 

consolidated vIes $ 10,051 $ 285 $ (491) $ — $ —  $ 9,845 $ 491

1 The amount of transfers is based on the fair values of the transferred assets at the beginning of the reporting period.
2  nonagency rMbS, with a december 31, 2010, fair value of $2,091 million, were transferred from level 3 to level 2 because they 

are valued at december 31, 2011, based on quoted prices in nonactive markets (level 2). These investments were valued in the prior 
year on nonobservable model-based inputs (level 3). There were also nonagency rMbS, Cdos, and other investments for which 
valuation inputs became less observable during the year ended december 31, 2011, which resulted in $4,066 million, $116 million, 
and $94 million, respectively, in transfers from level 2 to level 3. There were no other significant transfers between level 2 and 
level 3 during the current year. 

3 level 3 derivative assets and liabilities are presented net for purposes of this table. 
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The following table presents the gross components of purchases, sales, issuances, 
and settlements, net, shown for the year ended december 31, 2011 (in millions):

 2011

     purchases, Sales,
     Issuances, and
 purchases Sales Issuances Settlements3 Settlements, net
assets: 

Cdos $ — $ (6) $— $ (1,883) $ (1,889)
nonagency rMbS  —  (1,978) —  (913)  (2,891)
Commercial mortgage loans  —  (557) —  (69)  (626)
residential mortgage loans  —  (97) —  (78)  (175)
Federal agency and GSe MbS  —  (17) —  (11)  (28)
other investments  2  (21) —  (10)  (29)

Total assets $ 2 $ (2,676) $— $ (2,964) $ (5,638)

net swap contracts1 $ — $ (48) $— $ (187) $ (235)

liabilities:
beneficial interest in 

consolidated vIes $ 2852 $ — $— $ —  $ 285

 1 level 3 swap assets and liabilities are presented net for the purposes of this table.
 2 represents accrued and capitalized interest.
 3 Includes paydowns.

g. professional Fees 
The consolidated vIes have recorded costs for professional services provided, among 
others, by several nationally recognized institutions that serve as investment managers, 
administrators, and custodians for the vIes’ assets. The fees charged by the investment 
managers, custodians, administrators, auditors, attorneys, and other service providers 
are recorded in “professional fees related to consolidated variable interest entities” in 
the Consolidated Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income.
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7.  bank preMISeS, eQuIpMent, and SoFtware
bank premises and equipment at december 31 were as follows (in millions):

  2012  2011
bank premises and equipment:   

land and land improvements $ 68 $ 21
buildings1    500  349
building machinery and equipment  88  79
Construction in progress  6  4

 Furniture and equipment  113  128
Subtotal  775  581

 accumulated depreciation  (304)   (271)
Bank premises and equipment, net $ 471 $ 310

 depreciation expense, for the years
 ended december 31 $ 37 $ 30

  1  The bank acquired the 33 Maiden lane building on February 28, 2012. The bank had been 
the primary occupant of the building since 1998, accounting for approximately 74 percent 
of the leased space.

The bank leases space to outside tenants with remaining lease terms ranging from 
one to eleven years. rental income from such leases was $5.8 million and $0 for the 
years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively, and is reported as a compo-
nent of “noninterest income: other” in the Consolidated Statements of Income and 
Comprehensive Income. Future minimum lease payments that the bank will receive 
under noncancelable lease agreements in existence at december 31, 2012, are as follows 
(in millions):

 2013  $ 4
 2014  2
 2015   2
 2016   2
 2017   2
 Thereafter   8
  Total  $20

The bank had capitalized software assets, net of amortization, of $57 million and 
$57 million at december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively. amortization expense was 
$24 million and $21 million for the years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, respec-
tively. Capitalized software assets are reported as a component of  “other assets”  in the 
Consolidated Statements of Condition and the related amortization is reported as a 
component of “operating expenses: other” in the Consolidated Statements of Income 
and Comprehensive Income.
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8. CoMMItMentS and ContInGenCIeS
In conducting its operations, the bank enters into contractual commitments, normally 
with fixed expiration dates or termination provisions, at specific rates and for specific 
purposes.

at december 31, 2012, the bank was obligated under noncancelable leases for 
premises and equipment with remaining terms ranging from one to approximately 
eight years. These leases provide for increased rental payments based upon increases in 
real estate taxes, operating costs, or selected price indexes. 

rental expense under operating leases for certain operating facilities, warehouses, 
and data processing and office equipment (including taxes, insurance, and maintenance 
when included in rent), net of sublease rentals, was $9 million and $22 million for the 
years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively. 

Future minimum rental payments under noncancelable operating leases, net of 
sublease rentals, with remaining terms of one year or more, at december 31, 2012, are 
as follows (in millions): 

 operating leases

 2013 $ 2
 2014  2
 2015  2
 2016  2
 2017  2
 Thereafter  7
  Future minimum rental payments $ 17

under the Insurance agreement of the reserve banks, each of the reserve banks 
has agreed to bear, on a per-incident basis, a share of certain losses in excess of 1  percent 
of the capital paid-in of the claiming reserve bank, up to 50 percent of the total capital 
paid-in of all reserve banks. losses are borne in the ratio of a reserve bank’s capital 
paid-in to the total capital paid-in of all reserve banks at the beginning of the calendar 
year in which the loss is shared. no claims were outstanding under the agreement at 
december 31, 2012 and 2011.

The bank is involved in certain legal actions and claims arising in the ordinary 
course of business. although it is difficult to predict the ultimate outcome of these 
actions, in management’s opinion, based on discussions with counsel, the legal actions 
and claims will be resolved without material adverse effect on the financial position or 
results of operations of the bank. 
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Other Commitments 
In support of financial market stability activities, the bank entered into commitments 
to provide financial assistance to financial institutions. The contractual amounts shown 
below are the bank’s maximum exposures to loss in the event that the commitments 
are fully funded and there is a default by the borrower or total loss in value of pledged 
collateral. total commitments at december 31 were as follows (in millions):

 2012 2011 
 Contractual unfunded Contractual unfunded
 amount amount amount amount

Commercial loan
commitments (Ml) $55 $55 $61 $61

additional loan
commitments (Ml)1 — — 18 18

Total $55 $55 $79 $79

  1  represents additional restricted cash that may be required to be advanced by Ml 
for  property-level expenses or improvements.

The undrawn portion of the bank’s commercial loan commitments relates to com-
mercial mortgage loan commitments acquired by Ml.

9. retIreMent and tHrIFt planS
Retirement Plans
The bank currently offers three defined benefit retirement plans to its employees, 
based on length of service and level of compensation. Substantially all of the employees 
of the reserve banks, board of Governors, and office of employee benefits of the 
Federal reserve System (oeb) participate in the retirement plan for employees 
of the Federal reserve System (System plan). under the dodd-Frank act, newly 
hired bureau employees are eligible to participate in the System plan and transferees 
from other governmental organizations can elect to participate in the System plan. 
In addition, employees at certain compensation levels participate in the benefit 
equalization retirement plan (bep) and certain reserve bank officers participate in 
the Supplemental retirement plan for Select officers of the Federal reserve banks 
(Serp).

The System plan provides retirement benefits to employees of the reserve banks, 
board of Governors, oeb, and certain employees of the bureau. The bank, on behalf 
of the System, recognizes the net asset or net liability and costs associated with the 
System plan in its consolidated financial statements. during the years ended december 
31, 2012 and 2011, certain costs associated with the System plan were reimbursed by 
the bureau.
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Following is a reconciliation of the beginning and ending balances of the System 
plan benefit obligation (in millions):

 2012 2011

estimated actuarial present value of projected  
benefit obligation at January 1 $ 10,198 $ 8,258

Service cost–benefits earned during the period  349   258
Interest cost on projected benefit obligation  473   461
actuarial loss  833  1,427
Contributions by plan participants  4  6
Special termination benefits   9  10
benefits paid  (334)  (315)
plan amendments  (64)  93
 Estimated actuarial present value of projected  

 benefit obligation at December 31  $11,468 $ 10,198

Following is a reconciliation showing the beginning and ending balances of the 
System plan assets, the funded status, and the accrued pension benefit costs (in millions):

   2012  2011
estimated plan assets at January 1 (of which $7,977 
 and $6,998 are measured at fair value as of 
 January 1, 2012 and 2011, respectively) $ 8,048 $ 7,273
actual return on plan assets  1,066   649
Contributions by the employer  782   435
Contributions by plan participants  4  6
benefits paid  (334)  (315)
 Estimated plan assets at December 31 (of which $9,440 
  and $7,977 are measured at fair value as of 
  December 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively) $ 9,566 $ 8,048

Funded status and accrued pension benefit costs  $( 1,902) $ (2,150)

amounts included in accumulated other comprehensive 
 loss are shown below:
  prior service cost $ (559) $ (739)
  net actuarial loss  (3,784)  (3,710)
  Total accumulated other comprehensive loss $ (4,343) $ (4,449)

The bank, on behalf of the System, funded $780.0 million and $420.1 million dur-
ing the years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively. The bureau is required 
by the dodd-Frank act to fund the System plan for each bureau employee based on an 
established formula. during the years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, the bureau 
funded contributions of $1.6 million and $14.4 million, respectively.  

accrued pension benefit costs are reported as a component of “accrued benefit 
costs” in the Consolidated Statements of Condition.
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The accumulated benefit obligation for the System plan, which differs from the 
estimated actuarial present value of projected benefit obligation because it is based on 
current rather than future compensation levels, was $10,035 million and $8,803 mil-
lion at december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively. 

The weighted-average assumptions used in developing the accumulated pension 
benefit obligation for the System plan as of december 31 were as follows:

 2012 2011

discount rate 4.00% 4.50%
rate of compensation increase 4.50% 5.00%

net periodic benefit expenses for the years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, 
were actuarially determined using a January 1 measurement date. The weighted-average 
assumptions used in developing net periodic benefit expenses for the System plan for 
the years were as follows:

 2012 2011

discount rate 4.50%  5.50%
expected asset return 7.25%  7.25%
rate of compensation increase 5.00%  5.00%

discount rates reflect yields available on high-quality corporate bonds that would 
generate the cash flows necessary to pay the System plan’s benefits when due. The 
expected long-term rate of return on assets is an estimate that is based on a combina-
tion of factors, including the System plan’s asset allocation strategy and historical 
returns; surveys of expected rates of return for other entities’ plans; a projected return 
for equities and fixed-income investments based on real interest rates, inflation expec-
tations, and equity risk premiums; and surveys of expected returns in equity and fixed-
income markets. 
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The components of net periodic pension benefit expense for the System plan for 
the years ended december 31 are shown below (in millions):

 2012 2011

Service cost–benefits earned during the period   $ 349 $ 258
Interest cost on projected benefit obligation    473   461
amortization of prior service cost    116   110
amortization of net loss    292   187
expected return on plan assets   (599)    (531)

Net periodic pension benefit expense   631   485
Special termination benefits   9  10
bureau of Consumer Financial protection contributions  (2)  —

Total periodic pension benefit expense  $ 638 $ 495

estimated amounts that will be amortized from accumulated other comprehensive 
loss into net periodic pension benefit expense in 2013 are shown below (in millions):

prior service cost   $103
net actuarial loss 275

Total $378

Following is a summary of expected benefit payments, excluding enhanced retire-
ment benefits (in millions):

 2013 $ 379
 2014 401
 2015 425
 2016 450
 2017 476
 2018-2022 2,777
  Total $4,908

The System’s Committee on Investment performance (CIp) is responsible for 
establishing investment policies, selecting investment managers, and monitoring the 
investment managers’ compliance with its policies. The CIp is supported by staff in 
the oeb in carrying out these responsibilities. at december 31, 2012, the System 
plan’s assets were held in six investment vehicles: two actively managed long-duration 
fixed-income portfolios, an indexed u.S. equity fund, an indexed non-u.S. developed 
markets equity fund, an indexed long-duration fixed-income portfolio, and a money 
market fund. 
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The diversification of the plan’s investments is designed to limit concentration of 
risk and the risk of loss related to an individual asset class. The two long-duration fixed-
income portfolios are separate accounts benchmarked to a custom benchmark of 55 per-
cent barclays long Credit Index and 45 percent Citigroup 15+ years u.S. treasury 
StrIpS Index, which was selected as a proxy for the liabilities of the plan. These port-
folios are actively managed and the guidelines are designed to limit portfolio deviations 
from the benchmark. The indexed long-duration fixed-income portfolio is invested 
in two commingled funds and is benchmarked to 55 percent barclays long Credit 
Index and 45 percent barclays 20+ StrIpS Index. The indexed u.S. equity fund is 
intended to track the overall u.S. equity market across market capitalizations and is 
benchmarked to the dow Jones u.S. total Stock Market Index. The indexed non-
u.S. developed markets equity fund is intended to track the Morgan Stanley Capital 
International (MSCI), europe, australia, Far east, plus Canada Index, which includes 
stocks from twenty-three markets deemed by MSCI to be “developed markets.”  
Finally, the money market fund, which invests in high-quality money market securi-
ties, is the repository for cash balances and adheres to a constant-dollar methodology. 

permitted and prohibited investments, including the use of derivatives, are defined 
in either the trust agreement (for commingled index vehicles) or the investment 
guidelines (for the three separate accounts). The CIp reviews the trust agreement and 
approves all investment guidelines as part of the selection of each investment to ensure 
that the trust agreement is consistent with the CIp’s investment objectives for the 
System plan’s assets. 

The System plan’s policy weight and actual asset allocations at december 31, 
by asset category, were as follows:

   actual asset allocations

    policy weight 2012 2011

u.S. equities  35.0% 34.9% 39.0%
International equities 15.0% 13.6% 13.8%
Fixed-income 50.0% 50.4% 46.6%
Cash  0.0% 1.1% 0.6%

 Total  100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

employer contributions to the System plan may be determined using different 
assumptions than those required for financial reporting.  The System plan’s antici-
patory funding level for 2013 is $900 million.  In 2013, the System plans to make 
monthly contributions of $75 million and will reevaluate the monthly contributions 
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upon completion of the 2013 actuarial valuation.  The bank’s projected benefit obliga-
tion, funded status, and net pension expenses for the bep and the Serp at december 31, 
2012 and 2011, and for the years then ended, were not material.

The System plan’s investments are reported at fair value as required by aSC 820.  
aSC 820 establishes a three-level fair value hierarchy that distinguishes between mar-
ket participant assumptions developed using market data obtained from independent 
sources (observable inputs) and the bank’s assumptions about market participant 
assumptions developed using the best information available in the circumstances 
(unobservable inputs). 

Determination of Fair Value 
The System plan’s investments are valued on the basis of the last available bid prices or 
current market quotations provided by dealers, or pricing services. to determine the 
value of a particular investment, pricing services may use information on transactions 
in such investments; quotations from dealers; pricing metrics; market transactions in 
comparable investments; relationships observed in the market between investments; 
and calculated yield measures based on valuation methodologies commonly employed 
in the market for such investments. 

because of the uncertainty inherent in determining the fair value of investments 
that do not have a readily available fair value, the fair value of these investments may 
differ significantly from the values that would have been reported if a readily available 
fair value had existed for these investments and may differ materially from the values 
that may ultimately be realized.

The following table presents the financial instruments recorded at fair value as of 
december 31, 2012, by aSC 820 hierarchy (in millions):

  2012
description level 11 level 21 level 3 total
Short-term investments $ 23 $ 25 $  — $ 48
treasury and federal agency securities 141 1,746 — 1,887
Corporate bonds —  1,947 — 1,947
other fixed-income securities — 352 — 352
Commingled funds — 5,206 — 5,206
 Total $ 164 $ 9,276 $ — $9,440

1 u.S. treasury StrIps with a fair value of $1,737 million were transferred from level 1 to 
level 2 because they were valued based on quoted prices in nonactive markets (level 2). 
There were no other transfers between level 1 and level 2  during the year.
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The following table presents the financial instruments recorded at fair value as of 
december 31, 2011, by aSC 820 hierarchy (in millions):

  2011
description level 11 level 21 level 3 total
Short-term investments $ 31 $ 29 $ — $ 60
treasury and federal agency securities 1,685 14 — 1,699
Corporate bonds2 — 1,656 — 1,656
other fixed-income securities2 — 306 — 306
Commingled funds — 4,256 — 4,256
 Total $1,716 $ 6,261 $ — $7,977

 1   There were no transfers between level 1 and level 2 during the year.
 2   Investments with a fair value of $1,656 million as of december 31, 2011, were recategorized 

from “other fixed-income securities” to a new line item labeled “Corporate bonds” to 
 conform to the current-year presentation.

The System plan enters into futures contracts, traded on regulated exchanges, to 
manage certain risks and to maintain appropriate market exposure in meeting the 
investment objectives of the System plan.  The System plan bears the market risk that 
arises from any unfavorable changes in the value of the securities or indexes underlying 
these futures contracts.  The use of futures contracts involves, to varying degrees, ele-
ments of market risk in excess of the amount recorded in the Consolidated Statements 
of Condition.  The guidelines established by the CIp further reduce risk by limiting 
the net futures positions, for most fund managers, to 15 percent of the market value of 
the advisor’s portfolio.  

at december 31, 2012 and 2011, a portion of short-term investments was avail-
able for futures trading.  There were $7 million and $6 million of treasury securities 
pledged as collateral for the years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively. 

Thrift Plan
employees of the bank participate in the defined contribution Thrift plan for 
employees of the Federal reserve System (Thrift plan). The bank matches 100 percent 
of the first 6 percent of employee contributions from the date of hire and provides an 
automatic employer contribution of 1 percent of eligible pay. The bank’s Thrift plan 
contributions totaled $25 million and $23 million for the years ended december 31, 
2012 and 2011, respectively, and are reported as a component of “operating expenses: 
Salaries and benefits” in the Consolidated Statements of Income and Comprehensive 
Income.
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10.   poStretIreMent beneFItS otHer tHan retIreMent 
planS and poSteMploYMent beneFItS

Postretirement Benefits Other Than Retirement Plans
In addition to the bank’s retirement plans, employees who have met certain age and 
length-of-service requirements are eligible for both medical and life insurance benefits 
during retirement.

The bank funds benefits payable under the medical and life insurance plans as due 
and, accordingly, has no plan assets.

Following is a reconciliation of the beginning and ending balances of the benefit 
obligation (in millions):

 2012 2011

accumulated postretirement benefit obligation at January 1 $ 319 $ 264
Service cost benefits earned during the period  13  9
Interest cost on accumulated benefit obligation  15  15
net actuarial loss   49  45
Contributions by plan participants  2  2
benefits paid  (17)  (17)
Medicare part d subsidies  1  1

Accumulated postretirement benefit  
obligation at December 31 $ 382 $ 319

at december 31, 2012 and 2011, the weighted-average discount rate assump-
tions used in developing the postretirement benefit obligation were 3.75 percent and 
4.50 percent, respectively.

discount rates reflect yields available on high-quality corporate bonds that would 
generate the cash flows necessary to pay the plan’s benefits when due.
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Following is a reconciliation of the beginning and ending balances of the plan 
assets, the unfunded postretirement benefit obligation, and the accrued postretire-
ment benefit costs (in millions):

 2012 2011

Fair value of plan assets at January 1 $ — $ —
Contributions by the employer 14 14
Contributions by plan participants 2 2
benefits paid  (17) (17)
Medicare part d subsidies  1  1

Fair value of plan assets at December 31 $ — $ —

unfunded obligation and accrued postretirement 
benefit cost $ 382 $ 319 

amounts included in accumulated other comprehensive 
loss are shown below:  

 prior service cost $ —  $ 1
 net actuarial loss  (134)  (93)

 Total accumulated other comprehensive loss $ (134) $ (92)

accrued postretirement benefit costs are reported as a component of “accrued 
benefit costs” in the Consolidated Statements of Condition.

For measurement purposes, the assumed health-care cost trend rates at 
december 31 were as follows: 

 2012 2011

Health-care cost trend rate assumed for next year 7.00% 7.50%
rate to which the cost trend rate is assumed

 to decline (the ultimate trend rate) 5.00% 5.00%
Year that the rate reaches the ultimate trend rate 2018 2017

assumed health-care cost trend rates have a significant effect on the amounts 
reported for health-care plans. a one-percentage-point change in assumed health-care 
cost trend rates would have the following effects for the year ended december 31, 
2012 (in millions):

 one percentage- one percentage-
 point Increase point decrease
effect on aggregate of service and interest

cost components of net periodic
postretirement benefit costs $ 5 $ (4)

effect on accumulated 
postretirement benefit obligation 61   (50)
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The following is a summary of the components of net periodic postretirement 
benefit expense for the years ended december 31 (in millions):

 2012 2011
Service cost–benefits earned during the period $ 13 $ 9
Interest cost on accumulated benefit obligation  15  15
amortization of prior service cost  —  —
amortization of net actuarial loss  9  5

Net periodic postretirement benefit expense $ 37 $  29

estimated amounts that will be amortized from accumulated other comprehen-
sive loss into net periodic postretirement benefit expense in 2013 are shown below 
(in millions):

prior service cost $ —
net actuarial loss  12

Total $ 12 

net postretirement benefit costs are actuarially determined using a January 1 
measurement date.  at January 1, 2012 and 2011, the weighted-average discount 
rate assumptions used to determine net periodic postretirement benefit costs were 
4.50  percent and 5.25 percent, respectively.

net periodic postretirement benefit expense is reported as a component of 
“operating expenses: Salaries and benefits” in the Consolidated Statements of Income 
and Comprehensive Income.

The Medicare prescription drug, Improvement and Modernization act of 2003 
established a prescription drug benefit under Medicare (Medicare part d) and a federal 
subsidy to sponsors of retiree health-care benefit plans that provide benefits that are at 
least actuarially equivalent to Medicare part d.  The benefits provided under the bank’s 
plan to certain participants are at least actuarially equivalent to the Medicare part d 
prescription drug benefit.  The estimated effects of the subsidy are reflected in actuarial 
loss in the accumulated postretirement benefit obligation and net periodic postretire-
ment benefit expense.

Federal Medicare part d subsidy receipts were $0.9 million and $0.8 million in the 
years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively.  expected receipts in 2013, 
related to benefits paid in the years ended december 31, 2012 and 2011, are $0.7 million.
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Following is a summary of expected postretirement benefit payments (in millions):

 without Subsidy with Subsidy

 2013  $ 17 $ 16
 2014   18  17
 2015   18  17
 2016   19  18
 2017   20  19
 2018-2022  112  104
 Total $ 204 $ 191

Postemployment Benefits 
The bank offers benefits to former or inactive employees.  postemployment benefit 
costs are actuarially determined using a december 31 measurement date and include 
the cost of providing disability, medical, dental, and vision insurance, and survivor 
income benefits. The accrued postemployment benefit costs recognized by the bank 
at december 31, 2012 and 2011, were $42 million and $39 million, respectively.  
This cost is included as a component of “accrued benefit costs” in the Consolidated 
Statements of Condition. net periodic postemployment benefit expenses included in 
2012 and 2011 operating expenses were $7 million and $8 million, respectively, and 
are recorded as a component of “operating expenses: Salaries and benefits” in the 
Consolidated Statements of Income and Comprehensive Income. 
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11.   aCCuMulated otHer CoMpreHenSIve InCoMe and 
otHer CoMpreHenSIve InCoMe

Following is a reconciliation of beginning and ending balances of accumulated other 
comprehensive income (loss) as of december 31 (in millions):

 2012 2011
  amount   amount
 amount related to total amount related to total
 related to postretirement accumulated related to postretirement accumulated
 defined benefits other  other defined benefits other  other
 benefit Than retirement Comprehensive benefit Than retirement Comprehensive
 retirement plan plans Income (loss) retirement plan plans Income (loss)

balance at January 1 $(4,449) $(92) $ (4,541) $(3,360) $(52) $(3,412)

Change in funded
status of benefit
plans: 

prior service costs
arising during the
year 64 — 64 (78) — (78)

amortization of
prior service cost 116 — 116 110 — 110

Change in prior
service costs related
to benefit plans 180  — 180 32 — 32

net actuarial loss
arising during the
year (366) (49) (415) (1,308) (45) (1,353)

amortization of net
actuarial loss 292  9  301 187 5 192

Change in actuarial
losses related to
benefit plans (74) (40) (114) (1,121) (40) (1,161)

Change in funded
status of benefit
plans–other
comprehensive
income (loss) 106  (40) 66 (1,089) (40) (1,129)

Balance at
December 31 $(4,343) $(132) $ (4,475) $(4,449) $(92) $(4,541)

additional detail regarding the classification of accumulated other comprehensive 
loss is included in notes 9 and 10.
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12.   buSIneSS reStruCturInG CHarGeS 
The bank had no significant restructuring activities in 2012 and 2011. 

13.   dIStrIbutIon oF CoMpreHenSIve InCoMe
In accordance with the board of Governors’ policy, reserve banks remit excess earn-
ings, after providing for dividends and the amount necessary to equate surplus with 
capital paid-in, to the u.S. treasury as interest on Federal reserve notes.  The following 
table presents the distribution of the bank’s comprehensive income in accordance with 
the board of Governors’ policy for the years ended december 31 (in millions):

 2012 2011

dividends on capital stock  $ 523 $ 470
transfer to surplus–amount required to equate 

surplus with capital paid-in 68 995
Interest on Federal reserve notes expense remitted to treasury 51,023 32,432

Total distribution $51,614 $33,897

14.   SubSeQuent eventS
on January 15, 2013, the treasury, the bank, and talF llC agreed to eliminate in 
their entirety the treasury’s subordinate funding commitment to talF llC and 
the bank’s senior funding commitment to talF llC. These commitments were no 
longer deemed necessary because the accumulated fees collected through the talF 
program, and currently held in liquid assets in talF llC, exceed the amount of 
talF loans outstanding. In addition, the agreement related to distribution of pro-
ceeds was amended to limit funding of the cash collateral account to an amount equal 
to the outstanding principal plus accrued interest of all talF loans as of the payment 
determination date; all accumulated funding in excess of that amount would then be 
distributed according to the distribution priorities described in the agreements govern-
ing talF llC.

pursuant to this agreement, talF llC repaid in full the outstanding principal 
and accrued interest on the subordinated loan to the treasury, and additional distribu-
tions were made to the treasury and the bank as contingent interest in the amounts of 
$310 million and $35 million, respectively.

There were no other subsequent events that require adjustments to or disclosures 
in the financial statements as of december 31, 2012. Subsequent events were evaluated 
through March 14, 2013, which is the date the bank issued the financial statements.
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Member banks in this District have reelected 
GLENN H. HUTCHINS a class B director for 
a three-year term beginning January 2013. 
Mr. Hutchins, who is Co-Founder of Silver Lake,  
New York, N.Y., has been serving as a class B   
 director since August 2011.

The Board of Governors has appointed 
SARA HOROWITZ, Executive Director, Free-
lancers Union, Brooklyn, N.Y., a class C director 
for a three-year term beginning January 2013.  
Ms. Horowitz succeeds Lee C. Bollinger, 
President, Columbia University, New York, N.Y., 
who served as a class C director since January 
2007 and Chair and Federal Reserve Agent since 
January 2011.

The Board of Governors has designated 
EMILY K. RAFFERTY, President, The Metro-
politan Museum of Art, New York, N.Y., as Chair 
of the Board and Federal Reserve Agent for the 
year 2013. Ms. Rafferty has been serving as a 
class C director since January 2011.

The Board of Governors has also redesignated 
KATHRYN S. WYLDE, President and Chief 
Executive Officer, Partnership for New York 
City, New York, N.Y., as Deputy Chair for the 
year 2013. Ms. Wylde has been serving as a class C 
director since July 2009 and Deputy Chair since 
January 2011.

CHANGES IN DIRECTORS
2013
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DIRECTORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 
OF NEW YORK

DIRECTORS TERM EXPIRES DEC. 31 CLASS

JAMES DIMON 2012 A
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
JPMorgan Chase & Co., New York, N.Y.

RICHARD L. CARRIÓN  2013 A
Chairman, President, and Chief Executive Officer 
Popular, Inc., San Juan, P.R.

PAUL P. MELLO 2014 A
President and Chief Executive Officer
Solvay Bank, Solvay, N.Y.

GLENN H. HUTCHINS 2012 B
Co-Founder  
Silver Lake, New York, N.Y. 

ALPHONSO O’NEIL-WHITE 2013 B
President and Chief Executive Officer
HealthNow New York Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.

TERRY J. LUNDGREN 2014 B
Chairman, President, and Chief Executive Officer
Macy’s, Inc., New York, N.Y.

LEE C. BOLLINGER, Chair and Federal Reserve Agent 2012 C
President
Columbia University, New York, N.Y.

KATHRYN S. WYLDE, Deputy Chair 2013 C
President and Chief Executive Officer
Partnership for New York City, New York, N.Y. 

EMILY K. RAFFERTY 2014 C
President
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, N.Y.
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ADVISORY GROUPS

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON 
SMALL BUSINESS AND 
AGRICULTURE

RIChARD STEwART 
BRUNhOUSE, JR.

President
A&A Company, Inc.
South Plainfield, N.J.

wILLIAM BYRNE
Chairman of the Board
Byrne Dairy, Inc.
weedsport, N.Y.

MSO-ChI ChEN
Executive Vice President
Crystal window & Door Systems Ltd.
Flushing, N.Y.

JORGE COLÓN-GERENA
President and Chief Executive Officer
wendco of Puerto Rico, Inc.
San Juan, P.R.

GALE EPSTEIN
President/Creative Director
hanky Panky
New York, N.Y.

KENNETh M. FRANASIAK
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
Calamar
wheatfield, N.Y.

LISA hIRSh
President and Chief Executive Officer
Accurate Box Company, Inc.
Paterson, N.J.

PETER MAGLAThLIN
Chief Executive Officer
MBI, Inc.
Norwalk, Conn.

MIChAEL MUZYK
President
Baldor Specialty Foods, Inc.
Bronx, N.Y.

DARYL ROTh
President
Daryl Roth Productions
New York, N.Y.

EDwARD J. TREGURThA
President
Moran Towing Corporation
New Canaan, Conn.

Chair
MIChAEL J. CASTELLANA  
President and Chief Executive Officer 
SEFCU
Albany, N.Y. 

ROBERT G. ALLEN
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Teachers Federal Credit Union
hauppauge, N.Y.

JOhN R. BURAN 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Flushing Savings & Flushing 

Financial Corp.
Lake Success, N.Y.

JOSÉ RAFAEL FERNÁNDEZ 
President, Chief Executive Officer, 

and Vice Chairman
Oriental Bank and Trust & Oriental 

Financial Group, Inc.
San Juan, P.R.

SALEEM IQBAL 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
habib American Bank
New York, N.Y.

FRANK A. KISSEL 
Chairman 
Peapack-Gladstone Bank  

& Peapack-Gladstone Financial Corp.
Bedminster, N.J.

MARY D. MADDEN 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
hudson Valley Federal Credit Union
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

ThOMAS J. ShARA 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Lakeland Bank & Lakeland Bancorp, Inc.
Oak Ridge, N.J.

JOhN F. TRENTACOSTA 
President and Chief Executive Officer
Newtown Savings Bank
Newtown, Conn.

COMMUNITY DEPOSITORY INSTITUTIONS 
ADVISORY COUNCIL
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ECONOMIC ADVISORY 
PANEL

ROBERT BARRO
harvard University

ALAN S. BLINDER
Princeton University

MARTIN FELDSTEIN
harvard University

JEFFREY FRANKEL
harvard University

JACOB A. FRENKEL
JPMorgan Chase 

MARK GERTLER
New York University

MARVIN GOODFRIEND
Carnegie Mellon University

AUSTAN GOOLSBEE
University of Chicago

JAN hATZIUS
Goldman Sachs

PETER hOOPER
Deutsche Bank Securities
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President and Chief Executive Officer
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President and Chief Executive Officer
Chobani, Inc.
Norwich, N.Y.
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President
Goya de Puerto Rico, Inc.
Bayamon, P.R.
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Director 
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wells Fargo Bank
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Vice President
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Vice President
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Senior Vice President
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Director
Bank of America
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Director
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Executive Vice President 
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Executive Vice President 
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Director of Research 

and Executive Vice President
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susaN w. MiNk 
Executive Vice President 
human Resources

edwaRd F. MuRphY 
Executive Vice President 
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siMON M. pOtteR 
Executive Vice President 
Markets

edwaRd c. sMith
General Auditor 

and Executive Vice President
audit

ROseaNN stichNOth
Executive Vice President
special investments Management

JOseph s. tRacY
Senior Advisor to the President
executive Office

caRl w. tuRNipseed 
Executive Vice President 
Financial services
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Assistant Vice President
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Audit Officer
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Audit Officer
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Audit Officer
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kRishNa R. Guha
Executive Vice President
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dONa M. wONG
Assistant Vice President

seth w. FeasteR
Communications Officer

aNdRew GiaNNelli
Communications Officer
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JaNe p. katZ
Economic Education Officer 

internal communication

NichOlas BalaMaci
Vice President

edwaRd cheNeY
Communications Officer

Media Relations and public affairs

Jack Gutt
Vice President

JONathaN a. FReed
Media Relations Officer

aNdRea R. pRiest
Media Relations Officer
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kausaR haMdaNi
Senior Vice President

Rae d. ROseN
Assistant Vice President
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Outreach Officer
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edwaRd F. MuRphY
Executive Vice President

Business process excellence
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Vice President
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BPE Officer

JOseph R. cOvellO
BPE Officer
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Assistant Vice President
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Operations staff (cGsO)

chRistiNa s. kite
Senior Vice President

daNiel F. hulse
Vice President

thOMas p. ReillY
Vice President

keNt Bai N
Assistant Vice President

JOseph d.  J. deMaRtiNi
Assistant Vice President

aileeN R. GRiFFith
Assistant Vice President

RichaRd l. pRiscO
Assistant Vice President

JaNe w. thOMas
Assistant Vice President

chRistiaN a. FacQ
CGSO Officer

MaRc s. leMBeRG
CGSO Officer

JOhN d. Milusich
CGSO Officer
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JOhN F. seaRs
CGSO Officer

MaRk a. slaGus
CGSO Officer

enterprise data Management

eliZaBeth s. iRwiN-
MccauGheY

Senior Vice President 

MaRia c. Massei-ROsatO
Assistant Vice President

Financial Management

MaRia GRace c. aMBROsiO
Senior Vice President

chRistiNa X. MilleR
Vice President

JOseph MeMMOlO
Assistant Vice President

ROBeRt M. pOFskY
Assistant Vice President

taMRa J. wheeleR
Assistant Vice President

chRistOpheR GRaNdich
Financial Management Officer

paul R. haMatY
Financial Management Officer

GeORGe p. peReiRa
Financial Management Officer

strategic investment and Risk 
assessment Office

lOla s. JudGe
Senior Vice President

deBRa l. GRuBeR
Vice President

taMaRa s. dauGhdRill
Assistant Vice President

cRedit aNd paYMeNts Risk GROup

saNdRa c. kRieGeR
Executive Vice President

cRM technology support

MelaNie l. heiNtZ
Vice President

JhaNkhNa N. vaRMa
Assistant Vice President

Group support

GleN J. sNaJdeR
Risk Support Officer

payments policy

lawReNce M. sweet
Senior Vice President

MaRsha k. takaGi
Vice President

MaRilYN aRButhNOtt
Assistant Vice President

BRiaN J. BeGalle
Assistant Vice President

Michele BRauN
Payments Policy Officer

Risk analysis and Reporting

adaM B. ashcRaFt
Senior Vice President

dONald v. davis
Assistant Vice President

eRic l. paRsONs
Assistant Vice President

steveN schOeN
Assistant Vice President

patRick J. cOYNe
Risk Officer

Rita J. cseJteY
Risk Officer

Risk analytics

JOshua ROseNBeRG
Senior Vice President

Rachel lu
Risk Officer
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teRReNce J. checki
Executive Vice President

development studies 
and Foreign Research

JOhN J. claRk, JR.
Senior Vice President

idaNNa appiO
Vice President

Matthew d. hiGGiNs
Vice President

huNteR l. claRk
International Officer

Financial Markets and institutions

B. GeRaRd daGes
Senior Vice President

JeNNiFeR s. cRYstal
Vice President

tRicia e. kissiNGeR
International Officer

international affairs

Michele s. GOdFReY
Senior Vice President
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Assistant Vice President
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President
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First Vice President
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JOseph s. tRacY
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Vice President
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Senior Vice President
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MaRGaRet M. MccONNell
Director and Senior Vice President
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and Vice President
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Senior Vice President 
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Senior Vice President

saRiNa paNG
Senior Vice President

ROBYN a. BRaNdOw
Vice President

caRlOs FueNtes
Vice President

aNdRew B. GeRsON
Vice President

keNNeth s. isaacsON
Vice President
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saRah J. dahlGReN
Executive Vice President

complex Financial institutions

luciNda M. BRickleR
Senior Vice President

williaM J. BROdOws
Senior Vice President

F. chRistOpheR calaBia
Senior Vice President

MaRtha cuMMiNGs
Senior Vice President

diaNNe k. dOBBeck
Senior Vice President

caROliNe FRawleY
Senior Vice President
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Senior Vice President

steveN J. MaNZaRi
Senior Vice President

daNiel a. Muccia
Senior Vice President

JONathaN i. pOlk
Senior Vice President

BRuce t. RichaRds
Senior Vice President

Michael F. silva
Senior Vice President

aNdRew M. daNZiG
Vice President

aleJaNdRO a. la tORRe
Vice President

JOhN Ricketti
Vice President
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Vice President

JaN h. vOiGts
Vice President

JaMes B. wall
Vice President

paul d. whYNOtt
Vice President
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Assistant Vice President
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Assistant Vice President

laveRNe cORNwell
Assistant Vice President

daNiel e. eldeR
Assistant Vice President

haMptON FiNeR
Assistant Vice President

MaYRa GONZaleZ
Assistant Vice President

Michael s. kOh
Assistant Vice President

R. susaN stiehM
Assistant Vice President

tOdd M. wasZkelewicZ
Assistant Vice President

sukhpal Bhatti
Examining Officer

keviN cOFFeY
Examining Officer

peteR R. dRake
Examining Officer

Judith J. GRuttMaN
Examining Officer

JOhN a. heiNZe
Examining Officer

waRReN hRuNG
Examining Officer

chRistOpheR R. huNteR
Examining Officer

aNNa iacucci
Examining Officer

williaM e. kellY
Examining Officer

theONilla lee-chaN
Examining Officer

aNNe M. MaceweN
Examining Officer

taMaRa MaRcOpulOs
Examining Officer
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GleN J. ReppY
Examining Officer
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Examining Officer

JaNe wakeField
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cross-Firm perspective and analytics

Michael J. aliX
Senior Vice President
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Vice President

diNa M. MaheR
Assistant Vice President

stacY l. MaNuel
Assistant Vice President

suMMeR M. cOle
Examining Officer

Michael e. hOlscheR
Examining Officer

eMilY G. YaNG
Examining Officer
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JeaNMaRie davis
Senior Vice President

lisa M. JONiauX
Vice President

deNise B. schMedes
Vice President

vikeN chakRiaN
Assistant Vice President

thOMas FeRlaZZO
Assistant Vice President

aNN e. MiNeR
Assistant Vice President

weNdY NG
Assistant Vice President

keith pulsiFeR
Assistant Vice President

ROGeR R. GRahaM
Examining Officer

JOhaNNa M. schwaB
Examining Officer

lilY thaM
Examining Officer

chRistOpheR t. tsuBOi
Examining Officer

Financial institution supervision 
executive Office

JaMes R. heNNessY
Senior Vice President

hOMeR c. hill
Chief Operating Officer 

and Senior Vice President

JeFFReY c. BlYe
Vice President

BettYaNN l. GRiFFith
Assistant Vice President

JacQueliNe M. MccORMack
Financial Institution Supervision Officer

Foreign Financial institutions

ZahRa el-MekkawY
Senior Vice President

daNa ROY GReeN
Vice President

JacQueliNe M. lOvisa
Assistant Vice President

Ralph t. saNtasieRO
Examining Officer

shivaJi c. vOhRa
Examining Officer

Group Operations

scOtt R. GuRBa
Senior Vice President

JOONhO lee
Vice President

GaRY J. kaplaN
Assistant Vice President

GRace Y. sONe
Assistant Vice President

MaRGaRet e. BRush
Financial Institution Supervision Officer

paul R. cOppOla
Financial Institution Supervision Officer

MaRk c. scapp
Examining Officer

BaRBaRa l. tOMseY
Financial Institution Supervision Officer

Regional and community 
Banking Organizations 
and consumer compliance

patRicia t. MeadOw
Vice President

lauReNce c. BONNeMeRe
Assistant Vice President

ROBeRt G. GutieRReZ
Assistant Vice President

MaRYaNN caMpBell
Examining Officer

MeiNRad a. daNZeR
Examining Officer

wilMa saBadO
Examining Officer

Risk and policy

aRthuR G. aNGulO
Senior Vice President

RONald cathcaRt
Senior Vice President

JeFFReY iNGBeR
Senior Vice President

JaiNaRYaN sOOklal
Senior Vice President

stacY l. cOleMaN
Vice President

JaMes M. MahONeY
Vice President

saRah p. adelsON
Assistant Vice President

eRic a. caBaN
Assistant Vice President

kaReN R. kahRs
Assistant Vice President
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steveN a. MiRskY
Assistant Vice President

wiNG Y. OON
Assistant Vice President

kaReN Y. schNeck
Assistant Vice President

daNiel sullivaN
Assistant Vice President

BaRBaRa J. Yelcich
Assistant Vice President

steveN R. BlOck
Examining Officer

lOuis e. BRauNsteiN
Examining Officer

victOR F. BulZacchelli
Examining Officer

cOlleeN a. BuRke
Examining Officer

aRi R. cOheN
Examining Officer

MaRY elleN cRaiG
Examining Officer

JaMes deFalcO
Examining Officer

BRiaN e. eaRlY
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ROseaNNe t. FaRleY
Examining Officer

MaRk e. GleasON
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Examining Officer

supervisory policy

heleN e. MucciOlO
Senior Vice President

MaRc R. saideNBeRG
Senior Vice President

steiN e. BeRRe
Vice President

ethaN s. BuYON
Assistant Vice President

chaRles c. GRaY
Assistant Vice President

aleXaNdRa MeRle-huet
Assistant Vice President

kRistiN h. MalcaRNeY
Examining Officer
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Executive Vice President
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david a. dutteNhOFeR, JR.
Senior Vice President

ROBeRt G. kRaus
Vice President

chRistOpheR d. aRMstRONG
Assistant Vice President

eileeN M. GOOdMaN
Assistant Vice President

lisa M. Basile
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Cash Officer

JOhN M. hill
Cash Officer

electronic payments

Gail R. aRMeNdiNGeR
Vice President

caRl p. luNdGReN
Vice President

MaRGaRet saXeNiaN
Vice President

ROBeRt c. GallO
Assistant Vice President

MaRk s. haRRis
Electronic Payments Officer

saRah l. weaN
Electronic Payments Officer

BeliNda s. williaMs
Electronic Payments Officer

Government wide accounting

dONNa J. cROuch
Vice President

Group support services

keviN d. kRueGeR
Financial Services Officer

international treasury services

patRicia hilt
Vice President

BRiaN Jack
Assistant Vice President
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GROup

susaN w. MiNk
Executive Vice President

evelYN e. keNdeR
Vice President

lOuis J. sceNti, JR.
Vice President

GeRald l. staGG, M.d.
Medical Director and Vice President

JOhN espOsitO
Assistant Vice President

susaN F. FalBe
Assistant Vice President

daNielle N. levitt
Assistant Vice President

kaReN p. lYNch
Assistant Vice President

NichOlas c. MaRliN
Assistant Vice President

JeNNiFeR c. ROth
Assistant Vice President

Matthew s. waGNeR
Assistant Vice President

daN diaZ
Human Resources Officer

MaRGaRet M. MulliNs
Human Resources Officer

tiMOthY O’keeFe
Human Resources Officer

steveN e. walkeR
Human Resources Officer
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thOMas c. BaXteR, JR.
General Counsel 

and Executive Vice President

Bank applications

JOYce M. haNseN 
Deputy General Counsel 

and Senior Vice President

ivaN J. huRwitZ
Vice President

ROsalie Yee
Assistant Vice President

BRiaN s. steFFeY
Bank Applications Officer
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MaRtiN c. GRaNt
Chief Compliance and Ethics Officer 

and Senior Vice President
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Compliance and Ethics Officer 

and Vice President
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Assistant Vice President

edwaRd e. silva
Assistant Vice President

aJaY BadYal
Compliance Officer

david k. cluNe
Compliance and Ethics Officer

aZish e. FilaBi
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keNNeth h. JONes
Compliance Officer

teRReNce i. sMith
Compliance Officer
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Corporate Secretary, Deputy General 
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RONa B. steiN
Assistant Corporate Secretary 

and Vice President
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Curating Officer
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enforcement unit

thOMas h. ROche 
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and Senior Vice President
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Chief Investigator 

and Senior Vice President

ROBeRt N. saMa
Vice President

chaRles p. duFFY
LEU Officer

williaM N. schaeFeR
LEU Officer

legal

JOYce M. haNseN 
Deputy General Counsel 

and Senior Vice President

Michael a. held
Corporate Secretary, Deputy General 

Counsel, and Senior Vice President

stephaNie a. helleR
Deputy General Counsel 

and Senior Vice President

thOMas h. ROche 
Deputy General Counsel 

and Senior Vice President

haeRaN kiM
Assistant General Counsel 

and Senior Vice President

shaRi d. leveNthal 
Assistant General Counsel 

and Senior Vice President

Michael s. NelsON 
Assistant General Counsel 

and Senior Vice President

NichOlas l. pROtO
Chief Investigator 

and Senior Vice President
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Counsel and Vice President

RichaRd e. chaRltON
Counsel and Vice President

RaYMONd B. check
Counsel and Vice President

YOON hi GReeNe
Counsel and Vice President

david l. GROss
Counsel and Vice President

Michele h. kalsteiN
Counsel and Vice President

seaN O’MalleY 
Deputy Chief Investigator–Enforcement 

and Vice President

Michael schussleR
Counsel and Vice President

deBRa F. stONe
Counsel and Vice President
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valeRie s. wilde
Counsel and Vice President

JeNNiFeR wOlGeMuth
Counsel and Vice President

Michael v. caMpBell
Counsel and Assistant Vice President

caNdace M. JONes
Counsel and Assistant Vice President

catheRiNe kuNG
Counsel and Assistant Vice President

ROseaNN NOtaRO
Counsel and Assistant Vice President

BRett s. phillips
Counsel and Assistant Vice President

shawN e. phillips
Counsel and Assistant Vice President

JOseph h. sOMMeR
Counsel and Assistant Vice President

JaNiNe M. tRaMONtaNa
Counsel and Assistant Vice President

sOphia R. vicksMaN
Counsel and Assistant Vice President

ROBeRtO G. aMeNta
Investigator and Assistant Vice President

JORdaN avNi
Legal Automation 

Assistant Vice President

MaRY l. cOlON
Legal Administrative 

Assistant Vice President

sahil t. GOdiwala
Counsel

MaRk GOld
Investigative Officer

tOdd R. GReeNBeRG
Contracts Officer

eRiN p. kellY
Counsel

katheRiNe s. laNdY
Counsel

saNdRa lee
Counsel

david G. sewell
Counsel

shawei waNG sO
Counsel

JOseph R. tORReGROssa
Counsel

Records Management

MaRtiN c. GRaNt
Chief Compliance and Ethics Officer 

and Senior Vice President

ROse patRuNO
Assistant Vice President
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MaRkets GROup

siMON M. pOtteR
Executive Vice President

patRicia c. MOsseR
Senior Advisor and Senior Vice President

Michele R. walsh
Chief of Staff and Vice President

Matthew s. lieBeR
Assistant Vice President

patRicia a. ZOBel
Assistant Vice President

Business technology

Michael J. RecupeRO
Senior Vice President

Michael J. BuRk
Vice President

paul R. kOwaleNkO
Vice President

thOMas i. pideRit
Vice President

OleG kOZhukhOv
Assistant Vice President

deBRa M. YOuNG
Assistant Vice President

laRissa eZRa
Markets Officer

RYaN l. hiRscheY
Markets Officer

MaX hRaBROv
Markets Officer

aNthONY J. liGuORi
Markets Officer

peteR J. seiGel
Markets Officer

central Bank and international 
account services

tiMOthY J. FOGaRtY
Senior Vice President

aMelia R. MONcaYO
Assistant Vice President

aNNMaRie s. ROwe-stRakeR
Assistant Vice President

ROse M. uGaRte-Gee
Assistant Vice President

ORsON F. keeYs
Markets Officer

catheRiNe lOMaX
Markets Officer

Matthew NeMeth
Markets Officer

peteR ROethel
Markets Officer

Group shared services

aNNe F. BauM
Senior Vice President

leON w. tauB
Senior Vice President

RaNdall B. Balducci
Vice President

hOwaRd B. Fields
Vice President

aNGela l. O’cONNOR
Vice President

suZaNNe BeNveNutO
Assistant Vice President

deNleY Y. s. chew
Assistant Vice President

scOtt NewMaN
Assistant Vice President

thOMas R. BReeN
Markets Officer

JOseph M. BuRke
Markets Officer

david l. caRaNGelO     
Markets Officer

david a. JONes
Markets Officer

Matthew d. RaskiN
Markets Officer

Market Operations Monitoring 
and analysis

susaN e. MclauGhliN
Senior Policy Advisor 

and Senior Vice President

keviN J. stiROh
Senior Vice President

chRistOpheR R. BuRke
Vice President

steveN M. FRiedMaN
Vice President

JOshua l. FROst
Vice President

cheRYl a. GleasON
Vice President

lORie k. lOGaN
Vice President

allaN M. MalZ
Vice President

aNNa NORdstROM
Vice President

Julie a. ReMache
Vice President

JaNet s. Resele-tideN
Vice President

NathaNiel J. wueRFFel
Vice President

kathRYN B. cheN
Assistant Vice President 

david l. FiNkelsteiN
Assistant Vice President
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OliveR a. GiaNNOtti
Assistant Vice President

 JeFFReY w. hutheR
Assistant Vice President

FRaNk M. keaNe
Assistant Vice President

kaRiN J. kiMBROuGh
Assistant Vice President

deBORah l. leONaRd
Assistant Vice President

diNa t. MaRchiONi
Assistant Vice President

patRicia a. ZOBel
Assistant Vice President

eliZaBeth caviNess
Markets Officer

saMuel B. cheuN
Markets Officer

patRick O. dwYeR
Markets Officer

Michelle l. eZeR
Markets Officer

JOhN R. FaulkNeR
Markets Officer

ROBeRt h. leRMaN
Markets Officer

JOhN McGOwaN
Markets Officer

JeFFReY M. MOORe
Markets Officer

JOhN c. paRtlaN
Markets Officer

ROMaN shiMONOv
Markets Officer

deaNNa sONG
Markets Officer

ReseaRch aNd statistics GROup

JaMes J. McaNdRews
Director of Research 

and Executive Vice President

capital Markets

tOBias adRiaN
Vice President

Michael J. FleMiNG
Vice President

eRNst schauMBuRG
Research Officer

Financial intermediation

BeveRlY J. hiRtle
Senior Vice President

liNda s. GOldBeRG
Vice President

JOÃO a. saNtOs
Vice President

haMid MehRaN
Assistant Vice President

dONald p. MORGaN
Assistant Vice President

stavROs c. peRistiaNi
Assistant Vice President

NicOla cetORelli
Research Officer

taNJu YORulMaZeR
Research Officer

international Research

thOMas klitGaaRd
Vice President

MYNYRe aMiti
Assistant Vice President

Macroeconomic and Monetary studies

RichaRd w. peach
Senior Vice President

MaRcO del NeGRO
Assistant Vice President

Gauti B. eGGeRtssON
Assistant Vice President

ROBeRt w. Rich
Assistant Vice President

aRGia M. sBORdONe
Assistant Vice President

MaRc p. GiaNNONi
Research Officer

Microeconomic and Regional studies

GiORGiO tOpa
Vice President

heNdRikus w. vaN deR klaauw
Vice President

OlivieR aRMaNtieR
Assistant Vice President

aYseGul sahiN
Assistant Vice President

Money and payments studies

keNNeth d. GaRBade
Senior Vice President

aNtOiNe MaRtiN
Assistant Vice President

asaNi saRkaR
Assistant Vice President 
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Office of director

deBORah a. peRelMuteR
Senior Vice President

aNdRew F. hauGhwOut
Vice President

JONathaN p. MccaRthY
Vice President

paOlO a. peseNti
Vice President

publications

valeRie d. lapORte
Research Officer

Michael a. deMOtt
Research Officer

Regional analysis

eRica l. GROsheN
Vice President

RichaRd M. deitZ
Assistant Vice President

JaMes a. ORR
Assistant Vice President

Research services

williaM G. selick
Assistant Vice President

JOseph p. heaNeY
Research Officer

statistics

keNNeth p. laMaR
Senior Vice President

aNthONY O. ciRillO
Assistant Vice President

RichaRd e. MOllOY
Assistant Vice President

patRicia selvaGGi
Assistant Vice President

saNdRa Y. GalvaN
Statistics Officer

RichaRd ROBeRts
Statistics Officer

special iNvestMeNts 
MaNaGeMeNt GROup 

ROseaNN stichNOth
Executive Vice President

ROBeRt Galletta
Vice President

ZachaRY s. taYlOR
Vice President

aNNa chaNG
Assistant Vice President

Natasha M. ZaBka
Assistant Vice President

GeRald M. MccRiNk
Investment Support Officer

weNdY Y. wONG
Investment Support Officer

liNda Yee
Investment Support Officer
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williaM t. chRistie
Executive Vice President

application development

lee aleXaNdeR
Senior Vice President

Yuet-MiNG chaN
Vice President

Michael kaNe
Vice President

paNkaJ luthRa
Vice President

RichaRd a. white
Vice President

haRRY M. ZiMBalist
Vice President

Nahla s. alY
Assistant Vice President

david aRZt
Assistant Vice President

ROBeRt GOOdMaN
Assistant Vice President

iRviNG MYONes
Assistant Vice President

cOliN w. wYNd
Assistant Vice President

taMaRa GOldBuRt
Technology Services Officer

JOhN t. liNes
Technology Services Officer

shaRONa NOe
Technology Services Officer

Governance and strategic planning

Matthew d. laRsON
Senior Vice President

JeFFReY p. weiNsteiN
Senior Vice President

ROBeRt M. BeYeR
Vice President

david capps
Technology Services Officer

information security

ROY d. thetFORd, JR. 
Senior Vice President 

and Information Security Officer

JeFFReY kleiN
Vice President

david B. dROssMaN
Assistant Vice President

JaMie BeRNsteiN
Technology Services Officer

program Management Office

kathRYN sMith
Senior Vice President

iRa kahNeR
Vice President

thOMas kleiN
Vice President

BeNNY e. NissaN
Vice President

isaac B. OBstFeld
Vice President

JeaN M. stOlOFF
Vice President

RONald J. ZOldY
Vice President

NadeeM a. kaYaNi
Assistant Vice President

JaMes J. leaRY
Assistant Vice President

peteR MORReale
Assistant Vice President

diaNe piliNkO
Assistant Vice President

peRRY saNtacecilia
Assistant Vice President

Jill taliaNO
Assistant Vice President

tRaceY a. teRRY
Assistant Vice President

salvatORe tidONa
Assistant Vice President

paMela w. Yip
Assistant Vice President

JOhN G. BaRRa
Technology Services Officer

susaN R. chase
Technology Services Officer

Nell M. cOte
Technology Services Officer

aMY c. liu
Technology Services Officer

sReedevi MaNdalapu
Technology Services Officer

keNNeth t. NORcROss
Technology Services Officer
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technology engineering and 
computing services (tecs)

seaN G. MahON
Senior Vice President

RichaRd i. BaRRett
Vice President

aNat GOuRJi
Vice President

NicOlae staNescu
Vice President

daNNY BRaNdO
Assistant Vice President

paul R. saNs
Assistant Vice President

aNGela JORdaN
Technology Services Officer

RaFael kOscialkOwski
Technology Services Officer

JOseph d. leONaRd
Technology Services Officer

JOhN J. MOsQueRa
Technology Services Officer

shlOMO ORBach
Technology Services Officer

aMBROse M. staFYleRas
Technology Services Officer  
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